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Zusammenfassung
Mit dieser Dissertation wurde das weltweit erste Robotersystem entwickelt, welches eine Osteotomie mittels Laser ermöglicht. Die Osteotomie – das Durchtrennen von Knochen für Umstellungen, Versorgung
mit Implantaten oder zum Freilegen des Situs – ist in beliebigen Geometrien und Schnittwinkeln mit konventionellen chirurgischen Instrumenten nicht realisierbar. Das Entfernen von Hartgewebe mit Hilfe von
Lasern ermöglicht einen kontaktfreien und präzisen Abtrag in beliebigen Schnittformen unter Abwesenheit von einwirkenden Kräften und
metallischem Abrieb. Weiterhin sind mittels Laserablation deutlich geringere Schnittbreiten in der Dimension des Laserstrahldruchmessers
erzielbar.
Bisherige Forschungsarbeiten haben die prinzipielle Eignung des Lasers als Werkzeug für das Schneiden von Knochen gezeigt. Dabei wurden rein statische Experimentalaufbauten verwendet und die Ausrichtung von Laser und Knochen zueinander manuell durchgeführt. Der
sehr feine Knochenabtrag und die damit erzielbare hohe Präzision, sowie die Rahmenbedingungen des Schneidprozesses, erreichen die Grenzen der manuell umsetzbaren Genauigkeit der Chirurgen. Deshalb erfordert die Laser-Osteotomie die Unterstützung durch Methoden der
computer- und roboter-assistierten Chirurgie. Ein robotisches Assistenzsystem welches präoperativ geplante Schnitte am Patienten mit einem Laser als Schneidwerkzeug umsetzt, existierte bislang nicht.
Die schnelle und präzise Ablenkung des Laserstrahls durch einen
Strahlscanner und dessen Positionierungen durch ein Robotersystem
sind aus Applikationen zum Schneiden und Schweißen von Werkstoffen aus der Industrie bekannt. Die große Herausforderung ist es, den
Laserschnitt auch nach mehrmaligem Umpositionieren des Strahlscanners durch den Roboter exakt fortzuführen. Erfahrungen aus der industriellen Anwendung von Lasern zum roboterunterstützten Bearbeiten von Werkstücken sind allerdings nicht ohne weiteres auf den medizinischen Kontext übertragbar. Der Patient als ungenau beschriebenes Werkstück mit seiner jeweilig individuellen Anatomie und Pathologie erfordert letztlich eine Einzelstückfertigung. Das in industriellen Anwendungen weit verbreitete einteachen von festen Bewegungsabläufen
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German Summary
kommt deshalb nicht in Frage. Planungsmethoden für das Schneiden
von Hartgewebe mittels Laser sind bisher nicht existent. Während in
industriellen Anwendungen die Erhöhung des Durchsatzes sowie der
Prozessgeschwindigkeit im Vordergrund stehen, liegt das Augenmerk
in chirurgischen Interventionen auf der exakten Umsetzung. Weiterhin
bedarf die Integration eines robotischen Systems in den Operationssaal
einer genauen Betrachtung aus Sicht des Risikomanagements.
Die wissenschaftlichen Herausforderungen der vorliegenden Dissertation zum Thema „Roboter-assistierte Laser-Osteotomie“ lauten wie
folgt:
• Wie lässt sich das Schneiden von Knochen durch Laser mit
robotischen Methoden realisieren?
• Welche Genauigkeiten sind mit einem System für die roboterassistierte Laser-Osteotomie gefordert und erzielbar?
• Wie kann die Ablation von Hartgewebe präoperativ geplant werden?
• Welche Parameter sind ausschlaggebend um den Ablationprozess
zu kontrollieren und zu optimieren?
• Welche chirurgischen Interventionen profitieren von der roboterassistierten Laser-Osteotomie?
Im Rahmen der Dissertation wurde ein prototypisches Gesamtsystem
für die roboter-assistierte Laser-Osteotomie entwickelt. Auf Grundlage
der Methoden aus der computer- und roboter-assistierten Chirurgie,
wurde ein Gesamt-Workflow für die roboter-assistierte Laser-Osteotomie konzipiert und die erforderlichen Prozessschritte entwickelt und
untersucht.
Neben der Systementwicklung konzentriert sich die Arbeit auf die
präoperative Planung von Knochenschnitten. Ein Schwerpunkt liegt dabei auf dem Transfer geometrisch definierter Schnitttrajektorien in ein
Ablationsmuster. Der Laserablationsprozess ist durch die Verwendung
eines kurzgepulsten CO2 Lasers diskret. Das heißt, der Knochenschnitt
entsteht aus der Konkatenation von einzelnen Laserpulsen, die jeweils
kleine Volumina des Knochens herauslösen. An dieser Stelle spielt die
Modellierung des Ablationsprozesses und seiner beeinflussenden Parameter eine ausschlaggebende Rolle für die Güte der Planung. Im Rahmen der Dissertation wurden die entscheidenden Parameter der Laserknochenablation unter Verwendung eines Strahlscanners untersucht
und modelliert.
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Im Anschluss an den Transfer geometrisch definierter Schnitte in ein
Ablationsmuster muss eine geeignete Lösung für die Lage des Strahlscanners bezüglich des Patienten erfolgen. Dazu wurde eine Optimierungsmethode entwickelt, welche die minimale Anzahl von Strahlscanner Positionen automatisch ermittelt. Eine Simulationsumgebung rundet die präoperative Planung ab und ermöglicht vorab die Visualisierung der roboter-assistierten Umsetzung des Plans. Die Planung findet
unabhängig von der verwendeten Roboterkinematik statt, wodurch Modularität erreicht wird. In der Simulation kann die Ausführung dann
mit einem speziellen Roboter hinsichtlich Erreichbarkeiten und Machbarkeit evaluiert werden. Im Rahmen der Dissertation wurden dazu
zwei serielle Roboter untersucht, ein industrieller Reinraumroboter und
ein Leichtbauroboter.
Für die präzise Ausführung vorab definierter Schnitte ist die Kalibrierung und Registrierung des Gesamtsystems, insbesondere des Endeffektors in Form des Strahlscanners, von essenzieller Bedeutung. Im
Rahmen der Dissertation wurden dazu Methoden entwickelt und evaluiert. Das Gesamtsystem wurde zur Evaluierung von Schnitten an tierischen Knochenpräparaten experimentell erprobt. Die erzielte Gesamtgenauigkeit von 0.4 mm zeigt die Eignung der entwickelten Methoden.
Eine Risikoanalyse und -bewertung des Experimentalsystems wurde
begleitend durchgeführt und beeinflusste Entscheidungen im Entwicklungsprozess hinsichtlich der späteren Einsetzbarkeit im Operationssaal. In Kooperation mit HNO-Chirurgen wurde weiterhin eine medizinische Applikationen definiert und in ersten Experimenten die Eignung
des Systems evaluiert. Des Weiteren eröffnet die Laserablation als Instrument zur Bearbeitung von Knochen neue chirurgische Applikationen, beispielsweise die mikrochirurgische Knochenentfernung oder die
individuelle Erstellung von Implantatbetten.
Im Zuge der Dissertation wurden weltweit erstmalig intraoperativ einsetzbare Methoden für die roboter-assistierte Laser-Osteotomie entwickelt und untersucht, welche die präoperative Planung komplexer
Schnitttrajektorien erlauben und diese präzise umsetzen. Somit wird
den Chirurgen ein neues Werkzeug bereitgestellt, mit dessen Hilfe zukünftig völlig neue Osteotomietechniken umsetzbar werden.
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I am among those who think that
science has great beauty. A scientist in her laboratory is not only
a technician: she is also a child
placed before natural phenomena
which impress her like a fairy tale.
Marie Curie

1

Introduction
Long before human could read or write, they opened the skull of fellow
men. Likewise extraordinary: The patients usually recovered from this
procedure. Thousands of discovered specimen indicate that trephination, i.e. drilling or cutting out rings or squares, was mostly conducted
after head injuries at these times. The surgeons applied sharped flints
or obsidian fastened to a wooden handle. Later these instruments were
replaced by copper or bronze blades. Nowadays mainly mechanical
tools are applied to separate bony tissue, i.e. burrs and saws. However, mechanical processing of human hard tissue with these instruments constricts the choice for the incision execution. For example
the osteotomy as a surgical procedure to cut bone in order to change
alignment, provide an implant or to access the operation site is not realizable in arbitrary geometries and cutting angles with conventional
surgical tools. Since surgical instruments are usually handheld, the
precision of the cut is mainly dependent on the skills of the surgeon.
Known from industrial chipping applications, the major drawback of
mechanical cutting instruments is the development of high temperatures at the cutting edges during processing. The rotational or oscillation movement of instruments causes the bone to heaten up. This
can cause necrosis or carbonization leading to regeneration delay or at
worst irreparable thermal damage. Furthermore, the cutting is directly
dependent on the applied force. By-products of cutting, e.g. metal abrasion, have an additional impact on the bone regeneration process.
In order to overcome these disadvantages of mechanical cutting instruments new technologies were proposed over the last years. Beside
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the water-jet method, cutting with light was introduced shortly after
the invention of the laser in the 1960s. Material processing using laser
became a widely used method for industrial cutting applications. This
is due to several advantages, which are unique for this energy source:
non-contact processing, improved quality, higher productivity and automation worthiness.
Recent publications revealed, that short-pulsed carbon dioxide (CO2 )
laser ablation is suitable to ablate bony and cartilage tissue. In comparison to conventional cutting methods, laser ablation facilitates cutting
widths which are one dimension smaller (down to the laser spot size).
Furthermore the cutting geometry is no more restricted. Geometrically
arbitrary and complex cutting shapes are achievable. Laser ablation
also allows processing of bone in regions, which are hardly accessible
with conventional mechanical instruments. Hence, fundamentally new
operation techniques become feasible.
However, every tool leaves its own fingerprints in the tissue. In case of
short-pulsed laser ablation the bone removal is driven by the thermomechanical process taking place when irradiating the tissue with laser
pulses. This means that the energy absorbed by the mineral and water
components of the bone leads to a fast rise of the temperature inside
the bone. Increasing pressure promotes the explosive removal of tiny
bone fragments which are carried away with the vapor. In order to
avoid carbonization of the bone by too high temperatures, a fast scanning of the focused laser beam over the tissue is proposed. The laser
beam multi-passes the bone and thereby the incision is performed layer
by layer. Histological evaluations revealed that short-pulsed CO2 laser
ablation does not have any negative impact on the bone regeneration.
However, up to now only the principal feasibility of short-pulsed CO2
laser ablation to cut bony and cartilage tissue was shown.
Narrow incisions with only a few hundred microns necessitate precise
guidance and application of the focused laser beam. To achieve such
accuracy manually is beyond the human capabilities. Hence, the combination of this new cutting technique with methods for computer and
robot assisted surgery is indispensable. A robotic assistance system
which executes preoperatively planned cutting geometries using laser
is not existent nowadays and is thereby proposed in the scope of this
doctoral thesis.
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1.1 Scientific Challenges
Fast and precise deflection of the laser beam using a beam deflector
and positioning this device using a robot system are well known from
industrial applications for cutting and welding material. The main challenge is to meet the laser incision even after numerous repositionings
of the robot and to continue the cut exactly. However, methods used in
industrial applications for robot assisted processing of material using
laser are not straight forward adaptable to medical applications. The
patient as an inexact described workpiece with his individual anatomy
and pathology necessitates one of a kind work.
Planning methods for the ablation of hard tissue in situ using laser
are not known nowadays. Even though the state of the art reveals
physical, chemical and biological dependencies and interrelationships,
cutting bony tissue using laser was regarded on the one hand theoretically and on the other hand phenomenologically until now. One has
to notice that nowadays no comprehensive understanding of laser bone
ablation and all influencing parameters is existent.
While industrial applications aim at maximizing performance and
process speed, exact implementation together with physiological constraints are the main focus in surgical interventions. Furthermore, the
integration of a robotic system into the operating theater requires to
assess methods of risk management.
Overall, this leads to the scientific challenges and open questions
which are dealt with in the scope of this doctoral thesis:
• How to realize laser cutting of bone with robotic methods?
• Which cutting accuracies are required and obtainable with a system for robot assisted laser osteotomy?
• How to plan hard tissue ablation preoperatively?
• Which parameters are essential for controlling and optimizing the
ablation process?
• Which surgical disciplines profit from robot assisted laser osteotomy?

1.2 Structure
This thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, the fundamentals of
laser and its interaction mechanisms with matter are introduced. An
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overview of industrial laser applications is given with regard to computer and robotic assistance. Afterwards the mechanisms which drive
pulsed laser ablation for tissue removal are described and picked up in
the presentation of medical laser applications. In Chapter 3, the main
concepts of computer and robot assisted surgery are introduced. In this
context the state of the art of medical laser applications utilizing methods of computer and robotic assistance is reviewed. Based thereon,
open questions and scientific challenges in the scope of this doctoral
thesis are stated.
The following chapters (4-7) each deal with a specific question regarding robot assisted laser osteotomy and the methods developed within
the scope of this doctoral thesis. In Chapter 4, the laser ablation process is considered as a discrete process and analyzed in order to understand influencing parameters. The development of an incision by
concatenation of single laser pulses is explained. The next Chapter 5
deals with planning of robot assisted laser ablation. The methods developed for transferring a geometrically predefined cut into a sequence
of laser pulses under consideration of the beam deflector’s working area
are introduced. In the following Chapter 6 the system realized in the
scope of this doctoral thesis for robot assisted laser osteotomy is presented. Beside hardware and software components, the registration
and calibration methods developed are introduced. Furthermore, the
previous concepts and methods are put in the context of the overall
workflow for robot assisted laser osteotomy. The corresponding risk
analysis performed for the overall system is given in Annex A. In the
last core Chapter 7 the experimental feasibility studies assessed in the
scope of this doctoral thesis are presented.
The results of this doctoral thesis and all the innovations behind
world’s first robotic system for laser osteotomy are summarized in the
last Chapter 8. The new concepts and methods are discussed with regard to their medical application. The doctoral thesis closes with an
outlook on further research issues.
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All truths are easy to understand
once they are discovered; the
point is to discover them.
Galileo Galilei

2

Laser Material Processing

Laser radiation was first created by Theodore H. Maiman 1960 at the
Hughes Research Laboratory using synthetic ruby [Mai60]. The interaction of laser radiation with matter and its application in material processing is in the scope of research since that time.
In parallel the industrial and the medical research discovered application fields for laser. Only a few of them have significance in material
processing [Bäu04]. While the industrial use of laser radiation is often
accompanied by means of controlled movement or precise positioning
using articulated arms and robots respectively, laser radiation in medical applications is mostly conducted manually by hand.
The use of laser radiation for material processing is introduced in this
chapter, beginning with the laser fundamentals and laser beam characteristics. After an introduction of light interaction mechanisms, the
general interaction effects of laser with matter are described. The usage of laser in industrial applications especially with regard to computer
and robot assistance is reflected, since its previous and actual impact
on computer and robot aided surgery. In the last part of this chapter
the interaction of laser with biological tissue is explained in detail. Furthermore medical laser applications with focus on hard tissue ablation
are introduced.
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2.1 Laser Fundamentals
The acronym laser for light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation is used for the principle of operation and for devices, emitting
electromagnetic radiation (cp. Figure 2.1) of one wavelength or several
narrow bandwidth wavelengths. The light emitted is coherent and unidirectional. It can easily be collimated in order to achieve a focused
monochromatic beam with small divergence.
A laser beam originates from an energy change between an excited
and a lower energy stage. An incoming photon is absorbed by an
atom or molecule, resulting in an excited energy state of the atom or
molecule. Stimulated emission is then caused by a photon meeting an
excited atom or molecule and thereby stimulating it to emit the stored
energy in term of a photon, returning in an unexcited (lower) stage. The
emitted photon is found to be in the same phase as the stimulating
photon, also traveling in the same direction. Stimulated emission of
photons can be considered as the opposite process of absorption.
Numerous materials can be utilized for stimulated emission (solidstate, gas, fluid, semiconductor). In order to emit light a population
inversion of atoms or molecules in an excited energetic state in the active medium is necessary. This is realized by pumping the atoms or
molecules optically or electrically. Photons passing through accumulated excited atoms or molecules stimulate the generation of numerous
x

λ

y

electric field

z

magnetic field

Figure 2.1: Scheme of an electromagnetic wave. The wave is characterized by the wavelength λ and the amplitude. The electric
wave and the magnetic wave are perpendicular and propagating in z direction.
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photons, each of them also stimulating excited atoms to emit photons.
The amplification is caused by stimulated emission. Figure 2.2 illustrates the basic principle of a laser system.
Laser light can be classified by its Transverse Electromagnetic Mode
pattern (TEM), which gives the number of radial, angular and longitudinal zero fields: TEMρϕq . The index q of the longitudinal zero fields
is normally not used. Most lasers for material processing are used in
TEM00 or TEM01 . The higher the laser mode, the harder it is to focus the
laser beam to a fine spot.
Furthermore laser light is characterized by polarization, i.e. the electric vectors of all waves are lined up. General laser light without any filtering is randomly polarized. Dependent on the polarization filter used
a distinction is drawn between linear, circular and elliptical polarization
[Sil04].
A laser beam is highly directive and therefore shows only very small
divergence. Propagating in free space and using a lens a Gaussian
beam (TEM00 ) shows the minimum spot size wσ0 on its beam axis z at

Pumping
total
reflector

partial
reflector
active medium
amplification by
stimulated emission

laser beam

optical resonator

Figure 2.2: An optical resonator containing an active medium providing
suitable energy stages is stimulated by a pumping source in
order to create a population inversion
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the beam waist (cp. Figure 2.3). The variation of the spot size for this
beam is given by
s
 2
z
w(z) = wσ0 1 +
.
zR

√ wσ0
√2

w(z)

wσ0
Θσ

z

zR

Figure 2.3: Notation for Gaussian beam diverging from its waist.
Without loss of generality the origin of the z-axis coincides with the
beam waist, where the Rayleigh range zR is defined depending on the
wavelength λ
2
πwσ0
zR =
.
λ
The Rayleigh range is the distance along the path of propagation from
the beam waist to the plane
in which the beam diameter exceeds the
√
waist diameter by factor 2. It characterizes the near field of the beam,
while the far field beam divergence gives a constant angle for the expansion of the beam. A Gaussian beam shows the largest Rayleigh range
and lowest far field divergence compared to higher Transverse Electromagnetic Modes [Ion05].
The depth of focus (confocal parameter) of the beam is defined as
b = 2zR ,
where spot size of the beam reaches
w (±zR ) =

√
2wσ0 .

The beam quality factor M 2 indicates the quality of the laser beam.
A high beam quality means that the laser beam has a small focus with
high intensity and small divergence. Nowadays, the term beam propagation factor and the notation K are used in almost the same manner.
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For a theoretically ideal Gaussian beam M 2 = 1, while for real beams
M 2 >1. Hence, the beam quality factor is defined as:
M2 =

1
π wσ0 Θσ
= ·
K
λ
2

with the divergence angle Θσ . M 2 describes the ratio of divergence between the considered beam and that of theoretical diffraction-limited
Gaussian beam with the same waist.
Among the theoretical determination of beam parameters, the experimental validation is often crucial in order to accurately describe the
beam divergence for a specific laser setup. Most commonly knife-edge
scanning techniques and derivate methods are used to measure the radius of a Gaussian beam [Arn71, Fir77, Joh98, Kla83]. Ronchi ruling
is another method for determining the Gaussian beam diameter, which
allows measuring very small beam diameters [Che03].
Furthermore the intensity distribution of the laser beam is of high
interest in material processing. Numerous methods are proposed, to
analyze the beam profile of a laser beam and mostly image processing
techniques are utilized these days [Als06, Sch81].

2.2 Light Matter Interaction Mechanisms
When light interacts with matter, the matter responds in a proportionate way. Reflection, refraction, scattering and absorption are counted
among these effects, which constitute the basis for laser material processing.

2.2.1 Reflection and Refraction
Reflection and Refraction are strongly related to each other (see Figure
2.4). Refraction is the change in the direction of the light wave when
passing from one media into another. Passing from material M1 with
refraction index n1 to material M2 with n2 the beam’s inclincation angle
with respect to the surface normal changes from ϕ to ϕ00 . This change
in direction is induced by the difference in the speed of light traveling
through the two media. The refraction index of a certain material defines the ratio of the speed of light in the material to the speed of light
in a vacuum.
Reflection occurs whenever incident light strikes a physical boundary
between two materials of different refraction indices (e.g. air or water).
The reflection angle ϕ0 equals the angle of incidence ϕ. The angles are
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measured between the surface normal and the incident respectably reflected beam.
If the surface itself is smooth, with small irregularities in comparison
to the wavelength of the incident beam, the reflection is called specular
and the reflected beam lies within the plane of incidence. While against
that a rough surface, comparable or even larger than the wavelength
of radiation causes diffuse reflection. In this case several beams are
reflected which do not necessarily lie within the plane of incidence.

2.2.2 Scattering and Absorption
Light scattering and absorption are the two important processes contributing to the visual appearance of objects. Scattering changes the
propagation direction of the electromagnetic wave due to differing refraction indices inside the medium (cells, particles, etc.).
Absorption of electromagnetic radiation characterizes the uptake of
energy by a medium. The inverse of the absorption coefficient µα defines
the distance after which the intensity has decreased by 1/e from its
incident value. Corresponding to this, the relation between the light
intensity and the depth of indentation is exponentially decreasing.
Absorption is strongly dependent on the target material and the wavelength of the electromagnetic radiation. Figure 2.5 shows the absorption coefficient of water in dependency of the wavelength.

 `
reflection

n1
n2

refraction

``


Figure 2.4: Geometry of specular reflection and refraction.
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2.3 Absorption Processes in Matter Caused by Laser Radiation

wavelength [µm]

Figure 2.5: Absorption coefficient µα of water plotted against the wavelength λ. Graph generated with data from [Ore09].

2.3 Absorption Processes in Matter Caused by
Laser Radiation
As previously described, when electromagnetic radiation strikes a surface interaction effects occur. Some of the radiation is reflected, some
is transmitted and some is absorbed. The absorption of the radiation is
the most important phenomenon in laser material processing, whether
in industrial or medical applications. On its way through the target
medium the radiation is absorbed following different rules of absorption, which are dependent on the wavelength and intensity as well as
on the medium itself (cp. Section 2.2.2).
Absorption results in various effects such as heating, melting, boiling etc., which are the basis for several laser material processing techniques [Ste03a]. Figure 2.6 visualizes several of these effects.
By irradiating the surface of a material with a laser beam, electrons
of the material are excited. This excitation energy is converted into
heat. Depending on the thermal properties of the material and the laser
parameters a temperature distribution is established. If the incident
laser intensity is sufficiently high, the laser energy absorption causes
phase transformations. The application of external energy leads to in-
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laser beam

heat conduction

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.6: Laser material interaction effects: (a) heating, (b) surface
melting, (c) surface vaporization, and (d) plasma formation.

creasing molecular vibration. Surpassing the material specific melting threshold the phase change to liquid occurs, since the materials
molecules become less ordered. The depth of melting cannot be infinitely high, since once the increasing temperature at the surface of
the irradiated material reaches the boiling point, the maximum melting depth is reached. With reaching the boiling point, the vaporization
of the material takes place, i.e. the temperature at which the vapor
pressure of the liquid is equal to the external pressure. Once the vaporization began, the liquid-vapor border proceeds inside the material
under continuous laser irradiation and material is removed by evaporation simultaneously [Dah08].
Significant surface evaporation occurs, if the material is irradiated
with a sufficiently large laser intensity. Hence interaction between the
incident laser beam and the vapor takes place, which influences or
interferes the overall laser interaction process. Most important thereby
is the ionization of the vapor, i.e. the formation of plasma.
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2.4 Industrial Laser Applications
Since the laser invention many hundred laser systems have been developed, but only a few of them are of commercial significance in industrial
applications. Since the irradiation of a material with the electromagnetic energy of a laser beam induces thermal or thermo-mechanical response, industrial applications utilizing laser always rely on the conversion of energy. The focused laser beam is one of the highest power density sources available for industrial applications these days [Ste03a].
Furthermore the possibility to shape this power in time and space is
almost unique [Ste03b].
Generally one can say that the increasing application of laser in material processing is due to several advantages which are unique for this
energy source, e.g. non-contact processing, improved quality, higher
productivity, automation worthiness. Laser material processing is a
wide field and several applications are existing. Following Majumdar
et al. one can distinguish applications which require limited energy
causing no significant change of phase or state in the material and
applications which require a substantial amount of energy inducing
phase transformations [Maj03]. The last-mentioned class of applications can be further subdivided into joining and machining applications [Dub07], which are regarded in the scope of this thesis, especially
cutting, drilling and welding. Figure 2.7 illustrates laser material processing applications in dependence of the interaction time and laser
power density. The laser power density and interaction length are carefully suited for each process regarding the material to be processed and
its certain parameters. Generally, processing material necessitates the
deep understanding of the parameters influencing the process. Therefore numerous models for laser processes were developed and evaluated
[Yil97a, Yil98, StO02, Yao05].
After laser cutting found its way into industry, laser welding became
a promising application field. The high processing speeds in laser applications and small tolerances require a high degree of automation.
Since the invention of the laser there has also been a constant development towards shorter pulse durations [Mei04]. Nowadays pulses in
femtosecond range are obtainable and even shorter, allowing to input
high laser power densities in very short time and therefore opening up
new possibilities in laser material processing. In the following laser
cutting, welding, drilling and micro-structuring are further explained.
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2.4.1 Laser Cutting
Today laser cutting is the most common industrial application of laser.
In comparison with alternative techniques the laser cuts faster and with
a higher quality. Hence, the process of laser cutting is characterized
by contact freeness and easy automatability. The advantages of laser
cutting against competing processes (e.g. water jet cutting, conventional
stamping) are [Ste03a]:
• Very narrow cutting kerf (width of cut opening)
• Cut edge can be clean and smooth
• No edge burr
• Very narrow heat affected zone
The induced laser power heats the material to the melting temperature. A gas jet accelerates the molten material, which is thereby separated from the material and the cutting kerf evolves. Laser cutting
found its way into the automotive industry which requires the processing of structural or chassis parts, where complex end-parts are build

108
power denssity [W/mm ²²]

drilling

VAPORIZATION
cutting
markingg

104
bending

MELTING
welding

HEATING
10
10-88

10-66

10-22
10-44
interaction time [s]

10

Figure 2.7: Schematic view of laser material processing applications in
dependence on the laser power density and the interaction
time (Adapted from [Maj03]).
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using metallic sheets with thicknesses below 3 mm. Driven by the demand for cutting even thicker metal plates, increasing laser powers are
applied. Laser cutting parameter optimization plays an important role
and is in the scope of current research [Dix06, Jim07, Ari07, Keu07,
Tay94a]. However, the possible parameter variance is more narrow for
achieving good quality laser cuts of thick metal plates, since a critical balance between the process parameters has to be considered (e.g.
laser power, focal distance, cutting velocity and gas pressure). Therefore cutting of thick plates is nowadays not that highly automated as
laser cutting of thin plates and necessitates human supervision.
Maintaining the correct beam focus at the workpiece is the key requirement for laser cutting. While this is simple for flat metal sheets, it
is far more challenging considering 3d freeform workpieces. Such applications require active control of the focal position [Bog08]. This can
either be achieved using a positioning table for the workpiece and apply
Computer Numerical Control (CNC) or by using robots to position the
laser cutting head [Roo00].
Dworkowsky et al. [Dwo95] proposed an x- and y- gantry positioner
in order to move the cutting head along a pre-programmed path for
processing the laser cut. Optical beam delivery is realized comparable to a two-dimensional scan head, since the light-weight mirrors are
mounted to the x- and y-axis of the gantry. A lens is utilized to focus
the scanned laser beam onto the workpiece. The system was designed
to achieve high-speed precision movements and patented. However,
Dworkowsky et al. did not explain the positioning and alignment of the
workpiece in respect to the gantry. Another x-y-motion table for positioning the workpiece in respect to the laser head was proposed by Hace
et al. [Hac97].
Several special robot systems were proposed for laser cutting applications [Wan99, Cho00]. Bruzzone et al. proposed a mechanical structure for a parallel robot for laser cutting applications [Bru02]. They
motivated their approach by the excellent dynamic performance, high
stiffness and accuracy reachable with parallel robots. However, these
systems never left the state of mechanical design. Usually conventional
six degree of freedom serial robot arms are utilized in industrial applications.
Jenoptik Automation presented the next generation of robot based
CO2 laser systems Votan C-BIM (Beam in Motion) for laser cutting and
trimming of metal sheets. The system allows up to 5 kW of laser power
with high accuracy and dynamics [Jen09]. The laser is mechanically
decoupled from the robot and the complete optical path of the beam
is integrated into the robot itself by coupling it into the foot. Each
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robot axis contains a water-cooled mirror at the turning point, thereby
delivering the laser beam to the cutting head. The reflection loss over
the complete optical path is stated to be lower than 5 %. A Stäubli TX90
robot was specifically adapted for this application (see Figure 2.8).

Figure 2.8: Next generation of robot-based CO2 laser systems Votan CBIM (Beam in Motion) with incorporated optical path. (Picture: JENOPTIK Automatisierungstechnik GmbH.)
Mostly programming of laser cutting robots (and industrial robots in
general) is performed manually using a teach-pendant or offline using
a virtual scene. Using a dynamic programming procedure Pashkevich
et al. developed multiobjective optimization methods for robot motion
considering kinematic redundancy and particularities of laser cutting
[Pas04].
Furthermore several studies were applied in order to improve laser
cutting by means of online process control. Roggero et al. proposed
a classification system for analyzing the quality of laser cuts on the
fly and controlling of the process [Rog01]. A camera is applied, which
surveys the process. The image sequence is synchronized with the state
information of the cut and then classified using a neural network.

2.4.2 Laser Welding
After laser cutting also laser welding became a state of the art application in the industrial area. The aim of the laser welding process is
to create a pool of molten material (weld pool) at the overlapping workpiece surfaces [Dah08]. Almost every material can be laser welded. The
challenges are in beam and material handling.
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For laser beam welding a laser beam is focused on the workpiece, energy is deposited at the surface and then transported deeply inside a
narrow cavity by heat conduction. Again the feature to concentrate a
very high energy in a very small area characterizes the laser induced
process. If the power density exceeds a certain threshold (> 106 W
mm−2 ), key holing in the weld pool occurs [Ama02]. The evaporation
induces recoil pressure form this small depression which develops into
the keyhole by the upward displacement of molten material along the
keyhole walls [Dah08]. Within the keyhole the laser energy is multiply
reflected and therefore is of high importance in order to achieve deep
penetration of the laser beam into the material. The small heat-affected
zone by the laser thanks to high power densities and the fast cooling
rate the process induces only low heat to the material.
During laser welding the surface of the material undergoes rapid vaporization and the subsequent ionization of the vapor creates a standing plasma above the surface of the material. Thereby laser radiation
is absorbed and scattered, what impedes effective welding. Therefore
various shielding gases such as argon, helium or CO2 are utilized. Simultaneously to the shielding gas also hardfacing material (e.g. in form
of a powder) can be introduced into the laser beam and thereby melted.
Understanding the welding process is of high importance in order to
optimize the process and efficiency [Yil97b, Tso06]. As for laser cutting
also in the scope of laser welding various models were applied [Ama02].
Furthermore constant development in the scope of beam scanning towards more accurate, faster and smaller systems can be observed. For
example, Schmitt et al. recently proposed a miniaturized laser processing optics for micro welding [Sch08].
Robotic Laser Welding
Industrial robotic welding is a popular application of robotics worldwide, especially in car industry [Pir02]. The high welding speeds in
laser welding, e.g. 100 mm/s and the small tolerances require a high
degree of automation [Mei04]. Most research work considering robotic
laser welding is conducted in the field of open loop control considering
the influence of various control variables and quality parameters.
Programming for robotic laser welding is mostly performed offline
[Wai07]. Combining off-line programming, motion planning and sensorbased control of the robotic welding process is combined by Madsen et
al. [Mad02]. For closed-loop or adaptive control mostly CCD cameras
are utilized, which are used to determine the position of the focal point
for example. Online focus control sensors incorporated into the laser
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delivery system, i.e. an optical fiber in this case, measuring the process
light returning through the delivery system was proposed by [Han99].
Andersen developed a feed forward control strategy based on gain
scheduling [And01]. Measuring the actual gap between workpieces with
a laser sensor, the control parameters are adapted accordingly. The
welding speed, wire feed rate and position of the laser focus are considered in the control parameters. Seam tracking to control the robot
movements using a laser scanner, like the work proposed by Fridenfalk
et al. [Fri03], Xu et al. [Xu04] or de Graaf [Gra07], allows to continuously correct both position and orientation of the welding torch at
the robots end-effector along the seam. Therefore necessity of trajectory programming or geometrical databases may be replaced by online
adaptive control of the robotic welding system. Bolmsjö et al. pointed
out that the use of sensors controlling the welding process itself and
the robot action are of primary interest [Bol05].
Remote Laser Welding
Thanks to high power laser development with high beam quality, long
focal lengths with small spot sizes are achievable and allow to utilize
focused laser beams with a comparable long Rayleigh length. In combination with highly dynamic beam deflection long focal lengths are
characteristic for remote welding systems. While in conventional laser
processing the work head is close to the workpiece, a standoff distance allows to use the laser with its non-contact processing feasibility.
Hence, the laser beam (with f ≥ 1000 mm) is focused onto the workpiece [Bäu04] and deflected by x-y-scanning systems. Consequently
the beam deflection unit needs to be positioned in respect to the workpiece with high accuracy and repeatability. Key benefit of the standoff
distance and the ability to maneuver the laser is the comparable larger
working area of remote welding systems. Hence, remote laser welding
systems usually comprise a high power laser source, a beam delivery
and deflection system as well as a serial robot with six degrees of freedom. The robot positions the beam deflection unit in respect to the
workpiece in order to process welding spots or seams [Bey03]. Mostly
Nd:YAG and CO2 laser are utilized for remote laser welding systems
[Tso08]. Figure 2.9 illustrates remote welding in automotive industry.
The development of remote laser welding is mainly driven by the automotive industry in order to increase productivity and construction
strength and to enable new designs. Compared to traditional laser
welding with short focal length optics, high speed movement of the laser
beam in remote laser welding significantly contributes to the reduction
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Figure 2.9: Remote laser welding with a robot positioning a threedimensional scanning device relative to a workpiece. (Picture: TRUMPF GmbH + Co. KG.)
of cycle times and the accessibility to areas not accessible with short focal lengths. Hence, remote laser welding promises a wider application
spectrum. However, the main challenge for remote welding systems is
part handling, since the processing time is so fast [Koc02]. Typically
20-50 % of the welding process cycle time are only used for the welding,
while the positioning and loading time of the systems is consuming the
remaining time [Gru03].
A variety of publications deal with planning and optimization of remote laser welding, since this technique promises higher productivity
in comparison with conventional welding techniques. Stemmann et al.
modeled the scanning unit mounted to the robots flange as a kinematic
chain accounting for the redundancy resulting from the combination of
two actuated devices [Ste06]. The task of sequential welding is related
to the Generalized Travelling Salesman Problem (GTSP) which is solved
in order to find the time optimal path. The solution was applied to a
simulation environment and the authors state that 20% of the execution time could be saved. However, the method was not applied to a
real application.
Reinhart et al. proposed a task based programming system for remote laser welding which is capable of automatically transferring task
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descriptions into executable robot operations [Rei08]. The system does
not utilize a scanning device, in fact a conventional long range optic is
directly attached as the robots end-effector. The user moves a tracked
3d-input stylus across the surface of the workpiece and a projector
is then used to augment a virtual cursor onto the workpiece directly.
Thereby the user can define a trajectory on the surface by simply drawing it (cp. Figure 2.10a).
The generated task can be divided into seam and point level. For
optimizing the path for the welding task, the problem is divided into
two subproblems. First, the optimal welding sequence is determined
automatically under the assumption that the shortest Cartesian path
between all seams results in the shortest cycle time for the welding
problem. This problem is an instance of the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) and solved by a simple heuristic approach (cp. Figure 2.10b).
Second, the variation of inclination angles is regarded under the assumption that a smooth path of the optic results in improved robot
movements regarding the cycle time by avoiding main axis oscillation.
In order to increase the positioning accuracy of the scanner unit by
the robot, several online sensing methods are applied. Huisson et al.
introduced a calibration methodology for a seam tracking sensor to position the laser focal point and to modify the tool trajectory [Hui02].
They combined a laser profiling sensor and a laser focal point sensor
based on a CCD camera, but the overall accuracy achieved in the calibration procedure did not reach the range of accuracy Huisson et al.
claimed for robotic laser welding. Seam tracking based on stereo visual
feedback control was proposed by Zhang et al. [Zha07] in order to improve the dynamic trajectory accuracy. Visual measuring of the path
accuracy for robotic laser welding was also in the scope of the work
performed by Du et al. [Du04].

2.4.3 Laser Drilling
Drilling applications represent only 5% of the industrial laser material processing applications. In laser beam drilling four types are distinguished: single pulse or percussion drilling, trepanning or helical
drilling. In single pulse drilling holes with a diameter of 0.015 mm to
1.2 mm can be achieved using lamp-pumped pulsed industrial Nd:YAG
solid-state lasers. In trepan drilling, the laser beam is guided along
the circumference of the hole which will be generated, while percussion
drilling directly removes the material. Helical drilling is applied when
cylindrical or conical shaped holes need to be achieved and geometrical
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.10: Task based programming system for remote laser welding. (a) User defines a trajectory on the workpiece surface by simply drawing it supported by augmented reality.
(b) Finding the optimal welding sequence by referring it to
the Traveling Salesman Problem. (Reprinted from [Rei08],
Copyright 2008, with permission from Elsevier.)
tolerances below 2% are required. Further reading and exemplary applications can be found in the literature [Dah08, Ste03, Che07, Boo04].

2.4.4 Laser Micro Structuring
Defined material removal for micro structuring is another industrial
application field of the laser. Here the laser is often used in pulsed
mode with high intensities in order to quickly heat up the material
and induce removal. To gain high intensities mostly solid state lasers
are utilized in TEM00 mode and beam quality factor near M 2 = 1 to
achieve good focusing abilities. For deflecting the laser beam, in this
application field galvanometric scanner systems are utilized too. In this
scope the shorter the laser pulse is with the same intensity, the better
the quality of the resulting crater of removed material by one single
laser pulse is [Kor07]. Figure 2.11 illustrates the laser ablation process
by sublimation. A short laser pulse applied to a workpiece heats it
at the incidence point to the melting point. Instantly a plasma plume
occurs due to ionization of ablation products. Increasing pressure by
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Figure 2.11: Phases of laser induced material removal. (Adapted from
[Kor07].)
vapor leads to evaporation of molten particles. Molten particles solidify
again on the surface around the crater margin.
For micro structuring pulse length in femtosecond and picosecond
range are usual [Gil05]. Mostly single atoms are released out of their
matrix using femtosecond pulses. Since energy deposition is faster
then heat dispersion, nearly complete sublimation occurs, which is also
called cold ablation. In contrast pulses in picosecond range already
show heat dispersion in the adjacent material and first surface border influences occur. Furthermore femtosecond and picosecond pulses
only remove small amounts of material, allowing high accuracies. The
logarithmic dependency of ablation depth from the absorbed laser energy can be determined accurately for industrial materials (e.g. copper)
[Kor07].

2.4.5 Conclusion
The utilization of laser for industrial applications is well established and
a method of choice nowadays. One the one hand, this is due to the fact
that laser allows for a high degree of automation and on the other hand,
that the processing quality can be enhanced. However, with respect to
the medical application area, the well established methods cannot be
applied offhand. In fact, treating biological tissue with laser necessitates a deeper look to the interaction principles under consideration of
the tissue properties. The next section reviews laser interaction processes and the impact on biological tissue. Afterwards medical applications using laser are introduced.
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2.5 Interaction of Laser Radiation with Biological
Tissue
Interaction of laser radiation with biological tissue is mainly based on
absorption. The energy induced by the laser beam into the tissue is
converted into heat. The photothermal event results in warming, coagulation or excision, or incision through tissue vaporization. Scattering
of the laser beam is only of importance regarding deep tissue penetration [Cob06].
Absorption in biological tissue is dependent on the following parameters:
• wavelength
• power or energy
• continuous or pulsed waveform (cw/pw)
• exposure time or pulse duration
• power density (spot size)
• optical properties
Depending on the wavelength important absorbers in the ultraviolet
range of the spectrum are peptides and nucleid acids. In the visual
range mostly carotene, melanin and hemoglobin are absorbers. Longer
wavelengths in the infrared range are mainly absorbed by water and
hydroxyapatite, both crucial factors for laser bone ablation. The optical
properties of the tissue are characterized by water content, pigmentation, mineral content, heat capacity (i.e. thermal conductivity and tissue density) and latent heat of transformation (i.e. vaporization water,
denaturation of proteins, melting minerals).
The interaction effect strongly depends on the power density and the
exposure time. The number of combinations of exposure parameters
is almost unlimited. Nevertheless the interaction of laser with biological tissue can be categorized into five areas with respect to the exposure time and power density: photochemical, thermal, photoablation,
plasma induced and photodisruption. The following subsections and
Figure 2.12 explicate these laser-tissue interactions.
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Figure 2.12: Scheme of laser-tissue interactions based on Boulnois
[Bou86]. Exposure times and power densities used in biological applications vary over wide ranges. The slashed
and dotted lines indicate the energy density.

2.5.1 Photochemical Interaction
Using very low power densities (1 W/cm2 ) and long exposure time (continuous wave or exposure times longer than one second) induce chemical reactions of the laser within the irradiated tissue or macromolecules.
Thanks to their high optical penetration depths and efficiency lasers
with wavelengths in the visible spectrum are mainly utilized to induce
photochemical processes.
One important medical application, which utilizes photochemical interaction is the photodynamic therapy (PDT), where a photosensitizer is
injected, distributes among the tissue and remains inactive until irradiation. In healthy cells the clearance is faster than in the latter cells.
This characteristic is utilized in order to irradiate tumor cells in which
the photosensitizer is still concentrated days after injection.
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2.5.2 Thermal Interaction
Thermal interactions build the largest group of tissue interaction mechanisms. Through the conversion of electromagnetic energy into thermal
energy, the temperature in biological tissue increases under laser irradiation and cause thermal effects. They are dependent on duration and
peak value of the tissue temperature achieved. Exposure times from
1 min down to 1 µs with power densities from 10 to 106 W/cm2 are typical parameters indicating thermal interactions.
The effects of heat on biological tissue are characterized by the temperature and summarized in Table 2.1. Until a temperature of approximately 37 °C no damage is caused. A temperature increasing about
45 °C leads to changes in the cellular membranes, which can induce
hyperthermia. If hyperthermia lasts for several minutes, a significant
percentage of the tissue becomes necrotic [Nie07]. Exceeding 50 °C the
enzyme activity is reduced, which in turn results in a reduced energy
transfer and the immobility of cells. Furthermore self-repairing mechanisms are inhibited and the percentage of cells which survive the temperature increase is further reduced. Beyond 60 °C proteins and collagen of the extra-cellular matrix denature. Hence the tissue becomes
coagulated and necrosis of the cells takes place. Coagulated tissue is
characterized by its darker appearance in comparison to healthy surrounding tissue. The coagulation effect is often utilized in surgical cutting of soft-tissue for hemostasis (laser scalpel). Furthermore malignant
tissue (e.g. tumor) can be treated with coagulation in order to kill the

Table 2.1: Thermal interactions of laser radiation with biological tissue
characterized by temperature. [Nie07]
Temperature (°C)
37 °C
45 °C
50 °C
60 °C
80 °C
100 °C
>100 °C
>300 °C

Thermal effect
no irreversible damage
hyperthermia
reduction of enzyme activity, cell immobility
denaturation of proteins and collagen,
coagulation and necrosis
membranes become permeable
vaporization, thermal decomposition
(ablation)
carbonization
melting
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affected cells and stimulate the replacement with healthy tissue during
the healing process.
Increasing the temperature above 80 °C, causes the membranes to
become permeable so that the equilibrium of chemical concentrations
cannot be maintained. At 100 °C the vaporization of water contained
in the irradiated tissue starts. The temperature of the exposed layer
remains at approximately 100 °C while the continuing irradiation dehydrates the tissue [Ber03]. The removal of water decreases the local
thermal conductivity and thereby the heat conduction to the surrounding tissue is reduced. This phase transition from liquid to vapor inherits
a large increase of volume. The generated gas bubbles induce mechanical rupture and thermal decomposition of tissue fragments. This thermal decomposition is also called thermo-mechanical ablation due to the
significant build-up of internal pressure [Nie07]. At this time the temperature is further increasing and exceeds 100 °C, where carbonization
of the tissue starts. It can easily be visually observed since a characteristic blackening of the tissue occurs and smoke develops. Finally with
a temperature beyond 300 °C the material may begin to melt.
If radiation enters homogeneous tissues, the intensity decreases with
increasing penetration depth. A proportional temperature gradient develops inside the tissue. In the region with more than 100 °C the tissue vaporizes but a thin layer of carbonization remains. The following
zone is coagulated. These changes are irreversible. Furthermore a region, where the tissue was slightly warmed up, remains in which hyperthermia occurs, i.e. reversible. Figure 2.13 schematically indicates
the thermal effects for biological tissue corresponding to the temperature gradient. The extend of a certain zone depends on the penetration
laser

La
vaporization
carbonization
coagulation
tissue

hyperthermia

Figure 2.13: Thermal effects and their location for laser irradiated biological tissue.
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depth of the laser wavelength, power, penetration time (cw or pulsed)
on the one side, and on the other side on the tissue properties.

2.5.3 Photoablation
The direct breaking of molecular bounds by high energy photons is
called photoablation. This process is non-thermal, since it proceeds
much faster than vaporization [Ber03]. Nevertheless the process is of
a thermal nature, but the thermal influence on the remaining tissue is
negligible.

2.5.4 Plasma-Induced Ablation
Power densities exceeding 1011 W/cm2 lead the to optical breakdown in
solids and fluids. The ionized plasma induces a very clean ablation,
associated with audible report and blueish plasma sparkling. Pulse
durations therefore are typically varying from 100 fs to 500 ps.

2.5.5 Photodisruption
High power densities from 1011 W/cm2 to 1016 W/cm2 and extremely
short pulse durations from 100 fs to 100 ns lead to fragmentation and
cutting of tissue by mechanical forces. This interaction is also called
photomechanical, because it is more or less based on the direct transfer of optical into mechanical energy. Whereas thermal processes can
also be involved, the overall process is considered to be athermal regarding the remaining tissue.

2.6 Pulsed Laser Ablation
In the scope of this doctoral thesis the process of pulsed laser ablation
(with pulse durations lower than 1 ms) is especially of importance in
order to process bony and cartilage tissue. The mechanisms driving
ablation of biological tissue are depending on several properties which
can vary from tissue to tissue and individual to individual. Therefore
it is important to understand the processes induced by irradiation with
pulsed laser in a comprehensive way. While the objective of this thesis
is the combination of pulsed laser processing with robotic assistance in
the medical area, which is by definition an interdisciplinary research
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area, describing the mechanisms of pulsed laser ablation itself necessitates physical, chemical and biological knowledge combined with mathematical understanding. In this section a comprehensive overview of
pulsed laser ablation is given, which is mainly based on the summary
review of Vogel et al. [Vog03]. Further citations are quoted directly.

2.6.1 Biological Tissue Properties
Pulsed laser ablation is a complex process which is dependent on the
properties of the irradiated biological tissue. First of all the optical
properties which are established by the composition and morphology of
the tissue are influencing the volumetric energy distribution which is
mainly responsible for the ablation process. Furthermore the thermomechanical response of tissue to pulsed laser radiation is characterized
by its mechanical and structural properties.
Optical Properties
The cells of biological tissue are embedded into a great amount of
extracellular material: the extracellular matrix (ECM). The ECM is a
complex and composite material, which maintains the structural integrity of the tissue. Molecular components of the ECM are proteoglycans, Non-proteoglycan polysaccharide, fibers (collagen and elastin),
etc. The ratio of components of the ECM varies significantly among the
tissue types. Distinction is made between cell-continuous and matrixcontinuous tissue. Cell-continuous tissue only has a little ECM and
collagen content (e.g. liver), while matrix-continuous tissue is characterized by small cellular fraction and high amount of collagen (e.g.
dermis, cartilage). The ECM of bone contains mainly collagen (about
90%) and mineral deposits (e.g. calcium phosphate, magnesium, carbonate). The interaction of collagen and further ECM components with
water significantly influences the energy transport mechanisms of the
tissue. For most wavelengths only a single tissue constituent, like water or collagen, absorbs the radiation and characterizes the interaction
process.
Mechanical Properties
Ablation process kinetics and dynamics are modulated by the elasticity
and strength of the tissue. The strength of a specific tissue is positively correlated to its collagen content. Together with extensibility
the stresses and deformations necessary in order to achieve material
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removal by fracturing the tissue matrix, as for laser ablation can be
derived.
Thermal Denaturation
Thermal denaturation of tissue is the process which transforms the tissue from a native to a denatured state. This process does not solely
depend on the temperature but also on the exposure duration [Wel95].
The thermal injury of a tissue can be estimated by applying the Arrhenius rate integral. For a given thermal transient T (t) the accumulation
of thermal injury can be expressed as


Z t
−∆E
dt0 ,
Γ(t) =
A exp
0)
k
T
(t
B
0
with the Boltzmann constant kB , the activation energy ∆E and the frequency factor A. Γ(t) is a dimensionless measure of the degree of thermal injury accumulated at time t [Wel95].
For pulsed laser ablation the temperature required to affect the mechanical stability of the irradiated tissue exceeds 100 °C.

2.6.2 Energy Response
The laser ablation process is mainly driven by the spatial distribution
of the volumetric energy density. This is controlled by the incident
radiant exposure Φ0 , the optical absorption and scattering properties of
the tissue.
Optical Absorption Properties
The optical absorption properties of tissue are dominated by the absorption of proteins, DNA, melanin, hemoglobin and water (see Figure
2.14). The optical absorption T is expressed by Beer-Lambert law:
I
= 10cl = exp (−µα l) ,
T =
I0 (1 − RS )

with the specular reflection RS , the radiant exposure transmitted I0
and after traveling through I an optical path of length l in a sample
with molar extinction coefficient  (mol−1 cm−1 ) and concentration c(mol).
Generally the absorption properties of a tissue are expressed by the
absorption coefficient µα (cm−1 ).
In the infrared (780 nm to 15 µm) water is the most important tissue
component that contributes to absorption with λ ≥ 900 nm. While the
impact is initially quite weak, it significantly rises with the wavelength.
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Figure 2.14: Optical absorption coefficients of main tissue components.
(Reprinted with permission from [Vog03]. Copyright 2003
American Chemical Society.)
Scattering Properties
Optical scattering arises from spatial vibrations in the refractive index
within the tissue and depends on the composition, size and morphology
of cellular and extracellular tissue components [Wan00]. Significant
scattering arises when there is a substantial variation in the refractive
index over length scales, that are larger than or comparable to half of
the wavelength of the incident light.
The optical penetration depth δ of the incident radiation is given by
the reciprocal of the absorption coefficient and defines the depth to
which the tissue is heated. However, when optical scattering is significant for a certain wavelength, δ is smaller than the reciprocal of the
absorption coefficient and also depends on the diameter of the laser
beam [Jac93].
Dynamics of Optical Tissue Properties
Whenever optical tissue properties are measured, this is usually performed under physiological conditions. However, pulsed laser ablation
substantially changes the physiological conditions which in turn may
lead to significant alterations of the optical properties. For example
thermal denaturation may reduce the scattering coefficient. Changes
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in the tissue absorption coefficient also cause changes in the ablation
behavior. Certain publications prove that the absorption peak of water
(λ = 2.94 µm) shifts towards shorter wavelengths for increasing temperatures. Furthermore a reduction of the absorption coefficient of tissue
was reported under increasing temperature [Lan02].

2.6.3 Thermo-Mechanical Response
The volumetric energy distribution of pulsed laser irradiation causes
significant thermal and mechanical transients, which are the driving
force for all laser ablation processes that are not photochemically induced. The energy absorbed by the irradiated tissue is entirely converted into heat. The heated volume is typically a layer of thickness
1/µα and the thermal diffusion time td is given as
td =

1
,
κµ2α

with the thermal diffusivity κ and µ2α the absorption coefficient. Once
the energy is absorbed, spatial redistributions takes place by thermal
diffusion [Wel95].
In order to achieve precise tissue ablation it is required to utilize a
laser wavelength which causes only a small optical penetration depth
and therefore a confined energy deposit within a small volume. Furthermore the spatial extent of thermal diffusion during irradiation needs to
be limited in order to maximize the temperature in the absorbing volume. These thermal confinement is achieved if the ratio of laser pulse
duration to thermal diffusion time is smaller or equal one.

2.6.4 Thermodynamics
Ablative cutting and material removal necessitates the fracture of chemical bonds in the irradiated tissue. Ablation is mostly driven by phase
transitions from the solid, respectively liquid, to the vapor state.

2.6.5 Ablation Plume Dynamics for Short Pulses
Material removed from the ablation site forms an ablation plume. The
flow of ablation products perpendicular to the tissue surface induce a
recoil pressure that may cause additional material expulsion and collateral effects in the remaining tissue. Furthermore the deposition of laser
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radiation energy into the tissue is influenced by the ablation plume. Additionally the ablation plume dynamics also influences the interaction
of the laser beam with the ejected material, since scattering and absorption of the incident light with the plume reduces the amount of energy
deposited into the tissue and thereby limit the efficiency of ablation.

2.6.6 Ablation Models
The laser ablation process for biological tissue is complex and the variety of laser and tissue parameters influencing it is numerous. Therefore
it is quite challenging to derive a single model that faithfully describes
the physics of the process and predicts parameters such as the amount
of tissue removal, the threshold radiant exposure for material removal
and the zone of thermal injury.

Ablation Process Quantities
The ablation process is mostly characterized by quantities such as ablation threshold, ablation enthalpy and ablation efficiency. The ablation
threshold Φth represents the minimum radiant exposure required to
achieve effective laser ablation, i.e. volumetric material ejection. Pulsed
laser ablation does occur with destruction of the ECM and not only by
mere dehydration of the tissue.
In order to describe the energetics of the ablation process, the ablation enthalpy habl or ablation heat is applied [Hib97]. Conventionally
the ablation enthalpy only considers the energy which is actually deposit into the tissue. However, it is crucial to take the absorption losses
within the ablation plume, as well as the diffuse and specular reflection
by the tissue into account. Mostly the radiant exposure is used, since
it is difficult to determine the actual amount of energy deposited.
A metric for the total energy necessary to remove a defined mass of
tissue is given by the ablation efficiency ηabl . The ablation efficiency is
zero at the ablation threshold. For steady ablation, ablation increases
monotonically and asymptotically reaches 1/habl for high radiant exposures. Considering blow-off ablation, the ablation efficiency reaches
its maximum at moderate radiant exposures and decreases with higher
radiant exposures. This describes the effect of energy wasted at higher
exposures by overheating the tissue layers without contributing to the
ablation process.
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Heuristic Models
Early models for predicting the amount of material removed by laser
ablation were heuristic ones without any consideration of the particular
ablation mechanism. In fact these models are based on specific laser
parameters and rely on empirically determined metrics as described in
the previous section.
The Blow-off Model was developed in order to predict the material
removal for ultra violet (UV) laser ablation of polymers [Deu83]. The
characteristics of the model are illustrated in Figure 2.15 and are based
on the following assumptions:
• The spatial distribution of absorbed laser energy is described by
Beer-Lambert law,
• below the threshold radiant exposure the tissue is only heated and
ablation is initiated by exceeding the threshold,
• material removal starts after the end of laser irradiation and
• the conditions for thermal confinement are fulfilled.
These assumptions hold for laser ablation with pulse durations below
100 ns. Then the depth δ of the crater resulting from laser ablation is
in semilogarithmic relation with the incident radiant exposure and can
be expressed as


Φ0
1
ln
.
δ=
µα
Φth

Figure 2.15: Scheme of the Blow-off Model. (Reprinted with permission
from [Vog03]. Copyright 2003 American Chemical Society.)
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Applying a laser with a wavelength at which the absorption coefficient of
the tissue is large therefore results in a low threshold radiant exposure.
While the Blow-off Model is based on the assumptions that the ablation is initiated after the laser irradiation ends, the Steady-State Model
takes into account that for laser pulses with microsecond duration (or
longer) the material removal typically occurs concurrently with the irradiation. The continuous ablation process can be expressed under the
assumption that a fixed energy density habl is necessary to remove a unit
mass of tissue with density ρ. This leads to a rate of material removal
which balances the irradiated energy to the tissue. In contrast to the
Blow-off Model the material removal begins directly after the threshold
radiant exposure is reached. The Steady-State Model then predicts the
depth of the ablation crater in linear dependence to the incident light
exposure
Φ0 − Φth
.
δ=
ρhabl
In this case, no direct dependency on the tissues absorption coefficient is made. In fact the threshold radiant exposure includes the
absorption coefficient indirectly
Φth =

ρhabl
.
µα

Mechanical Models
Since for heuristic models the mechanisms underlying the ablation process are not considered, developed mechanical models try to explicitly
correlate laser and tissue parameters with the outcome of the ablation
process, i.e. removed material and residual thermal injury.
Inspired by applications for metal ablation, first Steady-State Vaporization Models consider the ablation process as a rapid vaporization
and assume that the boundary of the irradiated material moves. Even
though the assumption of a fixed vaporization temperature does not
meet thermodynamic principles, the moving boundary description of
the ablation process is sufficient to model various aspects of the ablation process. The three-zone model introduced by McKenzie [McK86,
McK90] was the first comprehensive model specifically for tissue ablation. This model covers the effect of the laser parameters to the excision and the thermal impact, i.e. the temperature profile inside the
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tissue and the thermal injury. The model does not include the thermal
diffusion after finishing the laser irradiation, which also influences the
thermal injury zone. Therefore Venugopalan et al. [Ven94] developed a
model which allows to determine the zone of thermal injury and regards
the thermal diffusion of the heat induced by the laser pulse.
Models which also take mechanical effects during the ablation into
account are called thermo-mechanical models and were also based on
models generated for metal ablation. Main contributions to thermomechanical modeling of the ablation process were made by Zweig and
Frenz [Zwe87, Zwe88]. Here the tissue is considered to pass into a liquid phase first and then pass into a vapor phase. The transition from
solid into liquid occurs upon thermal denaturation. The thermodynamics of the vaporization process are considered, but phase explosions are
not taken into account. Material or liquid ejection does only occur as a
byproduct of the surface vaporization recoil forces.

2.7 Medical Applications Using Laser
Lasers have become an integral part in medical applications these days.
As short historical overview of some landmark publications of laser in
medicine is given:
• Ophthalmology – Zaret et al. [Zar61]
• Dentistry – Goldman et al. [Gol64a]
• Dermatology – Goldman et al. [Gol64b]
• Laser bone interaction – Lithwick et al. [Lit64]
It is important to notice that the variability of laser parameters on
the one hand offers numerous application areas, but on the other hand
necessitates careful use. The same effect, which might be positive for
a certain application could cause harm for another. The following subsections describe important aspects and applications of hard tissue ablation as well as the thermal effects and healing observations of hard
tissue after laser treatment. Soft tissue laser processing is not within
the scope of this doctoral thesis and therefore only literature for further
reading is given [Ber03, Nie07]. Some general aspects are discussed in
Section 2.5ff.
Generally laser provides several advantages, which make this energy
source favorable especially in medical applications:
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• Absence of vibration mechanisms and pressure,
• Removal of tissue difficult to access with conventional methods,
• Processing tissue precise and selective.

2.7.1 Hard Tissue Ablation Using Laser
Bone tissue is a composite structure which makes it an unfavorable
material for laser processing: a high mechanical strength, relatively
high thermal conductivity and a small amount of water content in conjunction with high melting temperature of its mineral components prevents the correct modeling and prediction of the ablation process itself.
Bony tissue is mainly composed of 67% inorganic minerals (hydroxyapatite) and 33% collagen and non-collagenous proteins. Water and hydroxyapatite are both high absorbers of laser light in the infrared wavelengths area and show peak absorption coefficients at around 3 µm and
10 µm wavelength. By focussing highly absorbed radiation of a laser
pulsewise onto bony tissue, its superficial layer is heated up immediately while inertia prevents thermal expansion. The pressure within the
irradiated volume increases. Thereby the internal pressure rises and
by surpassing the bone’s strength leads to micro-explosions that promote thermal induced mechanical tissue ablation (thermo-mechanical
process). The overheated water in the tissue is vaporized and solid
tissue fragments are carried away with the vapour during the microexplosions [Web04]. The largest amount of the deposited heat is removed by the vapour and only a small amount diffuses into the adjacent
tissue.
Most utilized laser wavelengths for hard tissue ablation are in the
mid infrared. On the one hand this is the CO2 laser (9.6/10.6 µm) and
on the other hand the Er:YAG/YSGG laser (2.94/2.79 µm). The interaction of infrared lasers with hard tissue is mainly driven by thermal
processes. Furthermore UV excimer lasers (e.g. XeCl, ArF) which cause
direct photoablation and ultra-short pulsed laser systems (ps/fs pulse
lengths) are applied, where the wavelength is negligible since high irradiance causes plasma-induced ablation or photodisruption. In the
scope of this doctoral thesis an IR laser was utilized, therefore the state
of the art for thermo-mechanical hard tissue ablation with focus on CO2
lasers is given in the following.
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Er:YAG/YSGG Hard Tissue Ablation
Er:YAG/YSGG lasers transmitting at wavelengths of 2.94/2.79 µm show
the absorption maximum in water. Therefore irradiation directly boils
the water and causes explosive evaporation. Er:YAG/YSGG lasers allow only pulse repetition rates up of to 100 Hz only and in comparison to CO2 lasers show poor beam quality. This prevents fast and
high volume removal. Therefore this laser types are mainly utilized
in medical application which require small bone removal. For example, Erbium lasers are mostly utilized ablation of dental enamel (e.g.
[Bad06, Ish08, Iar08]). Experimental osteotomy with Er:YAG lasers are
described [Stü07b, Stü09, Pap07].
The advantage of this laser type is, that the radiation can be transmitted through optical fibers and therefore surgical hand pieces are
designed to be manually guided by the surgeon. The fiber tip is in direct contact with the tissue. The laser radiation is transmitted through
a water-vapor channel which occurs around the fiber tip by the leading
parts of the laser beam.
CO2 Laser Ablation of Bone
Throughout the beginning of studies with CO2 laser in order to ablate
hard tissue, continuous wave or long pulsed (in the range of ms) irradiation was chosen. The intuitive selection of laser parameters and
long pulse durations to deposit high intensities in a technical easy way,
caused severe thermal damage to the adjacent tissue with charring and
carbonization and finally led to delayed healing. These first attempts
did not indicate the feasibility of CO2 laser to perform bone cutting.
[Gol70, Cla78]
Since the late 1980s several publications addressed CO2 laser ablation of hard tissue again. First publications addressed the delayed healing problem due to carbonization, but also encouraged the use of CO2
lasers for hard tissue processing in regard of the advantages [Jam86].
Different short pulsed laser systems were utilized (in µs range) since the
beginning of the 1990ies and experimental and histological results verified, that pulse durations well below the thermal relaxation time of hard
tissue components combined with the strongly absorbed wavelength of
the CO2 laser, allow hard tissue ablation with acceptable thermal damages [For93].
In order to minimize the thermal damage of adjacent tissue, the laser
parameters have to be chosen appropriately. If the wavelength of the
laser is strongly absorbed by the tissue and the pulse intensity is high,
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while the pulse duration is short, the energy is quickly deposited into
the tissue. This avoids thermal dispersion before the ablation process
starts [Fre03]. To prevent tissue dehydration an applied air-water spray
additionally cools the tissue [Iva98b, Iva98a, Iva00a, Iva00b, Iva02,
Iva05b, Iva06]. In addition to fine water spray fast scanning of the
laser beam avoids cumulative thermal effects by multi-pass irradiation
[Iva05a, Wer07b, Wer07a]. In-vivo experiments revealed that effective
CO2 laser osteotomy is feasible without any significant delay in healing.
Werner showed that cuts with a depth of more than 15 mm are possible [Wer06]. However, cuts created by short-pulsed CO2 laser ablation
underlie limitations in the achievable incision depth. This is due to
the fact, that the ablation debris is confined in the incision and leads
to an increasing amount of energy loss with increasing depth. Furthermore, the Gaussian energy distribution of the laser beam lead to
characterically wedge shaped incision profiles. This profile causes the
heat diffusion to become faster which in turn leads to decreased ablation outcome. Ablation halts if the accumulated energy in the tissue is
not sufficient anymore to promote the process [Wer07b].

2.7.2 Thermal Effects
In case of bone ablation temperature elevation above 44 °C have to be
avoided in order to prevent necrosis [Eyr05]. Dry ablation leads to
strong thermal damage. Inspired by investigations in material processing, the use of water layers enhances the ablation performance and
lowers the damage threshold.
Frentzen et al. [Fre03] analyzed ex-vivo osteotomies of rib and cortical bone specimen from a pig. They utilized a CO2 slab laser (Rofin
Sinar, SCx20) with 10.6 µm wavelength, pulse durations of 80 µs with
an energy of 46 mJ at a repetition rate of 100 Hz while applying airwater spray (1-2ml saline/min). In all samples a char-free ablation
without cracking adjacent tissue could be observed. The extent of collateral damage could not be correlated to the depth of the incision. No
necrosis could be observed. CO2 laser irradiation resulted in a darker
basophilic stained layer in the histology.
The influence of the water layer thickness on the ablation result using
an Er:YAG laser was investigated by Mir et al. [Mir08]. Compared to airwater spray, the bubble formation and channel propagation in water
leads to a more symmetric ablation process.
Investigations on hard tissue ablation under different liquid environments were carried out with a long-pulsed Er,Cr:YSGG laser by Kang et
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al. [Kan08] (cp. Figure 2.16). Comparing five succeeding 150 µs pulses
applied onto fresh bovine tibia by using dry, distilled water layer, perfluorocarbon layer and water spray showed that the ablation was optimal
when using water spray. Even though perfluorocarbon reduces the energy loss due to lower IR absorption and therefore the ablation volume
was about 15% higher, thermal damage was caused (characteristically
black carbonization of the crater). Using water spray to support the ablation process achieved clean cuts with smooth crater surfaces without
thermal damage. Water inhibits the temperature rise and the rapid vaporization of interstitial water promotes additional mechanical impact
on the crater wall. Additionally Kang et al. assume that the water flow
additionally causes a cleaning effect by removing debris. Characteristically formed craters (narrow, sharp-cone) are explained by forward
Laser hard tissue ablation
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Figure 4. Cross-sectional OCT (the leftmost column, H = 47 J cm−2) and top view (the middle
column, H = 42 J cm−2 for the left and H = 37 J cm−2 for the right spot) images of bone tissues
ablated with a sequence of five pulses. Another top view image (the rightmost column) shows
osteotomy cuts with multiple sequences of five pulses at H = 47 J cm−2 (lateral resolution = 200 µm
every five pulses). Four different conditions were tested: (a) dry, (b) wet (500 µm water layer),
(c) wet (500 µm perfluorocarbon layer) and (d) spray ablation (a flow rate of 8 ml min−1)

Figure 2.16: Results of the investigation performed by Kang et al.
Cross-sectional OCT, top view onto ablated spots and onto
osteotomy cuts under (a) dry, (b) water layer, (c) perfluorocarbon layer and (d) water spray ablation. (Reprinted
with permission of [Kan08], Copyright 2008 IOP Publishexcessive temperature increase of adjacent tissue. No thermal injury (carbonization) was
Ltd.)
observeding
with wet
(water) ablation. The water layer blocked (absorbed) a portion of the laser
pulse, yet the efficiency of both dry and wet (water) ablation was comparable (figure 3) because
of water vaporization. At the onset of laser irradiation, high absorption of water (5300 cm−1
at 2.79 µm) could initiate a vaporization process creating a water vapor channel that could
transmit the rest of laser pulse to the sample surface (‘Moses effect’ (Chan et al 1999)). Also,
in order to plainly account for this phenomenon, the maximum cavitation bubble radius (Rmax)
can be evaluated using the following equation (Isselin et al 1998):

3EB
(2)
Rmax = 3
4π(p∞ − pv )
where EB is the energy of a hemispherical bubble that has 5% of the initial laser energy,
p∞ is the hydrostatic pressure of water (101.3 kPa at 20 ◦ C) and pv is the vapor pressure of
◦
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scattering of the laser beam. Scattering contributes to decreased ablation volumes.

2.7.3 Healing
In a comparative histological study of Er:YAG laser (λ = 2.94 µm, focused, 10 Hz and 50 mJ per pulse) cuts with those achieved by a conventional bur (round steel, diameter 2 mm, 1500 rpm) on in vivo rat
tibia de Mello et al. [deM08] showed that the bone repair is more advanced after 7 to 14 days for the laser cuts. Holes with a diameter and
depth of 2 mm were cut for these experiments. After 21 days the histological results of both cuts were similar. This study also showed that
the margin area of laser cut tissue showed characteristic layers which
seems to promote short delays in the integration of new formed bone
with the original bone.

2.8 Conclusion
The interaction mechanisms of laser with matter are the basis of laser
material processing. Interaction of laser with biological tissue is mainly
based on absorption. The main interaction types were summarized in
this chapter. In case of laser bone processing thermal interaction is
significant. The temperature rise inside the tissue promotes microexplosive removal of tiny bone fragments and constitutes an ablation
crater.
Understanding the mechanisms, that drive the ablation of biological
tissue is essential. The comprehensive knowledge of physical, chemical
and biological processes taking place under laser irradiation is of high
importance towards an establishment of a process model for robot assisted laser osteotomy. Therefore an overview was provided within this
chapter. Some details will be reflected in Chapter 4.
Several advantages of laser material processing make this source of
energy favorable for industrial applications. Its improved quality and
automation worthiness drove numerous applications, from which laser
cutting and welding are most prominent. Since computer and robot
assistance is utilized in both application areas, concepts and ideas can
be accounted for realization of robot assisted laser processing of biological tissue. However, these methods can not be transferred or adapted
offhand, since the focus for industrial applications differs significantly
from the one for medical or surgical applications. This aspect is analyzed in detail in the next chapter.
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Beside the utilization of laser in the industrial application area, it also
gained importance in medicine. For example, laser in opthalmic surgery
or dermatology fundamentally promoted medical care and opened up
new medical procedures. The developments regarding hard tissue ablation were introduced in this chapter and expanded in the next chapter.
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If we knew what it was we were
doing, it would not be called research, would it?
Albert Einstein

3

Computer and Robot Assisted
Surgery
The emerging of computer science in the mid of last century had a
profound if not massive impact on everyday life and revolutionized the
handling of information. Even though surgeons performed surgery for
thousands of years the gain in information thanks to computer science
also influenced the state of the art in surgery in a fundamental way.
In this chapter computer assisted surgery will be reviewed and the
main concepts will be introduced. Subsequently robot assisted surgery
is discussed. Both sections provide a general overview of the broad field
of computer and robot assisted surgery. Furthermore the state of the
art of computer and robot assisted medical laser applications is introduced. The chapter ends with the open questions and requirements in
order to develop robot assisted laser bone ablation.

3.1 Computer Assisted Surgery
Conventionally, the medical images preoperatively derived from the patient are put on a light box in the operation theater and the surgeon
has to compose them spatially in his mind. Thereby he achieves a
three-dimensional impression of the specific anatomy and pathology.
A correspondence to the actual position of the patient at the operating
table needs to relate the image information spatially to the patient.
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The main achievement of computer assisted surgery (CAS) is the support of the surgeon in determining the spatial correspondence and in
processing of information. On this basis, the support to the surgeon in
localization and guidance is in the scope of computer assisted surgery.
In the following the relevant research areas of computer assisted surgery
are described and literature is referred for further reading.

3.1.1 Medical Imaging
Computer science with the possibility to compute large amounts of data
in reasonable time changed medical imaging essentially. Computed tomography (CT) is one of the most important imaging modalities in the
scope of CAS. Other modalities are conventional X-ray, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), ultrasound (US), functional nuclear imaging as
positron emission tomography (PET) or single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) [Beu00].
Computed tomography utilizes X-ray in order to determine images of
the target area. An X-ray source and a detector are interconnected and
rotated around the target during scanning period. The data is progressively taken as the target is gradually passed through the gantry. This
large amount of data has to be processed using tomographic reconstruction algorithms in order to derive 2d slices of the scanned volume.
The comparison between exposed radiation intensity and measured intensity after traveling trough the target allows to relate to the composition of the scanned material. Named after the inventor of computed
tomography Godfrey Hounsfield a quantitative measure of radiodensity
is used for CT scans. The scale is defined in Hounsfield units (HU),
running from air at -1000 HU, through water at 0 HU, and up to bone
at +1000 HU. Major drawback of computed tomography is the comparatively high radiation needed for image acquisition. Newer approaches
with flat panel detectors like cone beam CT (DVT) reduce the radiation
dose.

3.1.2 Image Processing and Representation
After acquisition of medical images this data has to be processed in
order to derive a model of the anatomy which is considered for the
surgery. Such computational models can be distinguished according to
the information reflected into: geometrical, physical and physiological
[Del06]. In the scope of this doctoral thesis the physiological modeling of
the patient is not of interest and will not be addressed. A comprehensive
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overview of image processing, representation and visualization can be
found in the following literature [Fit00, Ban08, Pre07].
Geometrical Modeling
Geometrical modeling addresses construction of static description of
the anatomy usually based on medical images. Patient specific models
can be generated by various imaging modalities and may have different
dimensions (two, three or three plus time). The extraction of geometric
information from those images needs segmentation algorithms generating the targeted structure. Numerous techniques for segmentation of
anatomical structures, either automatic or semi-automatic, have been
developed during the past years.
The nature of the geometrical representation is strongly dependent
on the application. For instance volume rendered patient information
just requires labeling of the voxels representing a region of interest and
definition of opacity functions. For computer assisted surgery usually
a surface model derived from triangulation methods is determined. The
transformation of segmented image data into a surface model requires
the application of the marching cubes algorithm [Lor87]. Usually numerous triangles are created which tend to be poorly shaped. Therefore
decimation techniques are utilized to reduce the number of triangles
and to improve the shape. However, the main influencing parameter
for the accuracy of the processed image data is the resolution of the
imaging modality.
Physical Modeling
Physical modeling involves the behavior of various tissues. For instance, geometrical models only provide a static representation of the
anatomy and do not take into account the deformation of soft tissue
that may occur during surgery. Physical models address the issue of
incorporating biomechanical information. In the scope of this doctoral
thesis physical modeling also involves the volumetric removal of tissue
(bone) under exposure of energy.

3.1.3 Planning
Planning in computer assisted surgery can either be performed preoperatively or intraoperatively. The surgeon develops a surgical plan
from a patient specific model or from a priori information about human
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anatomy contained in an anatomical atlas or database. Since surgical procedures differ significantly, planning is highly dependent on the
surgical application. Some cases might involve a relatively straightforward interactive simulation or selection of the target position, such
as performing a biopsy in neurosurgery. In other cases, such as in
maxillofacial or orthopedic surgery, planning may require sophisticated
optimizations incorporating tissue characteristics or biomechanical information adapted to the patient-specific model [Jos01].

3.1.4 Registration
In the scope of computer assisted surgery registration refers to the determination of the spatial correspondence between points represented
in two different coordinate systems. Most prominent is registering the
preoperatively acquired images to the patient on the operating table.
The gold standard is point-based registration and will therefore be further explained in the following. Further registration methods, i.e. surface based registration or image to image registration, are stated in the
referred literature [Mai98, Haj01].
Point-based Registration
This method takes the advantage of the approximate rigidity of the
anatomy so that the registration can be accomplished by a well defined rigid-body transformation. Assuming a rigid transformation the
registration leads to a bijective correlation between one coordinate system with any position vector p~ into another coordinate system with the
~ This mapping can be described as
corresponding position vector Φ.
~ p) = R ∗ p~ + ~t where R is a rotation matrix and ~t the translation vector.
Φ(~
Let P be a point set (source points) and G be the point set (target points)
to which the registration should be determined. Both point sets are of
same size (n ≥ 3). The correspondence is known (pi ∈ P → gi ∈ G for
i = 1..n) and the points are described as position vectors (~
pi , g~i ). Then R
~
and t can be determined by minimizing the sum of squares of residual
error:
v
u n
u1 X
~ pi ))2 .
(~gi − Φ(~
εRM S = t
n i=1
A unique solution exists if and only if the point sets P and G contain
at least three not collinear points. Several closed form solutions for the
problem have been proposed, with the most prominent one presented
by Horn [Hor87].
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Implementation of Point-Based Registration in CAS
Usually fiducial markers (artificial landmarks, e.g. screws) are used to
achieve the two corresponding point sets for registration. The fiducials
are therefore implanted in a specific configuration in proximity to the
area of surgical interest. After acquiring medical image data, the location of these fiducials is determined manual or (semi-)automatically.
The locations of the fiducials in the image data are defined in the coordinate system of the images (also referred to as planning coordinate
system). Intraoperatively, the medical image coordinate system needs
to be spatially aligned with the patients’ coordinate system. Hence,
the locations of the fiducials are determined using a measuring device
(e.g. localization system). After determining the point-based registration
the correspondence between the planning and intraoperative coordinate
system is known.
Point-based registration is the gold standard for computer assisted
surgery. However, there are several limiting factors. First, it can be
difficult to identify the fiducial markers precisely either in medical images as well as on the patient site. Second, the accuracy of point-based
registration crucially depends on the number of fiducials and their configuration [Fit98].
Error Measures
Introduced by Fitzpatrick et al. were three commonly used measures of
errors for analyzing the accuracy of point-based registration methods
[Fit98]:
• FLE: The Fiducial Localization Error represents the error in locating the fiducial points.
• FRE: The Fiducial Registration Error is defined as the root mean
square distance between corresponding fiducial points after applying registration.
• TRE: The Target Registration Error represents the distance between corresponding points other than the fiducial points after
applying registration.
Fitzpatrick et al. derived a closed-form solution to estimate the expected squared value of the TRE in rigid-body point-based registration
[Fit98]. Assuming an identical and isotropic Gaussian distribution of
the FLE, the TRE depends crucially on the FLE, the number of fiducials
and the fiducial configuration.
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Usually the FRE is chosen to indicate the quality of a registration.
Intuitively the surgeon relies on this measure and if the FRE is smaller,
assumes that also the TRE must be smaller. However, Fitzpatrick
and other researchers recently showed that this assumption in fact
is wrong: FRE and TRE are uncorrelated [Fit09, Sha09]. They concluded that the FRE is a reasonable indicator of whether a system is
functioning properly for a given procedure on a given patient or not,
but, if the system is functioning properly, then no measure of the goodness of fiducial fit provides any information about the level of accuracy
achieved by the system for that patient.

3.1.5 Navigated Surgery
In general, navigated surgery refers to the determination of the location
of surgical instruments in the operation theater and the visualization
of the spatial correspondence to medical images or a patient specific
model. Hence, registration is a key issue for the accuracy of such systems. Tracking of instruments can be achieved by different measurement technologies, most prominent optical tracking. Furthermore electromagnetic tracking is a widely used method and the interested reader
is referred to the following literature [Yan06, Mas05, Woo05, Yan09]. In
order to achieve the most technical accurate registration, measurement
arms are utilized which show high localization accuracy. Some aspects
on navigated surgery will be described in detail in the following.
Optical Tracking
Optical tracking is based on triangulation. Two or more cameras are
spatially aligned and observe the target area. In order to localize a surgical instrument or the patient, fiducials are attached, which can be
detected in the camera images. A configuration of these artificial landmarks for optical tracking is also referred to as rigid-body or dynamic
reference frame (DRF). The geometrical configuration of the rigid-bodies
are matched with the measured values and with this information the
transformation of the actual position of the rigid-body is determined.
Fiducials can be infrared light emitting diodes, reflective markers that
are illuminated with infrared light by the tracking system or markers
that exhibit high contrast in the visible spectrum. Optical tracking
systems provide accuracy in sub millimeter range, refresh rates that
are sufficient for the most medical procedures and robust performance
with regard to the environment [Kha00]. However, a drawback of optical
tracking is the necessity of line-of-sight with the tracked instruments.
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Surgical Guidance
Supporting the surgeon in spatially aligning the medical images or preoperative plan with the actual situation in the operating theater is the
major goal of surgical guidance. After successful registration of the patient, the medical images and the intraoperative location of the patient
are aligned. By tracking a pointer or a surgical instrument the location
within the medical images can be determined and visualized for the
surgeon. By defining the surgical target, e.g. a tumor or the placement
of a biopsy needle in neurosurgery, the surgeon can now navigate his
instrument within the images. Figure 3.1 illustrates a state of the art
navigation system.
Beyond simply navigating in the medical images, surgical guidance
can also be implemented by additional support. For instance, by providing distance information to the target either numerically or visually
by geometric primitives and colors.
Navigated Control
Beyond surgical guidance navigated surgery also includes navigated
control, where the surgeon is actively supported in performing a sur-

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1: (a) Typical surgical navigation system in the operation theater. (b) The location of the instrument is visualized in the
medical images. (Pictures: BrainLAB AG)
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gical task. The navigation information is utilized in order to control
a surgical burr or drill. By defining the surgical target in the medical
image data, for example a volume to be removed, risk structures and
forbidden areas, the location of the instrument in the medical images
can be interpreted. Thereby the instrument is either switched on or off,
or controlled in power. Navigated control was introduced by Lüth et al.
[Szy03] and applied to numerous surgical applications [Hof08].

3.2 Surgical Robotics
Medical robotics is an interdisciplinary research field which is principally application-driven. Especially in this research field fundamental
advances in technology must provide significant and measurable advantages for being acceptable by the medical community.
In comparison to the industrial application field, the emphasis in
surgical robotics is not put on the automation idea, which massively
changed productivity and efficiency. In fact the robot is regarded as
a surgical tool, which is enhancing the abilities of a surgeon and not
replacing him. A significant improvement of the surgeons’ technical capabilities by a surgical robot can be achieved by enhancing an existing
procedure in increasing the accuracy, lowering the time needed or invasiveness. Furthermore surgical robotics can facilitate otherwise infeasible interventions. In general one can say, that the potential of surgical
robotics emerges from the complementary strengths of humans and
robotic devices, as summarized e.g. by Taylor and Joskowicz [Tay03b]
and given in Table 3.1.

3.2.1 Milestones of Surgical Robotics
The first medical application of a robot was performed in 1985 in stereotactic neurosurgery by Kwoh et al. [Kwo88], where the robot was used
to position a device for orienting a needle for brain biopsy. The biopsy
target was identified in CT images of the patient and a PUMA 560 robot
was utilized to orient the guide tube through which the surgeon inserted the needle. This first application of a robot to surgery served as
a prototype for the commercialized system Neuromate from Integrated
Surgical Systems. Neuromate gained FDA (U.S. Food and Drug Administration) approval in 1999 for passive use in image-guided stereotactic brain surgery under control of the surgeon. Integrated Surgical
Systems Inc. was one of the earliest companies in the field of surgical
robotics, founded in 1990 in Sacramento, California. It has developed
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Table 3.1: Complementary strength and limitation of humans and
robots: (++) excellent, (+) good, (-) limited, (--) hard. (Adapted
from [Tay03b])
Ability
Integrate and act on multiple information sources
Versatile and able to improvise
Geometric accuracy
Dexterity
Judgment
Hand-eye coordination
Untiring and stable
Resistant to radiation and infection
Adapt to new situation
Integrate multiple sources of sensor data
Sterility

Human

Robot

++
++
+
+
++
++
-++
-

-++
++
-+
++
-++
++

two image-directed, semi-autonomous robotic products for neurological
and orthopedic surgical applications.
In an initial euphoria, partially autonomous surgical robotic systems
for total hip or knee replacement [Tay94b] were commercialized very
soon. The ROBODOC system was applied clinically in 1992 for the
femoral implant component [Sch07]. Originally the ROBODOC system
was developed as a prototype at IBM research during the late 1980s and
further developed clinically by Integrated Surgical Systems. 1994 commercialization began in Europe. Until 2004 ROBODOC was criticized
harshly regarding the technique, results and complications caused by
the system and the clinical use was mostly discontinued except for
India, South Korea and Japan [Sch07]. The ROBODOC Surgical Assistance System has been cleared recently by the FDA for Total Hip
Arthroplasty procedures as reported by the ROBODOC company (division of CUREXO Technology Corporation, Sacramento, USA). Today
ROBODOC is the only active robotic system cleared by the FDA for orthopedic surgery. The system has been used in over 24000 surgical
procedures assisting surgeons around the world. However, no significant advantage of the robotic assistance could be reported [Sch07].
Around the mid 1980s surgical robotics research began in Asia [Ise94]
and Europe [Ben87, Dav91]. From then on, surgical robotics research
has been applied to almost every clinical application area (neurosurgery,
orthopedics, urology, cardiology). Most of the systems remained in the
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research or pre-clinical evaluation phase and only a few system gained
access to clinical routine. For further reading the interested reader
should refer to the specific publications [Fau06, Dav06, Cle01, Cle05a,
Cle06, Tay03a, Tay06, Sic08, Hoc07].

3.2.2 Interaction Categories
The main advantage of applying a robot in a surgical intervention is
seen in assisting the surgeon either in performing a surgical subtask
(semi-)autonomous or in direct interaction. Hence, one fundamental
categorization is made in terms of the level of autonomy of a surgical
robot:
Autonomous
Surgical robotic systems belonging to this category perform a specific
task autonomously. Usually a preoperatively planned procedure is carried out by the robot and surveyed by the surgeon. Applications are
characterized by the requirement of complex and repetitive optimal
paths, which would be impossible for a human to follow with sufficient accuracy. The acceptance of applications out of this category is
rather difficult, because of the historical complications (e.g. ROBODOC,
PROBOT). An autonomous robotic systems needs to be highly reliable.
However, from the research point of view, this interaction category
poses the most challenging questions and offers promising medical applications, which may not be feasible to be manually performed by a
surgeon.
Interactive
Interactive or semi-automatic surgical robotic systems are characterized by the shared control between surgeon and robot. The surgeon
supervises and controls a robot, while he is actively constrained by the
robot. This approach increases safety regarding patient-robot interactions and promises higher accuracy. The surgeon remaining in control
of the procedure improves the acceptance of these applications.
Telemanipulated
Surgical robotic systems in this category are explicitly controlled by the
surgeon. The motion performed by the surgeon on a master console is
transferred to the robot(s). This implies physically separateness of the
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surgeon from the surgical robot and therefore is also referred to as teleoperation, even though the surgeon is usually located in the operating
room with the robotic system. Nowadays the acceptance of telemanipulated robotic systems is the highest for surgical robotics.
The first idea behind telemanipulated surgical robots was to allow
a surgeon to perform an operation from a considerable distance and
thereby avoid exposition to hazardous conditions in wartime or after
natural disasters [Hil98]. The central problem of telemanipulated robotic
systems is the communication delay.

3.2.3 Workflow of Autonomous Robot Assisted Interventions
Surgical robotics for automated or semi-automated execution of a defined surgical task, incorporates a preoperative phase, where the intervention is planned computer-assisted. The intraoperative phase needs
registration of the patient in respect to the robot and updating of the
preoperative plan to the intraoperative situation. Eventually the patient
model is updated using intraoperative medical imaging and the plan is
updated correspondingly. The robot assisted execution is mostly related to a specific part of the overall surgical intervention, e.g. removing
a volume of bone for preparing an implantation.

3.2.4 Mechanical Design
The mechanical design of a surgical robot is strongly dependent on the
intended application. However, most applications were realized with
more or less essentially modified general purpose industrial robots. Offering many advantages, especially in research, like low cost and high
reliability [Cas00], these industrial systems come along with high speed
and also large footprint. While industrial applications aim at maximizing the performance and the processing speed, exact implementation
is the main focus in surgical interventions. But the specific requirements of surgical applications generally imply specialized robots. The
emerging field of minimally invasive surgery for example induced the
development of specialized surgical robots providing high degrees of
dexterity in constrained spaces inside the patient, including the most
successful commercial telemanipulation system daVinci. The daVinci
surgical system is a laparoscopic robotic system from Intuitive Surgical Inc. (Sunnyvale, USA). However, the first commercial laparoscopic
system for minimally invasive surgery was the ZEUS Robotic Surgical
System from Computer Motion, Inc. which was approved in Europe,
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but FDA clearance was missing. In 2003, Intuitive Surgical and Computer Motion agreed to merge.
The patient as an inexact described workpiece with his individual
anatomy and pathology necessitates one of a kind work. Even though
surgeons fixate or immobilize parts of the patient during surgery, the
in-vivo surgical target to be treated with a robotic system necessitates
continuous supervision. Methods of navigated surgery are therefore
combined with robotic systems. Furthermore additional sensory is a
key issue for safe surgical robotic systems (e.g. force sensing).

3.2.5 Bone Treating Robotic Applications
Thanks to its rigidity, bone is a favorable target for surgical robot applications. Hence, many surgical robotic systems deal with the treatment
of bone and most of them are autonomous or interactive systems. In
contrast, soft tissue applications are subject of telemanipulated surgical robotics.
First application of a robot in surgical treatment of bone was already
in the beginning of surgical robotics research in orthopedics for preparing a total hip or knee replacement (cp. Section 3.2.1). Robotic systems
for similar applications are in the scope of research since then on. Furthermore, there were also commercialized systems as CASPAR (ortoMaquet, Rastatt, Germany) [Mei98] and Acrobot (The Acrobot Company
Ltd, London, UK) [Dav06]. However, also these system did not gain
success and vanished from the market. Nowadays, these kind of systems are emerging the market again, e.g. MAKO Surgical Systems. Still
utilizing a robot, the systems are now operated by the surgeon and in
the category of interactive/semi-autonomous surgical robotics.
A further application field for surgical robotics is around the skull,
hence in neurosurgery, cranio-maxillofacial surgery and ear-, noseand throat-surgery (ENT). The first complex trajectory on a patient was
autonomously performed in the scope of the collaborative research center 414 of the German research foundation [Eng03, Kor03, Wör06]. A
modified Stäubli RX90B CR robot was utilized in order to perform a preoperatively planned cutting trajectory on a human skull for craniotomy
(cp. Figure 3.2). Numerous applications of surgical robotics in research
can be found in the literature, but none of them gained access to the
clinical practice.
Another bone treating application for surgical robots is spine surgery.
Here, the aim is to provide support in accurate positioning of implants
to the surgeons(e.g. pedicle screws) and reduce the intraoperative radi-
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der Eindringschutz auf das Handstück des Fräsers aufgeschraubt, der ab einer FrästieKlinische Prüfung: Einsatz am Patienten

fe vom 3 mm auf dem Knochen aufsitzen würde (Abbildung 8.5). Ein zu tiefes Fräsen
somit außer durch
Um die generelle Machbarkeit von roboterassistierten Osteotomienwäre
zur Verbesserung
der das Navigationssystem, durch den Kraft-/Momentensensor oder
schließlich
Genauigkeit bei der operativen Umsetzung der rechnergestützten Planung
zu durch
zeigenden
undÜberlastschutz erkannt worden, sodass der Roboter sofort automatisch gestoppt
worden wäre.
um die Anwendbarkeit des Robotersystems auch im realen OP-Alltag“
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”
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wurde das RobaCKa-System (Abbildung 8.4) nach einem Probandenversuch
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vermessen. Schließlich wurde die Kraniotomie manuell vollendet. Dabei
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werden,
Zug gegen
die Schädelinnenseite gefräst werden kann, was eine Verletzung der Dura
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beﬁnden.
Außerdem
3.2DieSurgical
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mater durch einbinden
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Abbildung 8.4: Das steril abgedeckte RobaCKa-System
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dringschutz
Kiefer- und Gesichtschirurgie, Universität Heidelberg

Figure 3.2: (a) Setup of the RobaCKa surgical robot in the operation
In einer ambulanten Operation wurden
dem Patienten
Titanminischraubencraniotomy
als
theater.
(b)zunächst
Robot-assisted
on a patient skull.
künstliche Landmarken implantiert. Nach der Aufnahme der CT-Daten und der Bestim[Eng03]
mung der Landmarkenpositionen wurde das 3D-Oberﬂächenmodell generiert, anhand dessen die Operationsplanung durchgeführt wurde. Bei dem geplanten Knochenschnitt handelte es sich um eine links-frontale Kraniotomie, die einen Zugang für die Entfernung
einer Raumforderung im Keilbein über die vordere Schädelgrube schuf.
ation exposure. For these applications parallel robots are often utilized,
Zur Fixierung des Patientenkopfs wurde ein, auf einer starren Platte ﬁxiertes, Vakuumkissen anstatt e.g.
des Standardkopfteils
in den Operationstisch
eingesetzt.
An dieser Platte
the commercial
system
SpineAssist
(Mazor Surgical Technologies,
ist außerdem ein feststellbarer Gelenkarm befestigt, der mittels einer Bissschiene den PaIsrael).
tientenkopf zusätzlich
im Vakuumkissen hält [116].
Nach der Durchführung
eines Bügelschnitts
[138] und der Freipräparation
des around
Operations- cochlear implantation is disNowadays
application
of robotics

cussed controversially and several applications are proposed. For example Federspil and Stolka et al. use a robot for preparing the skull
bone for the implant [Sto07a, Fed03] and several research groups are
utilizing robotic assistance for other tasks connected with cochlear implantation, i.e. drilling a hole into the lateral skull for inserting the
electrode [Kle09, Maj09, Bre07, Cou08]. Further applications of surgical robotics in the cranial area can be found in [Wid07, Bas06].

3.2.6 Current Developments
As already pointed out, research in surgical robotics is application
driven. Developed systems are usually constrained to a specific intervention. Nowadays the research efforts emerge towards more versatile
robot systems, which are no longer capable of performing just one intervention type. The main design questions for versatility focus around
catchwords as lighter and smaller in order to facilitate easy integration into the operation theater [Hag08, Sho03, Pec09]. Furthermore
the trend towards performing more and more surgeries minimally invasive is amplifying the development of miniaturized surgical tools with
rich sensory in order to give the surgeon back missing sensation, which
isthe major drawback of laparoscopic surgery.
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Among the development of versatile surgical robot systems, the commercialization is a key issue. About 25 years after evolvement of the
research area surgical robotics only a few systems are commercially
available and used in clinical practice. On the one hand this is due to
necessary technical improvements [Mei98, Kno07, Cru07] and on the
other hand due to the rather restrained enthusiasm of industry and
surgeons. Important points towards bringing autonomous or interactive robotic systems into the operation theater are among legal questions (liability) and safety issues. Nevertheless, the growth of the surgical robotics industry will be amplified by the fact of our rapidly aging
society and the necessity of best care and quality in surgery [Wan06].
However, a surgical robot must provide significant and measurable advantages for being acceptable in the medical community [Tay06].
As stated in the report about the operating room of the future standards for devices and their use are solely needed [Cle05b]. Furthermore
interoperability of devices is essential, since stand-alone systems do not
reflect the technological possibilities as it is state of the art in other areas (plug and play).

3.3 Computer and Robot Assisted Medical Laser
Applications
While most industrial laser applications utilize computer and robot
assistance (cp. Section 2.4), laser radiation in medical applications is
mostly conducted manually by hand. However, some research work is
performed in this scope. In the following publications will be introduced
that are somehow connected to the topic of this doctoral thesis. This
part concludes with the summary of the preliminary work performed at
the Institute for Process Control and Robotics (IPR) of the Universität
Karlsruhe (TH).

3.3.1 Conceptual Work
Buzug et al. proposed a navigation concept for image-guided laser surgery in order to improve conventional surgical implantation procedures.
For gaining a better localization accuracy, the authors suggested a holographic technique. Furthermore laser drilling with a CO2 laser was performed and preliminary tests in bony specimen using a special beam
scanning procedure were executed but not explained any further. For
controlling the process they suggested to measure the acoustic signal
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with a piezoelectric transducer. They state that in homogeneous tissue a precision of up to ±100 µm in determining the ablation depth
is achievable. Additionally they analyzed the acoustic spectra in order
to differentiate tissue, but even though they found material dependent
features they did not state any results. To conclude the work presented
by Buzug et al. they proposed several methods for laser surgery but
without claiming how to connect them for a complete system.
Rizun et al. aimed in developing a tactile feedback laser system for
robotic surgery and proposed a conceptual design and presented the
first prototype [Riz05], which allows haptic feedback in the vertical direction and keeps the orientation of the laser fixed. The manipulator
was not evaluated in any experiment and it remains unclear how to
apply the concept to an application. Proof-of-concept was stated in the
publication, but not shown.
In the scope of laparoscopic surgery, there are some concepts to introduce laser as a tool for treating soft-tissue. Smith presented his idea
for combining optical fiber diode lasers for cardiac surgery with the
daVinci surgical robot system [Smi06]. Even though he had no concept
in mind, Smith expects that coupling the laser methodology and surgical robotics will allow for more precise direction of the laser energy.
Furthermore he anticipates that robotic dissection has got the potential
to add a level of safety to cardiac interventions by enhancing visualization and control. A further proof-of-concept study was presented by the
K.U.Leuven. The researchers designed and developed a dedicated robot
system VESALSIUS for the purpose of CO2 laser laparoscopy [Tan05].

3.3.2 Urology
Boris et al. applied a KTP laser as cutting and hemostatic tool for partial laparoscopic nephrectomy [Bor07]. The green light KTP laser with
a wavelength of 532 nm was delivered through a flexible glass fiber to
a micro wrist instrument of the daVinci surgical robot system (Intuitive Surgical, Sunnyvale, USA). The ports were manually set and the
surgeon telemanipulated the daVinci for this application. The potential
steadiness of the laser held by a robot facilitates cutting and coagulation at much lower power than achievable with hand held lasers, which
underlie unavoidable tremor, which causes in return beam scattering.
The authors conclude that with the hand tremor reduced application
of the laser, it will become a more precise and effective tool in future.
However, the conclusion was also that the present state of the KTP laser
is ineffective for cutting, but feasible for hemostasis.
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3.3.3 Orthopedics
Kim et al. propose a surgical robot for the rotational acetabular osteotomy mounted on iliac bone to perform the incision using an Er:YAG
laser irradiating [Kim04]. A passive holder with detachment mechanism
is meant to be directly mounted to the cortical bone. Attached will be
a parallel link mechanisms which holds the laser handpiece. The authors utilize an Er:YAG laser with wavelength of 2.94 µm, operated with
a repetition rate of 20 Hz and a pulse duration of 200 ms. Beam delivery
is realized by an optical glass fluoride fiber with a sapphire contact tip.
The distance between the bone and the fiber tip was kept at 0.25 mm
with a force sensor and spring. The authors published the evaluation of
the mechanism and the structure of the manipulator. The manipulator
itself is not specified any further and the adjustment to the bone is performed manually. However, the work does not comprise any planning
or registration procedure.

3.3.4 Oral and Cranio-Maxillofacial Surgery
Rupprecht et al. presented Er:YAG laser osteotomy controlled by a sensor system [Rup03, Rup04]. Figure 3.3 illustrates the control loop.
They utilize on the one hand a piezoelectric accelerometer mounted directly on the bone surface (contact area 50 mm2 ) in order to detect vibrations and a silicon photodiode to analyze the luminous phenomena
(photosensitivity 350-1100 nm). The feedback system switches off the
laser when exceeding threshold values which are found to be characteristic for the transition from cortical to cancellous bone. The system
was evaluated for rabbit femur first [Rup03] and then for in vitro mini
pig mandibles for ten drilled holes [Rup04]. It was possible to determine high frequencies above 200 kHz during the processing which are
explained with the explosive vaporization. The frequencies giving a hint
about the transition between cortical and cancellous bone are significantly lower (1-10 kHz). The authors concluded that it is possible to
detect acoustic signals, but this is hard due to much static and background noise. Therefore an exact feedback system could not be realized. Furthermore the authors state that sensitive structures could be
preserved with the feedback system. Their results were proven radiographically and histologically on dissected mini pig jaws.
Stübinger et al. utilized the Er:YAG laser for extraction of a displaced
tooth in one patient case [Stü07a]. The laser with a pulse energy of
500 mJ, 250 µs pulse duration and a repetition rate of 12 Hz was guided
through an optical fiber with a diameter of 1000 µm. Stübinger et
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Figure 3.3: Circuit of closed-loop control system 1 = Er:YAG laser beam;
2 = beam divider; 3 = process emissions; 4 = bone specimen;
5 = optical fiber; 6 = photodiode; 7 = piezoelectric accelerometer; 8 = digital signal processor. (Reprinted from [Rup03],
Copyright 2003, with permission from Elsevier.)

al. stated that a distance of 1-2 mm was kept, but not how this was
achieved and one may reasonably expect that this was done manually
by the surgeon. However, the intervention was preoperatively planned
by the analysis of the 3d reconstructed patient model and a so called
dynamical simulation of two access variants, which is not described
in detail. To summarize the computer assistance in that application
is characterized by the preoperative 3d reconstruction of the patients
anatomy and the visualization. The surgeon plans the intervention in
his mind, supported by additonal information (e.g. bone density on the
basis of the Hounsfield values). Hence, the laser process itself is not
supported by computer assistance, neither during planning nor during
the application. The authors note that the osteotomy gap is limited by
the diameter of the fiber but without stating any achieved numbers.
Therefore it is questionable that the stated minimized bone loss compared to conventional osteotomy tools was achieved.
Stopp et al. recently presented a system for navigated laser surgery
for dental implantology [Sto07b, Sto08c, Sto08b, Hoh09]. Motivated
by the advantages of laser bone processing compared to conventional
cutting methods and the lack of precise navigation, they proposed a
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system which utilizes a unfocused Er:YAG laser navigated and powercontrolled.
In order to support the surgeon in manually performing laser ablation
of bone with a handpiece, an optical navigation system is continually
tracking the hand piece and the mandible. The current location of the
hand-piece is visualized in presurgically acquired CT data and a threedimensional simulation of the material removal. The system prevents
the surgeon to ablate bone outside the cavity and to use the laser out of
the destinated distance. Figure 3.3.4 shows the principal setup of the
system.
This approach is characterized by the first application of navigated
control methods to laser bone ablation and minimal changes in the intraoperative workflow. Navigated control allows to preserve risk structures. However, the presented methods, especially for the simulation of
the bone removal are currently lacking of a well understood and mathematically described ablation process. Furthermore the manual use of a
laser hand-piece does not allow precise bone ablation in the micrometer range. In this context the achievable accuracy of navigation systems
(around 1 mm) is also considerably limiting the overall accuracy.

Figure 3.4: (a) Volume model of the energy distribution resulting from
irradiation. (b) Setup for navigated laser surgery. (Reprinted
from [Sto08a], Copyright 2008, with permission from VDI
Verlag GmbH.
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3.3.5 ENT Surgery
Solares and Desai et al. presented a system for transoral robot assisted CO2 supraglottic laryngectomy [Sol07, Des08]. They equipped
the daVinci surgical robot with a hollow core fiber (OmniGuide Inc.,
Cambridge Massachusetts, USA) and performed cadaver and canine
experiments, before applying the methods to patient trials. In nine patient cases they showed feasibility of their methods using a continuous
wave CO2 laser at 10-14 W for treating tumors of the upper aerodigestive
tract. To conclude the authors presented a system for telemanipulation
utilizing fiber guided CO2 laser radiation.

3.3.6 Ophthalmic Surgery
LASIK (laser in situ keratomileusis) surgery with its good results in
visual perception enhancement has become a widely available and accepted procedure to correct refractive errors. The concept of customized
ablation was developed in the mid 1990s and is based on corneal topography. The corneal tissue removed during cornea reshaping for a
specific amount of correction is less as compared to the conventional
method. Stojanovic et al. presented in their work alternatives for customized ablation planning for corneal refractive surgery, especially irregular astigmatism [Sto05]. In order to optimize the ablation the authors utilized the software CIPTA (corneal interactive programmed topographic ablation) which uses corneal anterior surface elevation maps,
measured by a topographer. On this basis the software explores ablation possibilities by considering the corneal surface from purely morphological aspects and is therefore uncoupled from the optical axis. The
authors concluded that the system provides excellent results for virgin
eyes in general. To conclude, the customized ablation for cornea reshaping is quite advanced and used in the clinical practice. However,
the developed methods are strongly restricted to eye surgery.

3.3.7 Laser Osteotomy
Kuttenberger et al. applied an early version of the CO2 laser osteotome
developed by the former group for Holography and Laser Technology at
the Center of Advanced European Studies and Research (caesar, Bonn,
Germany) for cutting sheep tibia [Kut08]. In two groups bone healing was compared between cuts achieved by the laser osteotome and a
conventional oscillating saw. The laser ablation was performed in three
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stages using 80 µs pulses at 200 Hz and a resulting pulse energy of 7585 mJ which were scanned corresponding to a manually set ablation
pattern with 40 mm/s, whereby in the first third 1.2 mm widening of
the cut was used using the wobble-scan technique. The second third
of the osteotomy was performed reducing the widening to 0.6 mm and
the last third without any widening. The focus was manually adjusted
between the three stages. After osteotomy, osteosynthesis of the bone
was conducted. The laser cut bone showed the disadvantage that the
wedge-shaped osteotomy does not allow close contact between the two
bone pieces. No visible signs of carbonization could be detected macroscopically and no fundamental differences between healing for laser or
saw group could be determined. However, the authors stated that the
vertical changing of the focus by moving the scanner along its optical
axis was critical and therefore propose to include the laser into a robot
guided and computer assisted navigation system. It was concluded
that the missing tactile feedback during laser osteotomy is disadvantageous. The mechanical achieved cuts took considerably shorter than
laser cuts. Figure 3.5 illustrates the experimental setup for osteotomy

Figure 3.5: Experimental setup for osteotomy of an exposed sheep tibia
using the CO2 laser osteotome. (With kind permission from
Springer Science+Business Media: [Kut10])
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of the sheep tibia. One can conclude, that this work showed feasibility
of cutting bone using laser, but lacks in methods for registration and
positioning in submillimeter range. Therefore required accuracy cannot
be assured.

3.3.8 Preliminary Work at the Own Institute
In the scope of the Collaborative Research Center 414 of the German
Research Foundation a preliminary setup trial for robot assisted laser
bone ablation was accomplished already in 2005 [Pet05, Wör05]. This
experiment was performed in strong collaboration with the Institute
for Laser Medicine (ILM, Heinrich-Heine University, Düsseldorf, Germany) and the former group for Holography and Laser Technology at
the Center of Advanced European Studies and Research (caesar, Bonn,
Germany). Figure 3.6 illustrates the experimental setup. The relatively
cumbersome and heavy scan head was mounted to a Stäubli RX90B
CR. An ex-vivo cadaver pig was manually situated in the focal distance
to the scan head. The robot remains in its’ position during the ablation

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.6: Preliminary trial for robot assisted laser bone ablation in
2005. (a) A cadaver pig was manually arranged under the
scan head which was attached to a Stäubli RX90B CR robot.
(b) A meander-shaped ablation path was performed.
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of a meander-shaped ablation pattern. However, the experiment did
not include any registration of the pig or computer assisted planning
procedure. The ablation pattern was manually set with the scan heads’
controller software. The cut was not completed and no osteotomy was
performed. However, the principal feasibility of a robotic setup was
demonstrated with this initial trial.
In the scope of the Priority Programme 1124 of the German Research
Foundation visual controlled laser based cochleostomy was realized by
Kahrs et al. [Kah07, Kah08, Kah09a]. The aim was to preserve the inner
lining membrane of the cochlear until the insertion of the cochlear electrode (cp. Figure 3.7a). Kahrs et al. developed methods for visual control
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Figure 3.7: Visual controlled laser based cochleostomy. (a) Illustration
of the anatomy and the need of application of several pulses
for cochleostomy. (b) System setup. (c) Automatic segmentation of the membrane (green) and breakthrough (red) in
the images for visual control. (d) Confocal microscopic measurement of a single laser pulse applied onto bone. (Courtesy of Kahrs.)
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of the ablation process using a video camera with microscopic lens. In
order to perform the cochleostomy the laser ablation is performed layer
by layer and under surveillance (cp. Figure 3.7b). Image processing
and automatic segmentation of the membrane (or breakthrough respectively) allowed for the first time microsurgical bone removal using laser
for performing a cochleostomy (cp. Figure 3.7c). Furthermore Kahrs et
al. performed planning and simulation of the bone removal on single
laser pulse level [Kah09b] and analyzed for the first time single laser
pulse induced ablation craters under a confocal microscope for quantitative evaluation (cp. Figure 3.7d). To conclude, Kahrs performed laser
based drilling, but no cutting was performed. Furthermore his work
does not include registration.

3.4 Conclusion and Open Questions
This doctoral thesis aims in answering the main question, whether
robot assisted laser osteotomy is feasible or not. First of all it has to
be pointed out, that nowadays robot assisted laser bone ablation for
osteotomy is not existent. To describe the state of the art in the related
research areas, Chapter 2 and the previous sections gave an overview
of actual applications in CAS and developments in laser material processing.
At the first glance industrial laser applications utilizing robots and
robot assisted laser osteotomy seem to have many things in common.
However, methods used in industrial applications for robot assisted
processing of material using laser are not adaptable offhand to medical applications. The patient as an inexact described workpiece with
his individual anatomy and pathology ultimately necessitates one of a
kind work. Furthermore, different requirements characterize these two
application fields. Emphasis in surgical robotics is not put on the automation idea, increasing of productivity or efficiency. Nevertheless, industrial robotic laser applications provide hints and ideas which build
a basis for medical applications.
The computer and robot assisted medical laser applications introduced in Section 3.3 are somehow related to the topic of this doctoral
thesis. However, one can summarize, that each application offers a
certain characteristic which is of relevance for robot assisted laser osteotomy, but no research work offers all characteristics at once. Table
3.2 shows the assessment.
Beside the question of the general feasibility of robot assisted laser
osteotomy, this doctoral thesis also aims in providing answers to the
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following questions, which are unacknowledged in the state of the art
nowadays:
• How to realize laser cutting of bone with robotic methods?
• Which cutting accuracies are required and obtainable with a system for robot assisted laser osteotomy?
• How to plan hard tissue ablation preoperatively?
• Which parameters are essential for controlling and optimizing the
ablation process?
• Which surgical disciplines profit from robot assisted laser osteotomy?
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Table 3.2: Assessment of characteristics for current computer and robot assisted laser applications:
(++) excellent, (+) good, (-) limited, (--) nonexistent or (◦) unknown.
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There are three principal means of acquiring knowledge available to us: observation
of nature, reflection, and experimentation.
Observation collects facts; reflection combines them; experimentation verifies the
result of that combination. Our observation of nature must be diligent, our reflection profound, and our experiments exact.
Denis Diderot

4

Modeling the Discrete Ablation
Process
Dealing with the question how to implement robot assisted laser osteotomy leads to a first question: How does laser bone ablation work?
Chapter 2 introduced the main aspects for processing of biological tissue using laser. In this chapter the fundamentals of short-pulsed CO2
laser ablation will be reconsidered and preliminary work will be explained more detailed. The emphasis of this chapter is laid on modeling
the discrete ablation process.
Initially the experimentation methods utilized in the scope of the laser
ablation process analysis are introduced. Specific parameters of the
utilized laser system are stated in order to facilitate comparability. After
describing the scanning system for applying laser pulses onto bone, the
optical path is characterized as an important property of the system.
Laser bone ablation is a process with multiple influencing parameters. With respect to the aimed computer and robotic assistance, the
most important process parameters are identified and described. These
are: Inclination angle, focal distance, depth development, catalyzing
fluids and thermal dispersion. The influence of these parameters on
the ablation process is evaluated.
In a further step, the process of bone removal caused by single laser
pulses and their concatenation is presented. Hence, the process of
bone cutting as consolidation of optical scanning and single laser pulse
concatenation is explained. The chapter is concluded by a summary of
the unique findings for the discrete ablation process model.
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4.1 Fundamentals
From the laser material processing point of view, bony tissue is an unfavorable material: high mechanical strength, relatively high thermal
conductivity and small water content in addition to a high melting temperature of its mineral components. Pulsed laser ablation is a complex
process dependent on the properties of the irradiated biological tissue
and with multiple influencing parameters. This prevents the correct
modeling and prediction of the ablation process itself.
Laser ablation is mainly driven by the spatial distribution of the irradiated volumetric energy density. The volumetric energy distribution
causes significant thermal and mechanical transients - the driving force
for material removal. The energy absorbed by the irradiated tissue is
entirely converted into heat. The heated volume is typically a layer of
thickness, which corresponds approximately with the reciprocal value
of the absorption coefficient (1/µα ). In order to achieve precise tissue
ablation it is required to utilize a laser wavelength which causes only a
small optical penetration depth and therefore a confined energy deposit
in a small volume.
The wavelength of the CO2 laser of 10.6 µm is strongly absorbed by
the two main components of bony tissue, i.e. hydroxiapatide and water.
With a high pulse intensity and short pulse duration, the energy is deposited quickly into the tissue. Thereby thermal dispersion is avoided
before the ablation process starts. By focusing this highly absorbed
radiation onto the bony tissue, its superficial layer is heated up immediately, while inertia prevents thermal expansion. The pressure within
the irradiated volume increases. Thereby the internal pressure rises
and by surpassing the bone’s strength leads to micro explosions that
promote thermal induced mechanical tissue ablation (thermo-mechanical process). The overheated water in the tissue is vaporized and solid
tissue fragments are carried away with the vapor during the micro explosions. The largest amount of the deposit heat is removed by the
vapor and only a small amount diffuses into the adjacent tissue. To
prevent tissue dehydration an air-water spray is applied, which additionally cools the tissue. In addition to fine water spray fast scanning
of the laser beam avoids cumulative thermal effects by multi-pass irradiation [Iva05a].
Even though the state of the art reveals physical, chemical and biological dependencies and interrelationships, cutting bony tissue by the
means of laser was regarded on the one hand theoretically and on the
other hand phenomenologically until now. One has to notice that nowadays no comprehensive understanding of laser bone ablation and all
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influencing parameters is existent. Furthermore pulsed laser ablation
for cutting bony tissue as a discrete process per definition was not considered on the basis of single laser pulses and their impact on bone
removal until now.

4.2 Preliminary Work
In the scope of the doctoral thesis from Kahrs [Kah09a] single pulse
based laser ablation for cochleostomy was performed. Therefore single laser pulses have been analyzed three-dimensionally using a confocal microscope. A two-dimensional Gaussian function fitting was
performed semi-automatically in order to model the bone removal per
pulse. For the first time Kahrs determined experimentally the parameters for modeling the bony volume removed by a single laser pulse. The
Evaluierung
results wereLaservolumenablation
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an optimal laser pulse pattern
in order to ablate the cochleostomy channel. Figure 4.1 illustrates the
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simulated result of ablating three successive layer of pulses
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Figure 4.1: Simulation (left) and confocal measurement (right) of several
single laser pulses. The examined area was 1.6x1.6 mm2
and the values of the colored depth are in µm [Kah09b].
Furthermore he analyzed experimentally the correlation between pulse
length and maximal depth of single laser pulses applied onto bony specimen. Two focal lenses with different focal depth were utilized for the
experiment. The results are given in Figure 4.2. Due to the small
amount of measured pulses, the variations are quite large. Amongst
others Kahrs observed a linear dependency of pulse length and ablation depth.
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Figure 4.2: Maximum ablation pulse depth plotted against the pulse
length for two flat field lenses with different focal distance.
With courtesy of Kahrs.
However, the experiments carried out by Kahrs are the first step
towards a model of the CO2 laser bone ablation process. The discretization performed in the scope of this doctoral thesis is motivated
by the work of Kahrs and will take more parameters into account.
Furthermore the ablation crater analysis performed by Kahrs et al.
[Kah09a, Kah09b] is investigated with a much larger data base.

4.3 Specific Experimentation Methods and
Parameters
Even though the laser bone ablation process comprises complex physical and chemical interactions the result of a single laser pulse applied
is reproducible and corresponds to a crater formed by several micro
explosions. From the geometrical point of view one can say, that several of these single laser pulses applied result in the concatenation of
craters. This section introduces the utilized bony specimen preparation and measurement methods. Furthermore the modeling of ablation
craters as 2d Gaussian functions is described and the conclusions presented in the scope of cutting techniques are summarized.
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4.3.1 Measurements of Removed Bone
Understanding the dependencies of laser parameters and the resulting ablation craters necessitates measurement of a sufficient amount
of specimen. In the scope of this doctoral thesis several laser pulses
in their concatenation have been evaluated. As bony specimen fresh
frozen ex-vivo femoral cow bone was used. The bone was cut into slices
using a diamond coated band saw in order to prevent metal abrasion,
which could falsify the ablation results. The following two measurement
modalities were applied.

Pulse Measurements
For precise quantitative measurement of laser pulses a confocal microscope (µSurf explorer, NanoFocus AG, Oberhausen, Germany) is utilized. Figure 4.3 illustrates the microscope and exemplary measurement data. In the scope of this doctoral thesis a measurement field of
800x800 µm2 with resolution in x- and y-direction of 1.6 µm and resolution in z-direction of 6 nm was utilized. The microscope allows measurement of ablation craters with a maximum depth of 1000 µm. The
resulting 3d topometry data is used for further analysis.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3: Confocal microscope µSurf (NanoFocus AG, Oberhausen,
Germany) measuring the surface of bony specimen (a) and
detailed visualization of the measurement (b).
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Cut Measurements
For qualitative assessment of cuts deeper than the confocally measurable 1 mm a digital microscope (VHX-600, Keyence Corp., Osaka,
Japan) is utilized. In comparison with a conventional optical microscope the digital microscope provides a depth of field at least 20 times
larger. Figure 4.4 illustrates the microscope and an exemplary picture
taken from bony specimen.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4: Digital microscope (VHX-600, Keyence Corp., Osaka,
Japan) and an exemplary microscopic view on a cutting profile of bony specimen.

4.3.2 Data Analysis for Parametric Description of Ablation
Craters
In the scope of this thesis 211 single laser pulses were applied onto
bony specimen (femoral cow bone) and the resulting crater were measured using the confocal microscope. The measurements (matrix with
values for the measured depth) were automatically analyzed with MatLab [Pla09, Zha09]. In the following the preprocessing and 2d Gaussian
function fitting will be described.
A single laser pulse produces a crater corresponding to the Gaussian
profile of the laser beam. Hence, the crater can be described with a
two-dimensional Gaussian function, which is defined as
"
#!
1
(x − x0 )2 2r (x − x0 ) (y − y0 ) (y − y0 )2
·
−
+
f (x, y) = A · exp −
2 (1 − r2 )
σ12
σ1 σ 2
σ22
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1 Analyse of the Craters
1.1 Nano Fokus
TODO: System, data format

1.2 Level Data
TODO: Noise elimination and Subtraction of the bone plane from the raw data(Ausrichten)

4.3 Specific Experimentation Methods and Parameters

with A, x01.3
, y0 ,Gaussian
|r| < 1,Fitting
σ1 > 0, σ2 > 0 are constant. Figure 4.5 illustrates
TODO:
Why
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a two-dimensional Gaussian
with the peak center at (x0 , y0 )
A two-dimensional Gaussian function is deﬁned as
where the amplitude A is reached. σ1 and σ2 are the standard deviation
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the Gaussian bell. The correlation coefficient r indicates
the rotation of
where x0 , y0 , σ1 , σ2 , r, A are constants and σ1 > 0, σ2 > 0, |r| < 1.
the Gaussian bell.

Figure 4.5:
2d Gaussian
function
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y0r ==0, A400,
σ1 = 128, σ2 =
Abbildung
1: Gaussian function
with x0 = y0 = with
400, σ1 = 128,
=
−103
108, r = 0, A = −103.
Fig.1 shows an example of Gaussian function, which shows a bell liked form. Hereby is (x0 , y0 ) the center of the bell, where the amplitude A is reached. σ1 , σ2 are

Preprocessing

1

The measured data of the confocal microscope shows noise as well as
data points where no reflection could be measured (cp. Figue 4.6 left),
especially when the measured crater is near the maximum of measurable depth. The preprocessing step therefore starts with noise reduction
by applying a Gaussian low pass filter onto Fast-Fourier transformed
data.

=

+

Figure 4.6: With a laser beam inclination angle of 6= 0 ◦ the resulting
geometry of the ablation crater is supposed to correspond
to the conjunction of the 2d Gaussian function in direction
of the beam with surface.
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Since bony specimen is an unfavorable material in the sense that it
cannot be absolutely flat, the laser beam impinges the bone with some
inclination angle. In order to achieve comparable results it is furthermore necessary to align the measured data. With a laser beam inclination angle of 6= 0 ◦ the resulting geometry of the ablation crater is
supposed to correspond to the conjunction of the 2d Gaussian function in direction of the beam with surface (cp. Figure 4.6). Therefore
the bone surface is fitted with a plane and from that the raw data is
subtracted afterwards.
2d Gaussian Function Fitting
After preprocessing a dataset it is automatically fitted by a 2d Gaussian
function. In order to not determine local minimum only, an appropriate starting value of the fitting vector [x0 , y0 , σ1 , σ2 , r, A] is of high importance. By empirical observation, the minimum of the measurement
matrix mostly occurs in the crater and corresponds to the maximum
depth. Therefore the start value of the amplitude A is set to this minimum value zmin . The center of the Gaussian function (x0 , y0 ) is then set
to (xmin , ymin ) of the minimum coordinates. The start value of r is set
to 0, since x and y are considered to be independent from each other.
σ1 and σ2 are both set to the R/2, where R is the empirical radius of
the crater. The non-linear fitting problem is solved in the least squares
sense (Curve Fitting Toolbox, MatLab). Figure 4.7 illustrates the confocal measurement of a single laser pulse and the corresponding 2d
Gaussian function fitting.
After determining the 2d Gaussian function representing a specific
ablation crater, it can be further analyzed. The following parameters
are determined for evaluation:
• Radius of the crater
• Depth of the crater
• Volume of the crater

4.3.3 Energy per Pulse
In the scope of this doctoral thesis a short-pulsed CO2 laser is utilized
for bone ablation. The energy per pulse is an important parameter
in order to give comparable findings. Using a power meter the mean
power for pulses with durations τ from 20 to 100 µs with repetition rates
of 200, 400 and 800 Hz was determined. Therefore an optical power
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Figure 4.7: (a) Confocal measurement of a single laser pulse applied
onto bone and corresponding 2d Gaussian function fitting.
(b) Excerpt of a measured ablation crater overlaid with the
corresponding 2d Gaussian function fitting.

meter (LPT-A-200-D25-HPB, Laser 2000 GmbH, Wessling, Germany)
was used. Figure 4.8 illustrated the relation of mean and peak power
for laser pulses.

P
peak power

mean power

t

t‘

Figure 4.8: Relation of peak power to mean power. The pulse duration
τ and the period time t’ which is the reciprocal to the repetition rate.
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From the mean power the energy per pulse can be directly derived.
Figure 4.9 shows the results for the experimental laser system utilized
in the scope of this thesis.
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Figure 4.9: Energy per pulse corresponding to pulse duration (20100 µs) and repetition rate (200, 400, 800 Hz).

Ablation Variance
Analyzing ablation craters revealed relatively high variances in the resulting ablation depth. Therefore the variance for 211 single laser
pulses applied onto bony specimen were evaluated. The histogram in
Figure 4.10 illustrates the variances expressed in percent. The variance
is fittable with a Gaussian distribution. The maximum of the distribution is at 102% and with that slightly higher than the mean depth and
most craters vary about ±5%. Considering the specified laser parameters of the utilized CO2 slab laser which state a stability of ±7%, the
results of this experiments become understandable. Furthermore the
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Figure 4.10: Histogram for variance in the resulting crater depth of 211
single laser pulses applied onto bony specimen expressed
in percent.
ablation is strongly dependent on the composition of the bone, basically
i.e. water and mineral component content, density and spongiform.

4.3.4 Usage of a Scan Head
Laser ablation as a discrete process where single laser pulses are applied onto tissue in order to achieve removal of volume necessitates
fast, repeatable and defined application of pulses. Hence, the method
of choice is optical scanning, where mirrors are used to sweep the laser
beam over an area. Generally there are three types of optical scanning
configurations:
Objective Scanning The most common method is objective scanning,
where the objective, laser source, image plane or a combination of
these is moved [Mar04]. The scanning process is translational and
relatively slow.
Post-objective Scanning In order to allow faster scanning, the deflectors are situated before or after the objective lens. Considering the
objective lens as a reference position in the optical path through
the scanning system, one then distinguishes between pre-objective
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and post-objective scanning [Bei03]. The simplest optical system
is the post-objective scanning. In this configuration the rotation
axis of the mirrors is mostly situated orthogonal to the optical axis.
Focusing of the beam is realized prior to the scanning unit. The
resulting scan field is typically curved.
Pre-objective Scanning In case of pre-objective scanning systems, the
laser beam is scanned into an angular field first and then imaged
onto a flat surface. Depending on the demand of the application for
the optical correction required over a finite scan field, the scan lens
is chosen which defines the spot size, scan linearity, astigmatism
and depth of focus. Often multi-element flat-field (so called f-θ)
lenses are utilized in pre-objective scanning systems. In the following only two-dimensional pre-objective scanning systems with
a f-θ lens are considered when referring to scan heads.
In the scope of this thesis two-dimensional optical scanning is considered. Utilizing a two-dimensional pre-objective scan head for laser
ablation necessitates understanding of the working principle as well as
the parameters which describe the behavior when deflecting the laser
beam. In the following the working volume of a scan head and scan
field distortion are described.
Working Volume
The working volume of a two-dimensional scan head is per definition a
plane if a flat-field lens is utilized for focusing. This flat plane is located
in the focal distance of the lens. The x- and y-axes of the scan field
are generated by the rotational axes of the two mirrors inside the scan
head. In the scope of this thesis the z-axis of the scan field coordinate
system is defined orthogonal to the x- and y-axis. A tolerance area
around the scan field is defined which is corresponding to the Rayleigh
distance of the focused laser beam. The resulting working volume of
the scan head is therefore corresponding to the frustum of a pyramid.
Figure 4.11 illustrates the working volume of a scan head.
Scan Field Distortion
The scan field underlies distortion comprising inherent, optical and mechanical factors. However, each optical system utilizing a lens underlies distortion and purely optical correction is limited. Correction by
software is therefore indispensable. Usually the correction necessitates
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ff-
 lens
focal
distance

tolerance
volume

focal plane

Figure 4.11: The scan head working volume is defined by the mounted
f-θ lens, which focuses the coupled laser beam onto a plane
in the focal distance. The tolerance volume is theoretically
corresponding to the frustum of a pyramid. (Scan head
drawing courtesy of Arges GmbH.)

Figure 4.12: Without any correction the scan field shows a barrel distortion (left). Applying the correction method leads to an
undistorted scan field (right).
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scanning of a pattern and measuring of resulting distances, points, etc.
An optimization algorithm then determines the correction parameters
which lead to a corrected scan field with minimum distortion (see for
example [Che07, Xie05]). Figure 4.12 illustrates the scan field before
and after correction of the distortion. It is important to notice that determination of the right correction is correlated to a correct distance in
which the correction pattern was applied to the target material.

4.3.5 Optical Path, Spot Size and Shape
The geometrical dimension of the focal spot is dependent on the length
of the optical path and on the focusing optics or aperture utilized. The
general dependencies in the following will be illustrated with specific
values for the CO2 laser (TEM00 , M 2 <1.2 and λ = 10.6 µm). Leaving the
laser resonator the laser beam has a specified diameter D = 7.5 mm
and would normally show a diverging behavior. An optic at the output
behind the beam forming unit already focuses the beam. The focal
distance is zf = 1 m, where the beam has a diameter of 2wσ0 = 7.2 mm.
Hence, the Rayleigh distance zR0 of the beam waist wσ0 is given by
zR0 =

2
π · wσ0
> 3.2m.
M2 · λ

After propagating additional 1.8 m (cp. Appendix B) from the beam waist,
the laser beam is focused again (specified focal distance zf0 = 101.3 mm).
Figure 4.13 illustrates the optical path.
0
If the distance z − zf is much larger than zf0 , the diameter 2wσ0
and the
focus shift ∆z of the second beam waist, are calculated following Beyer
et al. [Bey98]:
wσ0 · f
0
≈ 99µm,
wσ0
=p
2
(z − zf )2 + zR0
∆z =

z − zf · f 2
≈ 1.4mm.
2
(z − zf )2 + zR0

The second Rayleigh distance can than be calculated:
0

0
zR0

π·w2
= 2 σ0 > 2.4mm.
M ·λ

(4.1)

The CO2 laser in TEM00 shows a Gaussian profile. The focal spot is
defined to be circular in the focal plane. A beam quality factor M 2 6= 1
modifies the spot from being circular to an elliptic shape. An additional
effect on reshaping the beam profile is discussed in the following (Section 4.4.1).
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Figure 4.13: Parameters of an optical path. Here the beam
is supposed
w σ0‘ = 208 µm
w σ0 = 7.2 m
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focused
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leaving
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optic
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m is shifted
0
and the focus lies at zf + ∆z.

0
could be verified exThis theoretical spot size of the optical path wσ0
perimentally: ablation craters in the focal distance show a diameter of
200 µm. Beyond the beam waist the crater diameter is supposed to
increase. Since the intensity is distributed on a larger area, the observable crater diameter is decreasing after exceeding a particular distance
from the beam waist due to the energy, which is not sufficient anymore
to promote bone ablation all over the irradiated area.

4.4 Influencing Parameters
Multiple parameters effect the laser bone ablation process. With regard
to the computer and robot assistance and the according preoperative
planning, the inclination angle, focal distance, depth, and fluids which
catalyze the process are of most importance. Therefore these parameters were analyzed1 in the scope of this doctoral thesis and described in
the following.

1

These results are partly published in [Bur09a].
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4.4.1 Angle
f-θ lenses show a planar focal field but varying incidence angles, which
are dependent on the scanning angle of the scan head. Within limits of
the small angle approximation the overall scanning angle is given by
q
θ ≈ θx2 + θy2 ,
while the scanning angle in x- and y-direction is given by
θ ≈ tan θ = Pxy /f
with Pxy is the coordinate in the focal plane and f is the focal distance.
Especially in the border areas of the scan field the focused laser beam
is projected elliptically onto the focal plane. Figure 4.14 illustrate the
effect of the incidence angle on the spot geometry. The laser beam has
a normal incidence angle only if θx = θy = 0, i.e. in the center of the scan
field. In any other location the incidence angle is unequal 0◦ resulting
in an elliptical beam spot.
The spot area of the laser beam impinging a surface orthogonal is
given by
2
Aσ0 = π · wσ0
.

focused laser
beam





focal distance

x = y = 0

Pxy

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.14: If a laser beam impinges the surface of a material orthogonal, the focus spot is circular. With an incidence angle
θ the beam’s focal plane is projected onto the surface and
causes an elliptic focus spot.
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If the laser radiation strikes the surface with an incidence angle θ the
beam’s focal plane is projected onto the surface. Thereby the area of
the focal spot increases and the laser intensity decreases respectively.
The area of the elliptical spot is given by
Axy = π ·

2
wσ0
.
cos θx · cos θy

The spatial distribution of the intensity in the scan field can be described as follows:
I(θx , θy ) = I0 · cos θx · cos θy ,

I/I

0

f ocal spot area [ m
mm²]

with maximum I0 is the intensity for θx = θy = 0. Figure 4.15 illustrates
the spatial relation of the laser spot area and the laser intensity for the
scan field of a two-dimensional scan head utilizing an f-θ lens.

y-axis

x-axis

y-axis

x-axis

Figure 4.15: Area of the focal spot depending on the position in the scan
field (left). Laser intensity distribution over the scan field
(right). x- and y-axis values in mm. Colorbar values in µm.
In order to validate the hypothesis that the ablation geometry for laser
pulses applied at the borders of the scan field changes according to the
decreased intensity, an experiment was performed in the scope of a supervised student work [Mil09]. Ex-vivo marrow femur bone of a cow
was cut in slices using a band saw and located in the focal distance under a two-dimensional scan head. Laser pulses were distributed over
the scan field with constant energy per pulse. The resulting ablation
craters were measured using the confocal microscope. The results are
illustrated in Figure 4.16. The crater area is obviously directly correlated with the geometry of the laser spot. However, the effect of elliptical crater geometries becomes only significant in the border of the scan
field. Therefore the scanning angle may be restricted in order to neglect
the elliptical spot projection and reduced ablation depth.
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Figure 4.16: Top view on ablation craters distributed over the complete
scan field of a two-dimensional scan head. In the center
the crater is circular, while it becomes more and more elliptical at the borders of the scan field. The depths of the
craters are scaled in µm and additionally color illustrated.
Values of the x- and y-axis are stated in mm.

4.4.2 Distance
Corresponding to Section 4.3.4 and Equation 4.1 the tolerance volume
of the scan head is given by the Rayleigh length. In order to validate
this hypothesis for the removal of bone an experiment with bony specimen was performed. Fresh ex-vivo marrow bone of a cow’s femur was
cut in slices and adjusted in parallel to the scan head on a hexapod
platform in the focal distance. Single laser pulses were applied in varying distances of the specimen from the focal distance (≈ -2.5 mm to
+10 mm). The experiment was repeated three times. Using the confocal microscope the resulting craters were measured and the depth was
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Figure 4.17: Mean depth of single laser pulse induced craters plotted against the distance of the specimen to the focal distance with fourth degree polynomial fitting function. Corresponding error bars show the maximum deviations of the
mean value.

determined. The mean values for the depths are plotted against the
distance in Figure 4.17.
The results proof that the maximal ablation depth is achieved, if the
beam impinges the bone in its waist, i.e. the focal distance. Around
the focal distance a tolerance area of ± 2 mm is defined. In this area
the variance of the ablation depth is negligible (± 10 µm). The tolerance
area is slightly smaller than the Rayleigh length of 2.4 mm. Furthermore the experiment revealed that the ablation performance is nearly
linear decreasing with increasing distance from the focal point. To conclude, the location of the focal point relative to the bone is a significant
process parameter.
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4.4.3 Depth
Cutting bony tissue by means of laser ablation necessitates knowledge
of the depth development. The depth is corresponding to the number
of pulses applied onto the same position. The functional dependency
is determined experimentally. Fresh ex-vivo femoral cow bone was cut
into parts and frozen. An hour before the experiment the bone was defrosted in water. The bone was fixated in modeling clay onto supporting
material and adjusted by a hexapod in parallel to the scan head in the
focal distance. Single laser pulses were applied with a pulse duration of
80 µs. The amount of laser pulses applied onto the same position was
increased from one pulse up to one hundred pulses. The experiment
was repeated 10 to 19 times for each amount of pulses.
Since ablation craters with a depth exceeding approximatly 1 mm
could not be measured with the confocal microscope due to limited
measurement range, the experiment was split up. Up to 10 single laser
pulses applied onto the same position could be measured confocally
with confidence. Figure 4.18(a) shows the single laser pulses applied
onto bony specimen. For experiments with more than 20 laser pulses
the bony specimen was precut using a band saw and single laser pulses
were distributed along a cutting line over the gap (see Figure 4.18(b) for
illustration) in order to determine the depth through the evaluation of
the cross section. Precutting was necessary since slicing the bone after
applying cutting lines would smear over the ablation with sawdust and
distort the measurement. The depth of these line cuts was measured
under a digital microscope.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.18: Bony specimen for determining the depth development in
dependency of the applied number of laser pulses. (a) Ablation craters produced by single laser pulses. (b) Precutted bone for evaluation under a digital microscope.
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Figure 4.19: Mean resulting depth plotted against the number of single
laser pulses (80 µs) applied with fitting function. Corresponding error bars indicate the maximum deviations of
the mean value from the measurements.

The mean depth of the resulting ablation craters is plotted against the
number of applied laser pulses in Figure 4.19. The maximum deviations
from the mean value were determined. The larger deviations with increasing pulse amount is attributed to the less accurate measurement
with the digital microscope. However, the analysis of the measurements
proofed that the depth development is approximately logarithmic. The
first laser pulses result in a fast depth development, since the laser energy is almost not attenuated. With increasing depth more and more
energy of the laser beam is lost. On the one hand by the ablation debris
and on the other hand by the increasing surface area of the incision
[Iva00b, Iva05b].
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4.4.4 Catalyzing Fluids
In the state of the art of short-pulsed CO2 laser bone ablation, it was
proven that applying a fine water spray onto the bone during laser ablation has a positive impact on the crater geometry and ablation depth
(cp. Section 2.7.1). In the scope of this doctoral thesis almost every
experiment was performed utilizing a fine distilled water spray continuously applied onto the bone.
However, in order to increase the ablation performance some experiments were conducted using alternative fluids replacing the water spray: pure glycerin, a glycerin water mixture, citric acid and a
base. Because of the higher boiling point of glycerin compared to water, deeper ablation craters were expected through the resulting higher
temperature. Experimental results revealed that glycerin or a glycerin
water mix do not have any effect on the ablation depth. Additionally applying the acid or base on to the ablation site does not show any benefit
compared to water.
In a further experimental series the chemicals were applied onto the
bony specimen and preheated with a low energy laser pulse prior to the
ablation pulse, which showed no effect as well. However, applying the
chemicals and allow a longer soaking time induced nearly a doubling
of the ablation depth. Furthermore with this longer soaking time, carbonization at the crater margins does not occur as it may be observed
using the conventional water spray. A comprehensive summary of the
experiments can be found in a joined publication with Mehrwald et al.
[Meh10].

4.4.5 Thermal Dispersion
Ablation of vital hard-tissue necessitates to keep an eye on the thermal
effects in order to prevent thermal side effects other than the intended
thermo-mechanical ablation. Section 2.5.2 introduced the thermal interaction process taking place when irradiating tissue with laser. The
thermal effects of laser bone ablation were considered in Section 2.7.2
and it could be shown that with specific chosen laser parameters no
histological alarming impacts were observed.
However, regarding the process speed enhancement, increasing the
repetition rate would allow time reduction. In this context knowledge
about the exact temperature development inside the tissue becomes
relevant, since it is the limiting factor. Therefore the thermal dispersion
was analyzed in particular. Existing ablation models were reviewed
(cp. Section 2.6.6). Since none of them is sufficiently describing hard
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depth [µm]

tissue ablation using a short-pulsed laser, a comprehensive model was
established: Damping Ablation Velocity Model. This allows simulation of
the thermal dispersion into the bony tissue under irradiation with laser
pulses. Figure 4.20 illustrates the temperature distribution after one
laser pulse of 80 µs duration.

radius [µm]

Figure 4.20: Simulated temperature distribution after application of a
80 µs pulse. The color bar indicates the temperature in
°C. The value 0 reflects removed bone.
Based on the model it was possible to theoretically derive a safety
distance between two succeeding laser pulses. However, these theoretical considerations necessarily have to be proven in histological tests
with in-vivo specimen. The temperature as one of the main influencing
process parameter is not considered for optimization further on in this
doctoral thesis, but the topic is picked up in Chapter 8. The comprehensive consideration can be found in a related diploma thesis [Zha09].
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4.5 Cutting by Pulse Concatenation
After investigation of the interrelationships for single laser pulses and
their concatenation the composition of cuts is regarded in this section.
The state of the art did not reveal the analysis of cuts based on the
distribution of the single laser pulses. In fact, cuts were analyzed phenomenologically, i.e. for a specific set of laser parameters a cut is examined. Inspired by the single laser pulse analysis, the pulse concatenation for cutting techniques is investigated.

4.5.1 Theoretical Considerations
Bone ablation utilizing short laser pulses is by definition a discrete
process. From the geometrical point of view the cut is composed of
single discrete volume removals. The volume removal per pulse is corresponding to a 2d Gaussian function and, as described in the previous sections, dependent on the pulse energy and depth development.
Hence, the cut can be described as the concatenation of single laser
pulses. Figure 4.21 illustrates the theoretical ablation process for cutting. Repassing the laser beam in the second layer results in hitting
the crater’s surface of the previous pass. Hence, the resulting incision
geometry is hilly.
In order to perform a cut, the scan head moves the laser focus with a
constant velocity vl along a predescribed trajectory. The pulse repetition
rate Rf then affects the distance ∆ between two consecutive pulses.
Beside direct definition of vl it is also possible, to define each laser
pulse position in advance, specify the breaking distance between to
succeeding laser pulses and thereby define vl indirectly.
Since the volume removed by a single laser pulse corresponds to a
2d Gaussian profile, the cutting profile is by definition also of Gaussian
shape (also termed wedge). However, since single laser pulses are distributed for shaping a cut, it will not be possible to achieve a straight
cutting profile offhand as with a conventional cutting tool (i.e. saw).

4.5.2 Strategies
From the theoretical point of view there exist several strategies to distribute single laser pulses in order to achieve a specific cutting geometry. In the following the two most prominent techniques are presented.
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Line Cut
In its standard definition a line cut is performed by the scan head with
following a pre-described trajectory with a constant velocity. Since the
laser is utilized short-pulsed with a specific repetition rate, single laser
pulses are uniformly distributed along the trajectory according to that
parameter. By repassing the trajectory, the cut is ablated layer by layer.
The parameters of a line cut are the scanning velocity and the pulse
repetition rate. Figure 4.22 illustrates schematically the line cutting
technique.
In previous publications concerning pulsed laser bone ablation usually one line is executed. In the scope of this thesis widening of the
cut is realized by definition of two (or more) adjoined line cuts according to the given trajectory (cp. Figure 4.22c). Furthermore the line is
composed of single laser shots in the scope of this thesis. However,
by defining single laser pulse positions along a predescribed trajectory
leads to the same cutting technique as a conventional defined line cut.

vl



(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4.21: Single laser pulse concatenation. (a) The laser beam moves
along a predescribed path with velocity vl . (b) Repassing of
the laser in the second layer causes the beam to hit the
surface of the craters resulting from the previous pass.
(c) After the second laser pass the volume removed corresponds to Gaussian profiles for each spot. (d) Lateral
shifting of the laser pulse position before repassing lead to
smoother incision geometries (e). (f) The cutting profile is
typically shaped like a wedge.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.22: Line cutting strategy. (a) By moving the laser beam along
a predescribed trajectory with a constant velocity the concatenation of single laser pulses results in a line. (b)
Repassing the laser along the trajectory removes the bone
layer by layer. (c) Widening of the cut by adjoining line cuts
along the pre-described trajectory.
This approach is more reliable, since the synchronization of the laser
trigger with the mirror movement cannot guarantee the absolute accurate position of each single shot when processing a line cut.
Another parameter specifying a line cut is the pulse overlapping factor
n [Wer06], which is defined as follows:
n=

0
Rf · wσ0
.
vl

The distance between two consecutive laser shots directly follows as
∆ = vl /Rf (cp. Figure 4.21a). This overlapping factor is usually considered when defining a line cut. However, the overlapping of pulses is not
considered for each single line in the scope of this thesis, but between
two consecutive passes of the laser beam. That means, that for each
repassing the laser shots are relocated alternately about ±∆/2 laterally.
Wobble Cut
The cutting depth for laser ablation is limited. This is due to the fact
that the laser beam is more absorbed at the cut surface with increasing
depth and additionally more attenuated by the debris within the incision. To overcome this drawback the cut necessarily has to be widened
in order to reduce the effects causing depth limitation. Hence, the so
called wobble technique is utilized [Iva05b]. Here the linear movement
of the laser beam by the scan head is superimposed to a rotational
movement (wobble) to widen the line cut. Figure 4.23 illustrates this
technique schematically.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.23: Wobble strategy. (a) The scanning is performed along a
predescribed trajectory with a constant velocity superimposed with a rotational movement. Laser pulses are distributed according to the repetition rate. (b) The wobble
strategy leads to a wider cut.
Wobble cuts are characterized as a line cut by the scanning velocity
and the pulse repetition rate. The superimposed wobble movement is
defined by the radius rwobble and the frequency fwobble . Figure 4.24 illustrates the distribution of laser pulses according to the wobble technique
for two different parameter sets.

4.5.3 Experimental Evaluation
In order to validate the theoretical development of cuts according to the
distribution of single laser pulses an experimental evaluation was performed. Fresh ex-vivo femoral cow bone was cut into parts and frozen.
An hour before the experiment the bone was defrosted in water. The
bone was fixated in modeling clay onto supporting material and adjusted by a hexapod in parallel to the scan head in the focal distance.
Further descriptions of these experiments could be found in an associated diploma thesis [Pla09].
Line Cut
Figure 4.25 shows cutting profiles of line cuts performed with 80 µs
pulse duration. With increasing cutting depth the cut widens noticeably. Furthermore the cutting profile becomes more narrow and shows
the typical wedge geometry.
Publications describing the state of the art of hard tissue ablation
usually show cutting results on the basis of cutting profiles. For the
first time the cutting profile was analyzed in cutting direction in the
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.24: Wobble technique to superimpose linear movement (rwobble
= 200 , vl = 20 mm/sec) with different parameters. (a)
Scanning movement (top) for fwobble = 135 Hz along a predescribed trajectory (purple) and laser pulse distribution
for Rf = 200 Hz (red dots). Corresponding cut geometry
(bottom) with ablation radius w0σ0 = 100 µm. (b) fwobble =
160 Hz, Rf = 400 Hz.
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scope of this doctoral thesis using a confocal microscope. Therefore a
line cut with an overall length of 600 µm was defined. The first layer
consists of two pulses at location 200 µm and 400 µm. In the consecutive layer the pulses are relocated about ∆/2 = 100µm leading to a layer
of three pulses at 100 µm, 300 µm and 500 µm. This is corresponding
to a pulse overlapping factor of 1. Up to twelve consecutive lines were
processed. Figure 4.26 shows the confocal measurement for three, six
and twelve lines.
After three consecutive lines the profile along the cutting directory
shows three peaks corresponding to the Gaussian profiles of the single pulses. The length of the cut is 600 µm at the surface and 400 µm
at the bottom. After six consecutive lines the bottom of the cut becomes more smooth thanks to the overlapping. However, the length of
the cut measured at the bottom decreases noticeably while the edges
become more and more slanted. This becomes particularly noticeable

100µm

(a)

100µm

100µm

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.25: Microscopic images of line cuts with focal position at the
surface at 80 µs pulse duration. (a) After one pulse the
ablation depth is 117.84 µm and a width of 244.05 µm.
(b) Ten consecutive pulses result in an ablation depth of
673.54 µm and a width of 265.92 µm. (c) After one hundred consecutive pulses an ablation depth of 2158.74 µm
is reached. The cutting width increased to 286.57 µm.
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Figure 4.26: Confocal measurement of line cuts with 80 µs pulse duration and alternately relocated pulses about ±∆/2 = 100µm
(right: top view, left: profile in cutting direction). Top:
Three consecutive lines; Middle: Six consecutive lines;
Bottom: Twelve consecutive lines.
after twelve consecutive layers. As stated in Section 4.5.1 a laser cut
cannot be processed with straight edges. Even applying additional laser
pulses to the emerging edges will always lead to slanted edges.

Wobble Cut
A wobble cut was performed with 80 µs pulse duration and 80 consecutive lines. Figure 4.27 shows the cutting profile for a wobble cut with
rwobble = 200 µm, vl = 40 mm/sec, flaser = 200 Hz and fwobble = 135 Hz. The
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cutting depth is 1896.73 µm and width 609.54 µm. In comparison with
line cuts the cut is wider and shows a less narrow profile in depth.

100µm

Figure 4.27: Microscopic image of an exemplary wobble cut profile after 80 consecutive lines with focal position at the surface
at 40 µs pulse duration, rwobble = 200 µm, vl = 40 mm/sec,
flaser = 200 Hz and fwobble = 135 Hz. The cutting depth is
1896.73 µm and width 609.54 µm.
Furthermore a wobble cut with an overall length of 600 µm was defined. Three consecutive lines were processed with 80 µs pulse duration, rwobble = 200 µm, vl = 20 mm/sec, flaser = 200 Hz and fwobble = 135 Hz.
Figure 4.28 shows the confocal measurement for one, two and four layers. The faster depth development is due to the fact that one layer
contains more laser pulses. The cut is wider according to the wobble
radius. Additionally the bottom of the cut is sooner becoming smooth.
However, the faster depth development is gained by a wider cut.
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Figure 4.28: Confocal measurement of wobble cuts with 80 µs pulse duration, rwobble = 200 µm, vl = 20 mm/sec, flaser = 200 Hz and
fwobble = 135 Hz. (right: top view, left: profile in cutting direction). Top: One layer; Middle: Two consecutive layers;
Bottom: Four consecutive layers.
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4.6 Conclusion
Laser bone cutting as a discrete process necessitates by definition a
process model based on single laser pulses and their concatenation. For
the first time a systematic modeling of the short-pulsed laser ablation
process with a two-dimensional optical scan head was performed in the
scope of this doctoral thesis.
It could be shown, that by restricting the scanning angle the inclination angle can be neglected in a reduced scan field. The hypothesis
that the tolerance area around the focus, in which the variance in the
resulting ablation crater is negligible, corresponding to the Rayleigh distance of the utilized laser, could be verified experimentally and thereby
confirmed for the first time.
The depth development for the concatenation of single laser pulses
was evaluated experimentally and a logarithmic related behavior was
shown. For the first time the variance in the ablation depth was evaluated on the basis of 211 measured single laser pulses. The results
revealed that the variance could be assumed as Gaussian distributed
and that the ablation depth varies between -3 % and +7 % from the
mean ablation depth. However, it will be necessary to correlate these
results not only to the number of applied pulses but also to the incision
depths, widths and repetition rate in further investigations.
Cutting techniques were considered theoretically on the basis of the
distribution of single laser pulses and experimentally evaluated. For
the first time cuts performed with laser ablation were evaluated in their
profile in cutting direction. Furthermore it was revealed that straight
cutting profiles cannot be obtained offhand with laser ablation. In the
scope of this thesis, cuttings are performed by placing successive laser
pulses next to each other, which is similar to the described line cutting
technique. The pulse repetition rates of up to 400 Hz are chosen out
of the literature in order to achieve histological compatibility. However,
the results of Zhang indicate that the repetition rate can be quintupled
when adapting the distance between successive laser pulses according
to thermal considerations [Zha09]. This hypothesis has to be proven in
in-vivo experimental series and histological tests.
The findings and parameters described in this chapter are the basis
for computer assisted planning for robot assisted laser osteotomy. The
understanding of short-pulsed laser ablation for cutting bony tissue as
a discrete process allows accurate planning of bone removal based on
the concatenation of single laser pulses and prediction of the cutting
depth in advance.
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A goal without a plan is just a
wish.
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry

5

Planning Robot Assisted Laser
Ablation
The task of determining a sequence of actions that will achieve a specified goal is called planning. Generally a planning problem inherits a
state space, which is often too large to be represented explicitly and is
therefore often implicitly described by the planning algorithm. If the
state space is finite or computably infinite the planning problem is discrete.
In order to plan, an initial state and a goal state need to be defined. A
finite number of actions are then applied to manipulate the state. The
concatenation of actions results in a sequence of states, that represents
the plan. The plan can either follow a strategy or be reactive. There
are two criteria for planning: feasibility and optimality. While feasible
planning strategies determine a plan regardless of its efficiency, optimal
planning strategies find a feasible plan that optimizes a performance
index [LaV06].
In case of laser ablation we are facing a discrete process, i.e. single laser pulses which have to be applied onto bone so that a cut is
achieved. In contrast to industrial laser cutting processes the target
in the scope of this doctoral thesis is a human. Bone is an individual workpiece. Hence, planning aims at achieving a feasible laser cut
for a specific patient. First, the cut (osteotomy) has to be defined geometrically. Then this geometric definition has to be transferred into an
ablation pattern, i.e. a distribution of single laser pulses. This ablation
pattern is the basis for the following execution planning, which aims at
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determining optimized locations for the scan head. The working volume
of the scan head and laser process parameters, such as optimal ablation near the beam waist and the inclination angle, have to be taken
into account, thus becoming a constrained optimization problem. In
the following the developed methods for geometrical planning and the
transfer into an ablation pattern are described. Furthermore the optimization algorithms for achieving scan head locations are explained.

5.1 Cutting Geometry Planning
The first step towards robot assisted laser ablation is the definition
of the ablation geometry. In the scope of this doctoral thesis cutting
paths and cutting trajectories were specifically addressed. Figure 5.1
illustrates the process of geometry planning. Cutting geometry planning
starts with the definition of the cutting path. By specifying the cutting
angle and cutting depth, a cutting trajectory is defined. In the following
sections cutting geometry planning is explained.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.1: Geometry planning. (a) After defining support points on the
surface, waypoints are calculated according to an interpolation function (here piecewise linear interpolation). (b) The
cutting depth is determined by projection along the cutting normal and determination of corresponding points on
the underside of the bone. (c) Exemplary complex cutting
geometry.

5.1.1 Cutting Path
The geometrical definition of a cut starts with specifying the threedimensional path. Along this path the cut has to be processed. If no
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cutting depth is specified, the cutting path corresponds to a marking.
A cutting path is generated in two steps. First, the support points are
defined and second, waypoints in between are generated according to
an interpolation function.
Definition of Support Points
A set of support points S = {si , i = 0..n} is defined on a three-dimensional
triangulated surface model. Hence, a support point si is described by
its position on the surface model pi = (x, y, z). A cutting path is called
closed, if s0 = sn and called open if s0 6= sn .
Interpolation
Based on the set of support points S the cutting path is defined by
choosing an interpolation type. According to the interpolation function
a set of waypoints W = {wj , j = 0..m, m ≥ n} is determined, with W is a
superset of S. Hence, the following applies
S ⊆ W ⇔ ∀x ∈ S : x ∈ W.
The following interpolation types can be utilized:
• Linear interpolation on a set of support points is defined as the
concatenation of linear interpolation functions between succeeding pairs of these points.
• Polynomial interpolation is a generalization of linear interpolation.
Instead of using a linear function a polynomial of higher degree is
used as interpolation function. Given n support points, there is
one polynomial of degree at most n-1 interpolating all points.
• Spline interpolation avoids disadvantages of polynomial interpolation, i.e. computational expensiveness and exactness. Instead
of searching for a high-degree polynomial interpolating the given
support points, spline interpolation utilizes low-degree polynomials for piecewise interpolation and additionally assures smoothness between the pieces.
• Variations: Piecewise interpolation or combinations of interpolation functions can be utilized in order to define more complex cutting shapes.
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The amount of waypoints depends on the resolution of the surface
model. Assuming a trinagular mesh representation of the surface and
depending on the interpolation function, a waypoint is set on each
passed triangle edge. The higher the density of the mesh the more
waypoints will be generated. Obviously, the overall accuracy of the
complete laser osteotomy is strongly influenced by the quality of the
surface model of the patient. This is in turn restricted by the image acquisition method, the segmentation and triangulation quality. Hence,
the accuracy of the patient model is an important process parameter.

5.1.2 Cutting Trajectory
A cutting trajectory is based on a cutting path definition. Additionally,
the definition comprises a specific cutting depth and a cutting angle.
Usually the cutting depth corresponds to the bone thickness, i.e. the
cut is supposed to go through the bone in order to perform an osteotomy.
Cutting Angle
For each waypoint the surface normal of the corresponding triangle cell
is determined (cross product of two triangle edges) to indicate the cutting angle, which is at first supposed to be normal to the bone surface.
Hence, a waypoint wj is described by its position on the surface model
pj = (px , py , pz ) and its normal nj = (nx , ny , nz ).
The cutting angle α specifies the angle between the surface normal
~n and the cutting direction ~c. A cone is spanned by α around the surface normal. The cutting direction ~c is defined by the polar angle θ
which indicates the radial coordinate on the circular base of the cone.
θ is defined anticlockwise from the positive x-axis, i.e. the polar axis,
corresponding to the global planning coordinate system. Figure 5.2 illustrates the definition of the cutting angle and cutting direction.
Cutting Depth
After the definition of the cutting angle or cutting direction respectively
the cutting depth is the remaining parameter describing a cutting trajectory. The cutting depth is usually corresponding to the bone thickness, i.e. the cut is supposed to go through the bone in order to perform
an osteotomy. Here, the cutting depth is determined by the projection
along the cutting direction of each waypoint wj and determination of the
corresponding point cj on the bottom of the bone by intersection with
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the surface mesh. If no separating cut is planned, the cutting depth
is defined from the cutting path in cutting direction and corresponding
lower waypoints are set. Figure 5.3 illustrates a cutting trajectory.
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x

Figure 5.2: The cutting angle α spans a cone around the surface normal (blue). The polar angle θ defines the cutting direction
(orange) anticlockwise from the positive x-axis (polar axis).

Figure 5.3: A cutting trajectory is defined by a set of support points
(dark blue) and waypoints (light blue) according to an interpolation function. Each waypoint on the surface has got a
corresponding point on the underside of the bone defined
by the cutting direction (arrows) and thereby indicates the
cutting depth at this specific point.
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5.2 Transfer into Ablation Sequence
Short-pulsed CO2 laser ablation is by definition a discrete process.
As described in the previous chapter the concatenation of single laser
pulses in a specific distribution generates a cut. Hence, the cutting geometry as described in Section 5.1 has to be transformed into a set of
single laser pulses in order to be processed.

5.2.1 Constraints
The planning constraints are directly derived from the discrete process
model for laser ablation (cp. Chapter 4). Depending on the chosen
cutting strategy the geometrical cutting trajectory description is transferred into a discrete set of single laser pulses. The cutting depth and
laser parameters have to be taken into account as constraints, in order
to derive a feasible laser pulse set for the given geometry.

5.2.2 Transfer of a Cutting Geometry into an Ablation
Pattern
According to the chosen cutting strategy and the geometrical definition
of the cutting path, single laser pulses are distributed along the cutting
path considering the cutting direction which is corresponding to the
laser beam inclination angle. Hence, each laser pulse is represented by
its location, i.e. position pi and inclination direction ci with i ∈ q and q
is the total amount of single pulses.
In a first step single laser pulses are distributed along the cutting
path. Depending on the cutting strategy (cp. Section 4.5) the pulse
overlapping factor or number of lines is given. Thereby the first layer
of laser pulses is determined. In case of a marking path the ablation
pattern is complete.
Corresponding to the findings of Section 4.4.3 the ablation depth is
dependent on the number of pulses applied. The inverse function of the
fitting function from Figure 4.19 is utilized for determining the amount
of pulses q necessary in order to achieve a specific cutting depth x:
q(x) = a · exp(−b · x) + c · exp(−d · x) + e · exp(−f · x) + g
with a = 419.5 , b = 0.00977 µm−1 , c = -421 , d = 0.00974 µm−1 , e = 4,
f = -0.0016 µm−1 and g = -2.6 . Figure 5.4 illustrates q(x).
This equation can be regarded as an approximation function considering concurrent processes during laser ablation, i.e. attenuation of
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Figure 5.4: Number of 80 µs pulses plotted against the depth.

laser intensity by debris and water spray, loss of laser energy at the
crater walls with growing depth, catalytic effect of water and laser spot
expansion with growing distance from focus. Figure 5.4 indicates the
asymptotic behavior of laser bone ablation at approximately 8 mm cutting depth. However, this approximation function was determined for
a pulse duration of 80 µs. Shorter or longer pulse durations result in
an additional factor respectively other coefficients in the approximation
function.
Coming back to the transfer of a cutting trajectory into an ablation
pattern. Now that the depth is represented by a function which calculates the corresponding number of laser pulses, a cutting trajectory
can be filled up with laser pulse position according to a cutting strategy. The cutting depth is implicitly given by the distance between all
pairs of waypoints (one at the surface of the incision and one at the bottom). Laser pulse positions are situated along the cutting path layer by
layer. For each successive layer, further pulse positions are projected in
cutting direction and according to the depth development function, untl
the specified cutting depth is reached. Figure 5.5 exemplarily shows the
transfer for a given cutting trajectory (cp. Figure 5.3) into an ablation
pattern for a line cut with no overlapping.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.5: (a) The predefined cutting trajectory is composed of one cutting path on the surface and one at the underside of the
bone. Each waypoint has a corresponding waypoint on the
underside of the bone, hence, the cutting depth is given
at this specific point. (b) According to the process model,
the geometrical representation of the cutting trajectory is
now filled with laser pulse positions according to the cutting strategy. (c) After the transfer into an ablation pattern,
the geometrical information is implicitly represented by the
laser pulse positions.

5.3 Optimal Execution Planning
In the previous section, the transfer of the cutting geometry into an ablation pattern, consisting of laser pulse positions, was performed without taking the way of pulse application into account. In fact, the transfer is based on the findings for depth development and cutting strategy.
Hence, the relation of pulse positions to the actual application is considered in the scope of optimal execution planning. In the scope of
this thesis two-dimensional optical scanning is considered (cp. Section
4.3.4). Thus, for processing the ablation pattern, corresponding locations of the scanning device (scan head) have to be determined which
cover the cutting path.

5.3.1 Problem Formulation
The working volume of the scan head may not be sufficient for executing all laser pulses of an ablation pattern out of one location. This can
be simply due to the fact that the cutting geometry exceeds the working
volume on the one hand. Or on the other hand, due to the fact that inclination angle of the laser beam for a specific pulse position resulting
from one scan head location may not be optimal in conjunction with the
curvature of the bone. Hence, execution planning requires the determination of scan head locations for a given ablation pattern under con-
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straints, such as working volume and inclination angle, thus becoming a constrained optimization problem. Towards robot assisted execution, the number of repositionings of the scan head should be reduced.
Thus, the solution of the optimization problem has to ensure a minimal
amount of scan head locations. This optimization problem is illustrated
in Figure 5.6 in the two-dimensional case. The two-dimensional path
has to be covered by the rectangular working area of the scan head. Obviously the solution illustrated in Figure 5.6(b) is not optimal regarding
the number of rectangles. Figure 5.6(c) shows one optimized solutions
where the total number of rectangles could be reduced to a minimum.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.6: (a) The cutting path (red) and one scan head location with
its corresponding rectangular working area (green) covering a part of the cut. (b) Partioning the solution space in
equidistant sets and choosing all sets which contain parts
of the cut does not result in an optimal solution. (c) Optimized solution for the cutting path contains the minimum
number of scan head locations.
The minimum set cover problem is a prominent optimization and combinatorial problem, since it is NP-complete. Richard Karp mentioned it
together with 20 other NP problems in his famous paper 1972 [Kar72].
Classically, the minimum set cover problem is defined as follows:
Instance A finite set S and collection C of subsets of S.
Solution A set cover of S, i.e. a subset D ⊆ C such that each element of
S is contained in some set in D.
Measure |D|.
The set-covering problem abstracts many commonly arising combinatorial problems [Cor01]. This decision problem generalizes the NPcomplete vertex cover. Thus, it is also NP-hard. The problem of finding
the minimum amount of scan head locations covering a given ablation
pattern, can be formulated as a minimum set cover problem as follows:
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Instance An ablation pattern P (either in 2d or 3d) can be represented
by a finite number of points wi with i = 1..n, each representing a
laser pulse position.
Sm Let F = {L1 , L2 , ..., Lm } be a family of subsets
of P such that i=1 Li = P . Each subset L represents laser pulse
positions covered by a specific scan head location.
Solution A collection of subsets C ⊆ F is a set cover of P if P =

S

S∈C

S.

Measure The size |C| of a cover C is the amount of subsets in C, i.e. the
amount of scan head locations. Given P and F , the optimization
algorithm solving this problem should output a set cover C with
minimum size.
To conclude, the optimization problem requires an algorithm which
computes a solution with measure as small as possible for a given instance of the minimization problem.

5.3.2 Two-dimensional Solution
For solving a minimum set cover problem approximation algorithms
are the method of choice. Assuming that if the size of the instance
increases, the size of the approximation grows relative to the size of an
optimal solution, the approximation ratio is logarithmic. Thus, applying
a greedy heuristic may give suboptimal but good results [Cor01]. Hence,
in the scope of this thesis the problem is solved by a greedy algorithm.
The greedy method is rather intuitive. At each stage, the set S ∈ F is
added to the solution that covers the greatest number of remaining elements that are uncovered [Cor01]. Algorithm 1 implements the greedy
minimum set cover solution.
The greedy algorithm is an asymptotically best possible approximation algorithm for the minimum set cover problem (see proof in [Cor01]).
However, the found scan head locations need to be ordered for the
robotic execution. The locations are therefore ordered (cp. Travelling
Salesman Problem).
The quality of the solution is obviously dependent on the family of
subsets F which span the solution space. Here, the solution space is
given by all possible scan head locations Lj = (x, y), which cover at least
one laser pulse of the ablation pattern P = {w1 ..wn }. Hence, the solution
space is given by the convex hull Hconvex (P ) of P enlarged by half of the
scan field length. The family of subsets F is derived from the solution
space by equidistant spacing.
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Require: Finite set P and family of subsets F
Ensure: Minimum set cover C
C←∅
U ← P {U is the set of all uncovered elements}
while U 6= ∅ do
Choose S ∈ F with max |S ∩ U | {S covers largest number of elements
in U }
C ← C ∩ {S} {add S to the cover}
U ← U \S {remove all elements from U covered by S}
end while
return C
Algorithm 1: Greedy algorithm solving the minimum set cover problem.
Suppose that the finite set P is ordered, i.e. the first element in P is
the first laser pulse to be shot. A modified greedy algorithm (see Algorithm 2) solving the minimum set cover problem does not start with
an explicitly given solution space F . In fact, subsets of F are spanned
in each iteration step. The modified greedy algorithm chooses the first
element out of P and spans the solution space around this element by
creation of an equidistant grid with dimension dim. All elements Si out
of the solution space F are candidates, which are evaluated according to the amount of elements out of U covered by Si . The algorithm
chooses S with the largest number of elements covered and adds S to
Require: Finite set P (ordered)
Ensure: Minimum set cover C
C←∅
U ← P {U is the set of all uncovered elements}
while U 6= ∅ do
loc = p0 ∈ U {select first element of uncovered elements}
F = GRIDequidistant (loc, dim) {span solution space around loc}
Choose S ∈ F with max |S ∩ U | {S covers largest number of elements
in U }
C ← C ∩ {S} {add S to the cover}
U ← U \S {remove all elements from U covered by S}
end while
return C
Algorithm 2: Modified greedy algorithm for solving the minimum set
cover problem.
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the minimum set cover C. All covered elements are removed from U and
the next iteration step.
The modified greedy algorithm assures that the scan head locations
are situated along the cutting path direction. Therefore the solution is
already providing locations which are optimal for the robotic execution.

5.3.3 Three-dimensional Solution
The minimum set cover solution can be transferred into the threedimensional case. The working area of the scan head is now a cube.
In order to account for the rotation symmetry of the scan head, the
working area may also be regarded as a frustum. An illustration of the
three-dimensional problem is depicted in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7: Illustration of the three-dimensional minimum scan head
location problem for a given cutting trajectory.

Kinematic Modeling of the Scan Head
While the two-dimensional case with a quadratic scan field allows easy
decision, whether a laser pulse is within or not within the working field,
the three-dimensional case necessitates modeling of the working area
of the scan head. As described in Section 4.3.4 the working area is
corresponding to the frustum of a pyramid. In the scope of this doctoral
thesis the scan head is modeled kinematically:
• two perpendicular revolute joints θx/y for considering the
scanning angle
• one revolute joint ϕ to account for the symmetry of the scan
area around the laser beam
• one prismatic joint to model the tolerance area
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Figure 5.8a illustrates the working volume of the scan head, which
is corresponding to the frustum of a pyramid. In order to simplify the
planning of scan head locations the rotation symmetry of the scan area
is considered. That leads to a frustum workspace (cp. Figure 5.8b).
The kinematic chain is illustrated in Figure 5.9. The Denavit Hartenberg parameters
for describing the kinematics are given in Table 5.1.

◦
θx/y ∈ 0..maxangle indicate the scanning angle, ϕ ∈ {0..360◦ } reflects the
rotation symmetry and dt ∈ {0..2t} (t = tolerance area). Determination of
maxangle and t is described in Section 4.4.1 and 4.4.2.
Table 5.1: 
DH parameters for a two-dimensional scan head. With θx/y ∈
0..max◦angle , ϕ ∈ {0..360◦ } and dt ∈ {0..2t} (t = tolerance area)
i θi αi−1 ai−1 di
1 θx
0
0
0
2 θy -90
0
0
3 ϕ 90
0
0
4 0
0
f
dt

Determination of Optimal Scan Head Locations
The two-dimensional minimum set cover problem can be transferred
into the three-dimensional case. The cut is represented by the ablation
pattern defined by n locations L, each given by its position pL = (x, y, z)
and the direction nL = (a, b, c). Each of these locations represents a
single laser pulse. The original and modified greedy algorithm (cp. Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2) can be adapted for finding an asymptotically
best possible approximation algorithm for the minimum set cover problem.
Taking into account the characteristics of the working area of the
scan head (cp. Figure 5.8), the rotation symmetry of the laser beam constraints the orientation of the scan head in two degrees of freedom. One
degree of freedom remains, i.e. the orientation around the laser beam
axis. Furthermore, the kinematic modeling of the two-dimensional scan
head facilitates the decision whether a laser pulse is executable in the
current scan head location or not.
Here, the solution space is given by all possible scan head locations
Lj = (x, y, z, a, b, c), which cover at least one laser pulse wi out of the ablation pattern P = {w1 ..wn }. Hence, the solution space is given by the
oriented bounding box of P enlarged by half of the scan field length in xand y-direction and the tolerance area in z-direction of the coordinate
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Figure 5.8: (a) The scan field is generally quadratic. Considering the
tolerance area around the focal plane in which optimal ablation takes place, leads to a workspace corresponding to
the frustum of a pyramid. (b) Considering the rotation symmetry of the laser beam leads to a frustum workspace.
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Figure 5.9: Kinematic chain for the scan head. Two revolute joints for
the mirrors, one revolute joint to account for the rotation
symmetry of the beam and one translational joint for the
ai-1 point.
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5.4 Projection into Scan Plane
system of the bounding box. The family of subsets F is derived from
the solution space by equidistant spacing. The dimension of this spacing should be smaller in z-direction, i.e. the position of the focal plane
which accounts for the focal tolerance. Figure 5.10 illustrates the solution space determination. The solution space is visualized with colored
spheres. Each sphere indicates a possible position of the scan field center for the corresponding scan head location. The color gradient from
red to green and growing size of the spheres reflect better rating, i.e.
the percentage covered from the cutting trajectory in the specific scan
head location.
Whether a covered single laser pulse is executable in a specific scan
head location is dependent on the inclination angle of the beam. As
stated in Section 4.4.1, the impact of the inclination angle on the crater
geometry can be neglected in specific bounds. Therefore the maximum
scanning angle of the scan head is constrained (see parameter maxangle
in the kinematic model). Furthermore a threshold for the maximum
deviation of the planned laser pulse direction and the achievable inclination angle in a specific scan head location is introduced.

5.4 Projection into Scan Plane
Determination of the minimum amount of scan head locations necessary in order to process the planned cutting trajectory yields to subsets
with laser pulse positions to be executed in the according scan head
location. The optimization algorithm determined the number of laser
pulses within the working volume of the scan head for each location.
Scan heads are usually controlled by providing the coordinates in the
local coordinate system. Hence, in a final planning step, it is now necessary to map all three-dimensional laser pulse positions into the local
coordinate system of the scan head. The coordinate system of the scan
head is two-dimensional and defined in the focal distance of the applied
focusing lens. Each coordinate is correlated to specific scanning mirror
angles.
Mapping three-dimensional laser pulse positions into the local coordinate system is realized by projection. Figure 5.11 illustrates the
approach. Each laser pulse position within the working volume is projected into the focal plane. This projection ensures the correct and
accurate three-dimensional placement.
In order to correctly project the three-dimensional laser pulse position
into the focal plane of the scan head, the optical center has to be known
as well as the location of the focal point (cp. Section 6.3.1). Hence, these
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.10: (a) The oriented bounding box of the cutting trajectory
spans the solution space. (b) The bounding box is enlarged
and equidistant spacing leads to the family of subsets for
evaluation during the optimization. The larger green a possible solution is, the better is the rating. Small red spheres
indicate less optimal scan head locations.

two parameters are significant process parameters for the quality of the
plan. The laser beam axis between the inclination point and the optical
center is used to calculate the intersection point with the scan plane.
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Figure 5.11: Laser pulse positions which are within the working area of
the scan head need to be projected into the focal plane in
order to determine the corresponding scanning angles.
Projection of all laser pulse position to be processed in a specific scan
head location results in a sequence of two-dimensional coordinates.
These coordinates are given within scan head coordinate system and
thereby directly correlated to the scanning angles. The planning of
robot assisted laser bone ablation is finalized with this projection step.

5.5 Conclusion
Robot assisted laser bone ablation necessitates preoperative planning
of the laser cut. This chapter introduced the definitions of cutting
paths and cutting trajectories on a patient specific surface model. This
geometrical definition is then the basis for the determination of laser
pulses. The concatenation of these pulses generates the cut. The total
amount of laser pulses necessary is strongly dependent on the laser
parameters (cp. Chapter 4). Therefore an approximation function was
introduced, which estimates the amount of laser pulses required to
achieve a specific depth under a predefined pulse duration.
Processing a predefined cut with a two-dimensional scan head necessitates optimal execution planning. A previous optimization method
was introduced by Müller [Mül09] in a related diploma thesis. Here, the
solution is determined by randomly choosing a subset out of the given
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laser pulse positions as solution space and evaluating it according to
the largest amount of laser pulses covered.
The final optimization methodology for determination of the minimum
amount of scan head locations for given ablation pulses is described in
Section 5.3. Here, the problem is related to the minimum set cover
problem and solved by a greedy algorithm.
Furthermore, laser pulse sequences for a corresponding scan head
location are transferred into two-dimensional coordinates in the scan
plane. Hence, the robot assisted laser ablation planning leads to scan
head locations and corresponding two-dimensional pulse sequences.
The developed planning methods are independent of the applied robot.
In the next chapter the realized system for robot assisted laser bone
ablation is introduced and the developed methods are embedded into
the workflow.
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The future is here. It’s just not
widely distributed yet.
William Gibson

6

System Realization for Robot
Assisted Laser Osteotomy
In this chapter all necessary components and procedures are described,
which constitute the first system for robot assisted laser osteotomy.
Applying a laser for the osteotomy of human bone in the operation
theater requires a careful system design. This is of particular importance when additionally a robotic system is combined with such a high
power laser source. As mentioned in the preliminary studies (cp. Section 3.3.8) the idea of cutting bony tissue using a robot for positioning
has been existing for several years. The Institute for Laser Medicine
(ILM, Heinrich-Heine University, Düsseldorf, Germany) and the former
group for Holography and Laser Technology at the Center of Advanced
European Studies and Research (caesar, Bonn, Germany) established
the method of short pulsed CO2 laser bone ablation with assistive water
spray and showed feasibility. Unfortunately the research in the scope
of laser bone processing could not be continued at these research facilities. Nevertheless some laser hardware components used as part of the
system setup in this doctoral thesis are based on the findings published
by the mentioned research groups.
The developed system setup for robot assisted laser osteotomy is described in detail in this chapter1 . After describing the hardware components, the developed registration and calibration procedures of the endeffector are presented. The chapter continues with the description of
1

An intermediate setup was described in [Bur08].
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the workflow designed for robot assisted laser osteotomy. Furthermore
the developed software modules and their interaction are explained.

6.1 System Fundamentals
Following the standardization given in the DIN EN ISO 11145:200811 [DIN08] the setup of a laser unit for material processing purposes
comprises a laser assembly as well as a manipulation system for relative
positioning between laser and the workpiece which is being processed.
Optionally a measurement device for controlling the process may be
part of the laser unit. Figure 6.1 illustrates the setup of a laser unit
following DIN EN ISO 11145. The laser assembly includes the laser
device (comprising the laser source and supply), the beam guidance
and beam formation.
laser unit
laser assembly
laser device
laser

beam
guidance

beam
formation

workpiece

supply

manipulation
systems

Figure 6.1: Setup of a laser unit following DIN EN ISO 11145 [DIN08].
The idea of positioning the laser beam relative to the bone using a
robot is strongly connected to remote laser welding or laser cutting in
industrial applications. Hence, the standardized laser unit setup for
material processing can be adapted to robot assisted laser osteotomy.
Figure 6.2 shows a sketch of the proposed setup. The laser assembly
includes the CO2 laser source and the supply. Beam guidance is realized by an articulated mirror arm suitable for the CO2 laser, in terms
of wavelength and power. The laser beam is thereby delivered to the
beam formation, which is a galvanometric two-dimensional scan head.
The beam formation unit is positioned by a manipulation system, here
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measurement device
manipulation system
beam guidance

laser assembly
beam formation

Figure 6.2: Sketch of the system setup for robot assisted laser
osteotomy.
a robot manipulator, in order to relatively position the laser beam to
the bone. Since the primary aim of this doctoral thesis is to establish a
system for robot assisted laser osteotomy and develop a corresponding
workflow, the measurement device as proposed optionally by the DIN
EN ISO 11145 was not considered in the system setup. However, the
current state of the art offers several suitable measurement possibilities, which will be discussed in Section 8.2.

6.2 Hardware Components
In the following the hardware components applied for the established
prototype system for robot assisted laser osteotomy will be further described.

6.2.1 Laser System
The prototype laser system OsteoLas x10 was developed by the former
group for Holography and Laser Technology at the Center of Advanced
European Studies and Research (caesar, Bonn, Germany) [Kla08]. The
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prototype system was adapted and further enhanced to a second version (OsteoLas x10 v2) in the scope of this doctoral thesis, including
optimizations and hardware extensions. The components are embedded into a mobile, compact housing. In the following paragraphs the
hardware components comprised by OsteoLas x10 v2 are described.
CO2 Laser
The CO2 laser source is a Rofin Sinar SCx10 slab laser (Rofin Sinar
Technologies Inc., Plymouth, USA) with a wavelength of 10.6 µm and
a maximum output power of 100 W. This compact laser guarantees an
excellent beam profile with M 2 < 1.2.
The optical resonator is formed by the front and rear mirrors. Excitation of the laser gas takes place in a radio frequency (RF) field. Between
two parallel water-cooled electrode plates the heat generated in the gas
is dissipated (diffusion-cooled). A beam shaping module is integrated
into the laser head and produces a high quality round symmetrical
beam. The technical data is stated in Table 6.1. Since this CO2 laser
is a class 4 laser it is necessary to operate in compliance with the laser
security directives.
Table 6.1: Technical Data for Rofin Sinar SCx10 slab CO2 laser.
Characteristics
Value
Wavelength λ
10.6 µm
2
Beam quality K (M )
>0.8 (<1.2)
Maximum Output Power P
100 W
Power Range Pmin/max
5 W to 100 W
Stability (long term)
±7%
Pulse Frequency f
0 - 100 kHz
Mode
TEM00

Pilot Laser
With its wavelength of 10.6 µm, the processing laser is beyond of the
visible range for the human eye. In order to allow the user (surgeon)
to survey the process optically a red laser diode (Rofin Sinar SC x10
External laser diode option, cp. Table 6.2) is coupled coaxial into the
optical axis of the CO2 laser. Two adjustable mirrors allow the correct
collinear overlay of the two beams in the near and far field of the diode
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laser. The diode laser is a class 3R laser that has to be operated in
compliance with the laser security directives.
Table 6.2: Technical Data for Rofin Sinar SCx10 External laser diode.
Characteristics
Value
Wavelength λ
635 nm
Output Power P
4 mW
Beam Diameter
≈ 3 mm
Panel PC
Integrated to the mobile housing of OsteoLas x10 v2 is a panel PC (T15ERGO, tci GmbH, Heuchelheim, Germany), to control the intervention.
The PC is technically built-up following DIN EN 60601 and equipped
with a 15 inch display with thermally pre-stressed and coated protection glass. The PC meets the fundamental regulations of the Directive
of the Council of the European Community regarding electromagnetic
compatibility for clinical environments (89/336/EWG). A touch screen
allows the surgeon to input data with gloved hands.

6.2.2 Articulated Mirror Arm
The laser beam is delivered through a passive articulated mirror arm
to the galvanometric scan head. Linear arranged aluminum tubes and
pivot joints build this passive kinematic. The joints contain reflective
mirrors which reflect the laser beam by 90 ◦ . The various design possibilities allow to apply an optimized articulated arm for a certain application. Since the laser beam travels a constant distance through the
articulated arm, this beam delivery method guarantees a fixed beam
size. The quality of an articulated arm is strongly dependent on the calibration and is expressed by the angular and positional accuracy. Furthermore articulated arms arms show constant beam intensity losses
what makes them favorable to optical fibers. However, the quality usually declines during the life cycle, since the straight tubes are affected
by bending. Furthermore the overall weight of the arm as well as the
stiffness of the joints have an impact on the overall accuracy. It is
important to notice the complexity of the optical path and account for
correct and accurate laser beam coupling.
First experiments were performed with a medical, second hand articulated mirror arm. This mirror arm was designed for hand guidance
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and therefore the aluminum tubes with a diameter of 26 mm were affected by bending effects. It turned out, that this mirror arm was not
suitable for a robot assisted application.
For these reasons an industrial articulated mirror arm which is intended for robot assistance was specified. In the scope of this thesis
the specifications and CAD drawings (see Appendix B) were created in
collaboration with a manufacturer (Laser Mech Inc., Michigan, USA).
Figure 6.3 illustrates the kinematics of the arm and the assigned coordinate systems and the corresponding Denavit Hartenberg (DH) parameters are listed in Table 6.3. Six mirror joints and an additional
rotational last joint were chosen in order to allow positioning with 7 degrees of freedom. With an overall weight of ≈20 kg, a length of 2231 mm,
a tube diameter of 70 mm and stiff joints the arm provides high accuracy, which is of high importance for the application. A spring balancer
is utilized in order to keep the arm in an upward position and reduce
the affecting weight at the robot’s end-effector.
Table 6.3: DH parameters of the mirror arm.
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Figure 6.3: Local frames for the articulated mirror arm (following
[Cra89]).
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6.2.3 Galvanometric Scan Head
In order to distribute the laser pulses accross the tissue quickly, a laser
scanning system is utilized. The two-dimensional galvanometric scan
head (Colibri, Arges GmbH, Wackersdorf, Germany) has an aperture of
11mm and an accuracy in deflecting the laser of 20 µrad in its working area (70x70mm2 ). This scan head is characterized by its compact
housing and small weight, thanks to an external galvanometer amplifier and power supply. Figure 6.4 shows the scan head included into
an aluminum housing for coupling to the robot and for coupling the
articulated mirror arm. The terms scan head and beam deflector are
synonym in the following.

Figure 6.4: Galvanometric scan head from Arges (left). Interior of the
scan head (right). Two galvanometric driven coated mirrors
deflect the laser beam.
To focus the laser beam a single element ZnSe lens (48TSL100, ULO
Optics, Stevenage, United Kingdom) with a specified focal distance of
F = 101.3 mm ± 0.5% is mounted to the scan head. The lens has f-theta
characteristics, i.e. the laser beam is focussed onto a plane.

6.2.4 Controlling Laser and Scan Head
The Colibri scan head and the laser are connected to a system controller
(ASC2 System Controller, Arges GmbH, Wackersdorf, Germany), which
provides real time response to external signals and an optimized synchronization of critical devices. Interfacing the micro controller ASC2
on basis of a Linux OS is realized by TCP/IP; alternatively remote control via RS232 is possible. The Application Programming Interface (API)
of the ASC2 controller provided by the manufacturer allows access to all
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laser parameters. The laser process itself is organized in so called jobs,
which specify the on-time of the laser in relation to the position in the
scan field. The closed-loop control for positioning and acceleration of
the galvanometric driven mirrors of the scan head is done by dedicated
hardware by high speed digital signal processors (DSP). Actually the API
provided by the manufacturer allows to upload jobs, which execution
can be started, paused and stopped. There is actually no possibility
to have access to the progress of the job processing. While one job is
executed, parallel upload of the next one is possible. The abstraction
of the laser processing into job files appears as a restriction at the first
glance, but since these job files can be designed freely (according to the
format), it is possible to define laser processes at the lowest level, i.e.
single laser pulses.

6.2.5 Robot
In order to facilitate precise and correct positioning of the galvanometric
scan head in respect to the bone, a robot system is necessary. The developed methods for robot assisted laser osteotomy are independent of
the specific robot model. The medical application (workspace) and the
accuracy demands provide a statement of requirements to the robot
kinematics and characteristics. In the scope of this thesis a Stäubli
RX90B CR (Stäubli Tec Systems GmbH, Bayreuth, Germany) robot was
used. Additionally a light-weight redundant robot kinematic (KUKA
LWR, Kuka Roboter GmbH, Augsburg, Germany) was evaluated in a
simulation and first experiments were carried out.
The main research work was performed using the Stäubli RX90B CR
robot. The RX90 is a conventional industrial serial robot with six degrees of freedom, maximum payload of 12 kg and a maximum reach of
900 mm. With its high repeatability of ±0.02 mm, high stiffness and
large workspace, this robot is optimal for precise positioning of the galvanometric scan head. The model utilized here is a clean room (CR)
robot, which was formerly used as the CASPAR system from ortoMaquet
(cp. Section 3.2.5). However, the robot has a relatively large footprint
and is therefore unfavourable for use in an operation theatre. Figure
6.5(a) and (b) illustrate the setup with this robot. See Appendix C.1 for
specification details.
The Stäubli RX90B robot comes along with a CS7 controller with the
real-time and multi-tasking operating system V+ from Adept technologies (Adept MV19 controller, V+ programming language Version 12.3).
V+ manages all system level operations, such as IO, program execu-
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tion and task management. Communication is realized via serial port
RS232. There is no API provided. A self written program parses incoming commands. Robot movements are commanded in joint space.
Beside, first experiments were performed using the LWR from Kuka.
With a weight of only 15 kg this robot is light weight (weight of Stäubli
RX90B is 111 kg), allowing a payload of maximum 14 kg according to
the specification of the manufacturer. The maximum range is 868 mm.
Furthermore the kinematics shows reduncancy with a seventh joint
allowing null space movement. The lower stiffness of this robot introduces less accuracy in comparison to conventional industrial robots.
Therefore additional sensory is necessary in order to improve the accuracy. With an optical tracking system this improvement can be realized
by applying methods of visual servoing [Moe09]. Figure 6.5(c) and (d)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6.5: Two types of robots are utilized for robot assisted laser osteotomy. (a) and (b) show the setup using a Stäubli RX90B
CR robot. (c) and (d) depict the setup with a Kuka lightweight robot.
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illustrate the setup with the light weight robot. See Appendix C.2 for
specification details.

6.2.6 Experimental Setup
Figure 6.6 shows the experimental setup for robot assisted laser osteotomy as it was realized in the scope of this doctoral thesis. In the
following the system components are summarized. The Stäubli RX90B
CR robot positions the scan head relatively to the specimen. The scan
head is mounted to the robots flange using a manual gripper changing
system (MGW50, Grip GmbH, Dortmund, Germany). The laser is situated inside the mobile housing with the panel PC. The articulated arm
deflects the laser beam to the scan head. A spring balancer under the
ceiling keeps the articulated arm in an upward position and reduces
the load for the robot.

Figure 6.6: The experimental setup for robot assisted laser osteotomy.
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6.3 Calibration and Registration
The established system setup for robot assisted laser osteotomy comprises several components and hence inherits several coordinate systems. Figure 6.7 illustrates the relations.
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Figure 6.7: (a) Involved coordinate systems. (b) Homogeneous transformation matrices between coordinate systems.

The transformation between the robots tool center point coordinate
system T CP and the scan field coordinate system SF is composed of
CP
two sub-transformation matrices TSH
T and SH
SF T , which are determined
in the calibration and registration of the end-effector [Bur09d]. Subdividing the transformation determination facilitates interchangeability,
e.g. the use of any robot or scan head (manufacturer, lenses). The
AT
transformation matrix PSH
T is related to the patient registration, which
determines the correspondence between the planning coordinate system (i.e. the CT coordinate system) and the intraoperative situation.
In the following the developed calibration and registration procedures
for the end-effector are introduced. Afterwards the patient registration
is summarized.
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6.3.1 Calibration and Registration between Scan Head and
Scan Field
Registration of the scan head coordinate system relative to the scan
field coordinate system implies the determination of the homogeneous
transformation matrix SH
SF T between the two coordinate systems (see
Figure 6.8). The registration and calibration of the scan head to the
scan field coordinate system necessitates four steps:
• Perpendicular beam adjustment
• Determination of the optical center
• Correction of the scan field distortion
• Determination of the focal distance
• Scan field registration

SH
SF

T

Figure 6.8: The transformation SH
SF T between the coordinate system of
the scan head and the coordinate system of the scan field
have to be determined. (Scan head drawing by courtesy of
Arges GmbH, Wackersdorf, Germany)
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Perpendicular Beam Adjustment
Under the assumption that the laser beam is coupled into the beam
deflector perfectly collinear and a proper calibrated beam deflector, the
laser beam is supposed to be perpendicular to the scan plane in the zero
position. As an essential parameter for the planning of laser ablation
this has to be proven regularly. In order to prove if the laser beam
is perpendicular to the scan field, a paper sheet is adjusted parallel
to the beam deflector underside using a hexapod. A square ablation
pattern and the center point is processed in varying distances to the
beam deflector underside. Figure 6.9 illustrates the effect of an angular
error of the laser beam compared to a perfectly perpendicular beam
output. Iterative adjustment of the x- and y- galvanometer offsets in
angular degree is necessary in order to correct the angular error in the
beam output. In the scope of this thesis this method was applied for
correcting an angular error of 1.8 ◦ .

( )
(a)

(b)

Figure 6.9: (a) A perpendicular laser beam results in centric aligned
squares processed in varying distances. (b) An angle error
results in squares out of alignment.

Determination of the Optical Center
The applied flat field focusing lens results in a scan field which is planar
(cp. Section 4.3.4). In order to apply laser pulses onto surfaces with a
curvature it is essential to project the inclination point into the scan
field (cp. Section 5.4). Hence, the optical center has to be determined.
Here the experimental setup described in the previous section can also
be applied. Adjusting a sheet of paper parallel to the beam deflector
underside in two different distances and processing of a square ablation
pattern in each distance can be used to calculate the optical center
location by the theorem of intersecting lines.
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Correction of the Field Distortion
To compensate for the field distortion caused by the focusing optic and
non-linear behavior of the mirror galvanometers of the scan head, the
corrective method provided by the manufacturer is utilized. The target
material (thermal paper) was positioned in parallel to the scan head
with in the focal distance on a hexapod and a test pattern was applied
with 20 µs pulse duration and a repetition rate of 200 Hz. Measuring
distances between the marks allows the calculation of the scan field
correction parameters and leads to a deskewed scan field at the focal
distance (cp. Section 4.3.4, Figure 4.12). The corrected scan field is a
square of sides 70 mm.
Experimental Determination of the Focal Position
Theoretically the employed single element ZnSe lens (48TSL100, ULO
Optics, Stevenage, United Kingdom) has the focal distance F = 101.3 mm
±0.5%. To ensure optimal cutting results, the focal position has to be
identified experimentally. From the numerous different techniques for
establishing the focus position of a lens, the drilling test is utilized
[Pow98, Kla83].
Under the assumption that the smallest beam diameter (i.e. at the focus) will drill the smallest hole, single laser pulses with a pulse duration
of 100 µs are applied in varying distances to acrylic material. The chosen distances are approximately 12 mm further than the quoted manufacturers distance, due to the mounting of the lens to the scan head.
The experiment is repeated using pulse durations of 30 µs. The acrylic
sheets had a thickness of 8 mm. The low thermal conductivity of acrylic
sheet is highly absorptive to the laser beam. The target material is adjusted in parallel to the bottom side of the scan head using a hexapod
(see Figure 6.10). Acquiring points on the hexapod and on the underside of the scan head with a measurement arm allows to adjust the
hexapod in parallel with varying distances. After applying one laser
pulse, the hexapod moves 0.25 mm away from the scan head underside
and laterally 1 mm in the plane. Figure 6.11(a) shows a microscopic
view of the acrylic sheet after applying all laser pulses. Figure 6.11(b)
illustrates the laser beam waist. At the focal point the diameter of the
drilled hole is the smallest.
The resulting holes are analyzed using a digital microscope (VHX-600,
Keyence) with 200x zoom. To apply a quantitative value which reflects
this observation, all pixels belonging to the drilled hole are segmented
by a manually determined threshold in each picture. The number of
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Figure 6.10: A hexapod is utilized to position the acrylic sheet accuratly
parallel and in varying distances to the scan head.
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Figure 6.11: (a) Overview of the acrylic sheet after applying single laser
pulses in varying distances from the scan head (all values
in mm). Marked in blue is the pulse at 114 mm, where
the crater is circular and with smallest diameter. (b) Illustration of the focused laser beam: The beam waist is
corresponding to the focal distance.
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Figure 6.12: The ablation area (in mm2 ) is plotted against the distance
(in mm) of the scan head to the target material. The regression function (4th degree polynomial) has its low point
at the focal distance.
pixels is correlated to the area of the hole (scaling: 1 mm2 =
b 386884
2
pixels). In Figure 6.12 the ablation area (mm ) is plotted against the
distance (mm) of the scan head to the target material. Applying a regression function (4th degree polynomial) and calculating the low point
leads to the focal distance, which corresponds to the z value in the
translational part of the transformation matrix SH
SF T .
The area removed by 30 µs pulses is significantly smaller due to the
lower intensity applied to the material. The two regression functions
have their minimum at the same point, which is the focal distance F =
114 mm measured from the underside of the scan head. As stated in
Section 4.3.5, the focal distance of the lens (F = 101.3 mm) is slightly
shifted farther for the applied optical path about 1.4 mm. The missing summand results mainly from the distance between the scan head
underside and the principal plane of the mounted lens.
Registration of the Scan Field
To determine the remaining values of the transformation matrix SH
SF T ,
the x- and y-axis of the scan field need to be described relatively to
the scan head coordinate system. A sheet of thermal paper is mounted
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onto a hexapod. By measuring three points on the scan head underside
and three points on the hexapod platform the hexapod moves relatively
to the scan head in a parallel position at the focal distance. In this
position a pattern of single laser pulses is applied with a pulse duration
of 30 µs. The pattern corresponds to the two-dimensional coordinate
system of the scan field, defined by the manufacturer. The laser pulses
are distributed with 2.5, 5, 10, 15 and 20 mm from the origin along the
x- and y-axis (see Figure 6.13).

Figure 6.13: After adjusting a sheet of thermal paper in the focal distance parallel to the scan head using a hexapod, a pattern
of single laser pulses is applied for registration.
The laser pulse incisions are measured using a Faro Platinum Arm
(FARO Technologies, Inc., USA) with a point probe. Additionally a surface scan of the scan head is taken using the laser scanner of the Faro
Platinum Arm. The acquired laser pulse incisions and the point cloud
are shown in Figure 6.14a together with the CAD model of the scan
head before registration. The two surfaces of the scan and the CAD
model are matched using the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm.
The resulting transformation matrix is used to transform the measured
laser pulse incisions into the coordinate system of the scan head. Figure 6.14b shows the matched surfaces and the measurement of the
incisions in thermal paper.
With the coordinates of the laser pulses in the scan field coordinate
system and in the scan head coordinate system, the closed form solution of the orientation problem using unit quaternions proposed by
Horn [Hor87] is used to determine the transformation matrix. The resulting matrix comprises approximately an identity matrix for the rotational part and a translation. The identity rotation matrix approves the
perpendicular beam adjustment.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.14: (a) Before Registration. In the upper left corner the measured point cloud of the beam deflector (dark green) and
the ablation pattern (light green) in the coordinate system
of the measurement arm. In the lower right corner the
CAD model of the beam deflector. (b) After successful surface matching. The measured points are now transformed
into the coordinate system of the beam deflector.

The resulting matrix of the registration of the scan field in scan head
coordinates is


1

SH
 0
SF T = 
0
0

0
1
0
0


0 −35.75
0 −38.92 

1 −114 
0
1

This point based registration has a fiducial registration error (FRE)
[Fit98] of 0.21 mm, which is in the same range as the diameter of the
laser beam (1/e2 ) in its focal point (≈ 200 µm).
In order to simplify the approach for continuous verification of the
transformation SH
SF T , defined landmarks on the beam deflector housing
are used instead of conducting a laser scan every time. However, the
laser scan is independent from the adapter or housing of the beam
deflector and therefore more general.
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6.3.2 Registration between the Tool Center Point and the
Scan Head Coordinate System
The second part of the end-effector registration is the determination of
the transformation matrix between the flange coordinate system of the
CP
robot and the beam deflector coordinate system TSH
T . This transformation matrix can be derived from the CAD drawings of the scan head
with the mounted adapter plates, the manual gripper changing system
and the robot itself. In order to validate the transformation matrix, the
flange of the robot and the mounted scan head are measured with a
Faro Platinum Arm. Figure 6.15 illustrates the measurement points.
First, three points at the flange underside are measured in order to determine the x-/y-plane and three points are taken of the circular flange

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.15: For the end-effector registration the transformation between the flange coordinate system of the robot and the
beam deflector coordinate system need to be determined.
(a) Measurement points at the flange: Three at the circle
(green arrows) and three of the x-/y-plane (blue arrows).
(b) Measurement points at the mounted scan head housing: Three registration points (green arrows) and three at
the underside (blue arrows).
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to determine the z-axis. Second, the scan head is mounted to the flange
and registration points are measured. Additionally three measurement
points are taken randomly at the bottom side of the scan head in order to determine an possibly encountered tilt between the flange x-/yplane. The resulting matrix of the registration of the tool center point
(TCP) is


−1

SH
 0
T CP T = 
0
0


0 0 −48.81
1 0 −32.37 

0 −1 86.10 
0 0
1

6.3.3 Patient Registration
In order to execute a preplanned cutting trajectory with the robot assisted laser osteotomy system the patient has to be registered, i.e. the
transformation matrix between the planning coordinate system and the
This
actual patient coordinate system has to be determined CT
P AT T .
transformation is calculated by utilizing the gold standard method:
Point-based registration (cp. 3.1.4). Hence, the target bone is equipped
with titanium marker screws before image data acquisition. The locations of the screws (fiducials) are determined in the CT datasets´. They
define the planning coordinate system. Before starting the execution
of the cutting trajectory intraoperatively, the fiducials are localized utilizing a measurement arm. By applying point-based registration the
transformation matrix CT
P AT T can be determined.
However, beside the knowledge of the transformation of preplanned
scan head locations from the CT coordinate system to the actual patient
location it is necessary to know the spatial relation of the robot system
to the patient (cp. Figure 6.7b). In the scope of this thesis the transAT
formation matrix PSH
T is therefore measured in the patient registration
step. The robot moves into a defined so-called registration pose. Hence,
the transformation ROB
T CP T is known. Furthermore the transformation
SH
matrix T CP T is known from the registration procedure introduced in
the previous section (cp. Section 6.3.2). By measuring three well defined points on the scan head the spatial relation between the patient
coordinate system and the scan head coordinate system can be deterAT
mined. However, the transformation PSH
T is only valid for the registraAT
tion pose of the robot. Therefore the transformation PROB
T is calculated
by
P AT
P AT
SH
ROB
−1
.
ROB T =SH T ·T CP T ·T CP T
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The transformation between the robots base coordinate system ROB
and the patient coordinate system P AT remains static as long as the
patient does not change his location. Since no online tracking of the
patient location is performed in the scope of this doctoral thesis, the
patient is supposed to be fixated in respect to the robot.

6.4 Workflow
Performing an osteotomy using robot assisted laser ablation in the operation theatre requires an appropriate workflow. In the scope of this
thesis the workflow illustrated in Figure 6.16 was developed.
The first step is the acquisition of a CT dataset of the patient. Afterwards a surface model is derived from segmenting the bony structures
in the datasets and applying the marching cubes algorithm for determination of the triangulation. This surface model is used for planning
the geometry of the incision. This geometrical incision definition needs

Ablation
Planning
Geometrical
Planning
Segmentation

Scan Head
Locations
Image
Processing
Simulation
Execution

CT Data
Acquisition

Figure 6.16: Symbolic overview of the workflow for robot assisted laser
processing of bone.
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EXECUTION

SIMU
ULATION
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G

to be transferred into an ablation pattern, which is executable by the
laser system afterwards. Ablation planning therefore utilizes the discrete laser process model in order to derive a prediction for the amount
of laser pulses and their position. Based on this ablation pattern locations for the scan head are determined for optimal execution planning.
In a simulation step the execution of the laser cut is evaluated, before
the real execution can take place.
All steps of the workflow are realized in the scope of this thesis. Starting from the planning phase new, innovative methods are developed
and investigated. The most important steps are highlighted in Figure
6.17.
during the Planning Phase the user defines the geometry of the osteotomy on the surface model. This geometrical definition has to be
transferred into a corresponding ablation pattern, since laser bone ab-

Geometrical Definition of
Cutting Trajectory
Transfer into Discrete
Ablation Pattern
Determination of
Scan Head Locations

Optimal Setup
Determination
Simulate and Evaluate
Procedure

Registration

Position
Scan Head

Ablation

Figure 6.17: Workflow of the planning, simulation and execution phase
for robot assisted laser osteotomy.
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lation is a discrete process composed of multiple single laser pulses,
each removing a tiny bone piece, concatenated to the complete cut (cp.
Chapter 4). Based on this pulse distribution the execution with the
robot and scan head has to be planned. Hence, the optimal amount of
scan head locations suitable to process the ablation pattern has to be
determined (cp. Section 5.3). The scan head deflects the laser beam in
its working area in the desired ablation pattern corresponding to the
section of the cutting trajectory to be processed in the specific scan
head location.
In order to evaluate the resulting scan head locations and ablation
pattern, a Simulation Environment was developed. This offers the possibility for determining the optimal setup of all components. On the
one hand manual setup planning is supported. On the other hand the
simulator allows to integrate the registration information of the patient
and check feasibility for this case. Furthermore the Simulation Environment facilitates to visualize the ablation procedure in advance.
After successful planning and simulation the Execution Phase takes
place, i.e. the intraoperative phase. The patient is fixated to prevent any
movement during the laser ablation process. For registration of the patient the gold standard method with titanium marker screws implanted
preoperatively before acquiring image data is utilized. The registration
is determined according to Section 6.3.3. After successful registration
the robot moves into the first scan head location, where it remains until the corresponding ablation pattern was executed by the scan head.
Iteratively moving through all scan head locations the cutting trajectory
is processed, ablating layer by layer the bone following the preoperative
plan.

6.5 Software Modules
In order to implement the described workflow some software modules
are necessary. These are the Planning Module, the Simulation Module and the Execution Module. The established process model and the
parameters of Chapter 4, as well as the methods for planning and optimization introduced in Chapter 5, are consolidated in these modules.
The functionalities are described in the following subsections.

6.5.1 Planning Module
For preoperative planning of robot assisted laser bone ablation a planning module was developed in the scope of this doctoral thesis. Im-
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plementation is based on the open source libraries vtk (Visualization
ToolKit, Kitware Inc. Clifton Park, New York, USA) and Qt (Qt Development Frameworks, Nokia, Oslo, Norway). The planning module comprises the geometry planning and the ablation planning, both explained
in the following:

Geometry Planning Module
The geometry planning module realizes the methods introduced in Section 5.1. The user defines support points on a patient specific surface
model of the target bone. The waypoints are generated automatically.
The module allows definition of single locations, marking paths as well
as cutting trajectories, where the user additionally specifies the cutting
depth and cutting angle. Figure 6.18 illustrates planning of a cutting
geometry.

Ablation Planning Module
In order to determine a distribution of single laser pulses to be executed by the laser system for achieving the predefined cut the ablation
planning modules implements the methods described in Section 5.2.
The transfer of geometrical cutting information into a corresponding sequence of laser pulses is performed automatically. The user predefines
the laser parameters (e.g. repetition rate, pulse duration). Figure 6.19
depicts an exemplary transfer of an incision into an ablation sequence.
Based on the generated laser pulse sequence execution planning is
performed (cp. Section 5.3). A modified greedy algorithm is implemented for automatically determining the minimal amount of scan head
locations for execution of the laser cut. Figure 6.20 illustrates exemplary scan head locations for a laser cut.
The overall amount of laser pulses necessary to perform the predefined cut are partitioned according to the scan head location, i.e. all
laser pulses not covered in a specific scan head location are discarded.
Furthermore all laser pulse positions are projected into the focal plane
of the scan head along the laser axis (i.e. the line connecting the laser
pulse position and the the position of the optical center). Thereby the
two-dimensional coordinates of the necessary laser pulses in the coordinate system of the scan head are determined. For each scan head
location the resulting scan head job is stored for execution.
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Figure 6.18: The geometry planning module allows the user to define
arbitrary cuts on the patient specific surface model by setting support points.

Figure 6.19: The geometrical definition of the cut is automatically
transferred into a corresponding ablation sequence.

Figure 6.20: Scan head locations are determined automatically for a
laser cut.
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6.5.2 Simulation Module
The simulation environment (see Figure 6.21) provides a preoperative
and intraoperative patient individual simulation for robot assisted laser
bone ablation. It is important to notice, that the generated scan head
locations are independent of the robot which will be utilized. The simulation offers the possibility to check, whether a chosen robot model with
an articulated mirror arm is suitable to perform the generated cut. Configuring the intervention by choosing a robot and a mirror arm model,
necessitates also consideration of the setup also. Evaluation of the
combined workspace is the first step to prove feasibility of the planned
laser osteotomy. By manual setup of the components and integration
of registration information (i.e. placement of the patient relative to the
robot) the intervention can be simulated in advance.
Implemented simulation functionalities are listed in the following:
• 3d visualization of planned trajectory and ablation patterns,
• Multi-body simulation of active and passive kinematic chains,
• Simulation of different scenarios by varying robot model and articulated mirror arm model,
• Feasibility study of different specifications for robots and articulated mirror arms,
• Feasibility study of intervention: Planned end-effector locations
reachable and collision free execution?,
• Verification and validation of planning data,
• Simulation of robot assisted laser osteotomy intervention (e.g. robot
motions, placement of single laser pulses).
All models represented in the virtual scene are necessarily involved
in the surgical procedure, i.e. namely the patient’s skull (anatomy),
the robot, the laser system, the mirror arm, scan head, sensors and
operating table used. All 3d models of the hardware components are
derived from CAD drawings of the manufacturer and represented in
StereoLithography (stl) format.
Since beam delivery by an articulated mirror arm is an important
issue in robot assisted laser osteotomy the simulation environment
offers a specification module for passive kinematic chains. The user
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can easily define the number of joints and link lengths of the kinematic chain. Forward and backward kinematic equations are automatically generated using Orocos Kinematic and Dynamics Library (KDL)
[Oro09]. Thereby movements indicated by the robot can be simulated
and the combined workspace can be visualized.
After preoperative simulation the final planning data necessary for
the intraoperative execution is generated, which now also includes information on the used components and optionally their setup in the
OR (positions of robot, laser and patient relative to each other). If no
setup information is included, the perioperative registration informa-

Figure 6.21: Simulation of executing laser osteotomy on a human skull
for craniotomy. The laser is delivered via the articulated
mirror arm to the scan head. The scan head is attached
to the robots flange, here a Stäubli RX90B CR robot. An
optical tracking system is utilized for online location measurement, here the NDI Polaris system.
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tion needs to be loaded into the simulation and the feasibility of the
intervention has to be checked during the perioperative phase, possibly
necessitating relocation of the patient or the devices.

6.5.3 Execution Module
The preoperative planning module provides the control sequences for
executing robot assisted laser osteotomy, i.e. patient registration information, scan head locations and corresponding scan head jobs. The
Intervention Control software interprets the planning data and is then
in charge of execution and supervision of the intervention. Hence, the
software orchestrates the robot, the laser and the scan head, as well
as a localization system (e.g. optical tracking system or measurement
arms). Furthermore it is already foreseen to integrate additional sensory for online observation of the laser ablation process. Figure 6.22
illustrates the intervention control.
Preoperative
Plan

Additional Sensory
Localization System

Intervention Control

Scan Head

Laser
Robot

Figure 6.22: The Intervention Control orchestrates the hardware components. The user is guided step by step through the intervention by the GUI and is in charge of activating the
next step.
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6.6 Conclusion
Interpretation of the planning data results in a finite state machine.
Since a surgical intervention is not considered to be automatable completely, the user, i.e. the surgeon is the highest authority deciding when
state transitions take place. The graphical user interface is run by the
Intervention Control on the panel PC (see Section 6.2.1) to guide the
user (surgeon or OP personnel) through each step by a well-structured
and clearly presented visual representation of each state of the finite
state machine. Typical tasks are described to the user in a more colloquial medical or technical language.

6.6 Conclusion
The system realized for robot assisted laser osteotomy developed in the
scope of this doctoral thesis was introduced in this chapter. It represents world’s first realization of a complete system for laser bone processing. The system was designed according to DIN EN ISO 11145:200811, comprising a laser assembly, an articulated mirror arm for beam
guidance, a two-dimensional scan head for beam formation and a robot
as manipulation system.
Laser bone ablation requires an accurate system calibration in order
to facilitate the high cutting precision obtainable by the laser process.
Therefore adequate calibration and registration methods were developed in the scope of this doctoral thesis. Furthermore the workflow for
robot assisted laser osteotomy comprising preoperative and intraoperative process steps was introduced in this chapter. In the scope of this
doctoral thesis all workflow steps were reconsidered. Planning methods for cutting bony tissue with laser and the transfer into executable
sequences of laser pulses were implemented in corresponding software
modules. A simulation step before the execution allows to verify feasibility of the plan and optimize the system setup in the operating room.
The complete realization and development process for the system for
robot assisted laser osteotomy was accompanied by a risk analysis according to DIN EN ISO 14971. The identification of reasonable hazards
and their causes under normal and fault conditions affected the development decisions towards risk reduction. In total 200 risks were identified and evaluated. In order to prevent or at least to reduce these risks,
risk control measures are proposed and evaluated according to their
efficiency. Some measures are already implemented, e.g. the graphical
user interface (GUI) of the intervention control was revised substantially for fail-safe user guidance. In Annex A the assessed risk analysis
is summarized.
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Experience is what you get, when
you didn’t get what you imagined.
Randy Pausch

7

Experimental Feasibility Studies
For the first time an overall system for robot assisted laser osteotomy
and a corresponding workflow have been established. In the state of the
art the high potential was already anticipated by different authors, but
an overall experimental verification of this hypothesis can be performed
for the first time in the scope of this doctoral thesis.
To evaluate the overall accuracy of the established system for robot
assisted laser osteotomy a series of experimental feasibility studies was
performed. The first experimental series dealt with marking trials on a
human skull replica. The complete workflow was accomplished, starting with image data acquisition and surface model determination. Predefinition of the geometry of the marking paths and transfer into an
optimized execution plan were performed prior to the experiment. The
experiments themselves include the registration of the skull and execution of the laser cuts from multiple robot locations. Post-experimental
evaluation reveals the system capabilities.
Afterwards the accuracy and the system performance were evaluated
on ex-vivo animal bone specimen. The cutting experiments were accomplished in exact the same manner as the marking experiments.
Performed osteotomies are analyzed in post-experimental CT datasets.
Beside the determination of the overall system accuracy, a medical
application was regarded in the scope of the experimental feasibility
studies. An experimental setup trial was conducted in order to show
OR feasibility of the developed system in the scope of robot assisted
laser based cochleostomy.
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7.1 Marking Experiments
In order to evaluate the system capabilities the first experimental series dealt with marking trials performed on a human skull replica. In
the case of marking a few consecutive layers of single laser pulses are
planned according to a marking path.

7.1.1 Preparation
A human skull replica (A20, 3B Scientific GmbH, Hamburg, Germany)
made of hard plastic was equipped with four titanium marker screws
for registration. A computer tomography (CT) scan with a slice distance
of 0.6 mm and x- and y-resolution of 0.39 mm was acquired. Utilizing the imaging software and DICOM viewer OsiriX the CT dataset was
postprocessed. A surface model was derived by segmenting the skull
bone and afterwards applying the marching cubes algorithm for the determination of a triangulated mesh.

7.1.2 Planning
Marking paths were defined on the three-dimensional surface model by
defining support points. Figure 7.1 illustrates the planned markings
paths. In the following the trajectories will be referred to as line, triangle and cuboid according to their shape. The geometrical plans ware
transferred into ablation patterns. If one working volume per trajectory
is not sufficient the path is divided into several scan head locations.
Based on the ablation pattern optimized scan head locations were automatically determined following Section 5.3. The optimization results
in one scan head location for the triangle, two scan head locations in
order to cover the cuboid and the rectangle as well as three scan head
locations for the line (cp. Figure 7.2). Figure 7.3 additionally illustrates
the relative position of the three scan head locations for the line.

7.1.3 Execution
For the experiments the skull was fixated in a Mayfield clamp like device
and repositioned after execution of one marking path. For registration
a Faro Platinum Measurement Arm equipped with a point probe was
utilized to measure the location of the fiducials and to determine the
relative location of the skull to the robot. The registrations had a FRE
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rectangle
line

triangle

cuboid

Figure 7.1: Predefined marking paths on the surface model of a human
skull replica.

Figure 7.2: The geometrically planned marking path (left) is transferred
into two scan head locations (middle) and the corresponding
ablation patterns (right).

of 0.46 mm for the line, 0.47 mm for the triangle and 0.42 mm for the
cuboid.
After registration the robot positions the scan head into the first location relative to the skull. After processing of the according marking
job with the laser the robot moves into the next location and processing
of the next marking job part is performed. The remaining part is then
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Figure 7.3: Three scan head locations are necessary in order to process
the line marking path.

Figure 7.4: For processing the predefined line marking path the robot
positions the scan head relative to the skull in the three
optimized locations. Compare Figure 7.3.

Figure 7.5: Resulting markings on the skull. The craniotomy is not
further evaluated since the hard plastic showed material changes after melting due to increasing heat by laser
irradiation.
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executed in the last scan head location. Figure 7.4 illustrates the robot
poses during the execution of the line marking path.
The laser marking was in all three cases performed with a pulse repetition of 400 Hz and a pulse duration of 28 µs. Figure 7.5 illustrates
the skull after processing of all experiments. Beside the three marking paths a craniotomy is visible in the picture. Since the hard plastic
melts under longer laser irradiation due to the increasing heat, this
craniotomy is not evaluated. The distorted edges and rehardening material would falsify the results.

7.1.4 Evaluation
For evaluation the trajectories on the skull were verified with a FARO
measurement arm. Using a point probe (accuracy of 0.005 mm) the
fiducial locations were measured first. Afterwards the support points
of the marking paths were measured. In the cases of the triangle and
the cuboid the measured points correspond to the vertices. For the
line the support point resulting from the planning could be measured,
since they indicate a change in the path direction. The measurement
data was registered to the CT dataset of the skull utilizing the fiducials and a point based registration method. All measured points were
transformed into the planning coordinate system for further evaluation. The distances between the planned support point location and
the measured support point were determined and the deviations were
calculated. Furthermore the marking path lengths between two succeeding support points were compared to the corresponding planned
and measured points.

7.1.5 Results
Registration between the FARO measurement and the planning coordinate system results in a FRE of 0.288 mm. Table 7.1 summarizes
the deviations between planned and measured support points and segment lengths for all three cases. Furthermore the mean deviation in
the support point location and the segment lengths is given.
The mean positioning error is 0.49 mm and the mean deviation for
length is 0.175 mm. The root mean square error (RMSE) for positioning
is 0.306 mm and for lengths 0.082 mm. Higher deviations (max. error)
than 0.71 mm were not recognized in these experiments.
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Table 7.1: Deviations between planned and measured support points
and segment lengths for all three cases (all values in mm).
Support
Point

Cuboid
∆Point ∆Length

Triangle
∆Point ∆Length

Line
∆Point ∆Length

1
2
3
4

0.612
0.774
0.471
0.388

0.028
0.258
0.228
0.377

0.425
0.299
0.549
-

0.127
0.124
0.172
-

0.719
0.495
0.169
-

0.107
0.155
-

Mean

0.561

0.223

0.424

0.141

0.461

0.131

7.2 Cutting Experiments
In order to evaluate the overall system capabilities cutting experiments
were performed in the scope of this doctoral thesis. To reflect the parameters of human bone two types of animal bone were chosen: femoral
cow bone and lower jaw bone of a pig. Both specimen are characterized
by their bone compactness. Furthermore the thickness of both bony
specimen is comparable to human bones.

7.2.1 Femoral Cow Bone
In the following the experiment performed on a femoral cow bone preparation will be explained1 .
Preparation
A fresh ex-vivo femoral cow bone was prepared using a band saw with
a diamond coated blade. The resulting block measures about 60 mm
× 50 mm × 40 mm. Four titanium marker screws for registration were
added before acquiring a surface scan using a FARO Laser ScanArm.
The measured point cloud was triangulated (cp. Figure 7.6a) and the
resulting surface model was used for the further planning procedure.
Planning
A quadric block was defined by specifying four support points on the
surface which correspond to the corners (cp. Figure 7.6b) as well as
corresponding points at the underside of the bone. The planned cutting
1

This experiment was published in [Bur09c].
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trajectory has a maximum depth of 5.356 mm, a minimum depth of
4.591 mm and a median depth of 5.098 mm.
After transferring the geometrical definition into a corresponding ablation pattern an optimized amount of scan head locations was determined automatically. In this case two robot locations are necessary in
order to process the laser cutting (cp. Figure 7.6c and d). The second
scan head location accounts for the thickness of the bone and therefore
relocates the focal point position inside the cut.
Execution
For the cutting experiment the femoral cow bone specimen was fixated
using a Mayfield clamp like device (cp. Figure 7.6e. The gold standard method for registration purposes was applied: Determining the

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(e)

Figure 7.6: (a) Triangulated surface from the laser scan. (b) Planned
cutting trajectory. (c) First robot location for execution. (d)
Second robot location for execution. (e) Processing of the
trajectory.
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titanium marker screw locations in coordinates of the surface model
(planning coordinate system) and acquiring the screw locations in the
experimental setup using a measurement arm (Microscribe G2X, Immersion Inc., San Jose, USA). The registration had an FRE of 0.54 mm.
Overall the cutting experiment was performed successfully. After executing the preplanned ablation patterns in the corresponding scan head
locations the osteotomy was not possible, since the bone was not cut
through. This is due to the fact that depth development of laser ablation (cp. Section 5.2.2) was not considered for this initial experiment.
Performing the same ablation pattern in the second scan head location
once again, leads to the final cut through. The quadric bone piece could
be removed, as shown in Figure 7.7. The cutting width at the surface
is about 400 µm.

Figure 7.7: After performing the experiment the preplanned quadric
bone piece could be removed.

7.2.2 Cadaver Skull
The second experimental cutting series was performed on a lower jaw
of a pig and is explained in the following.
Preparation
A fresh ex-vivo half-skull of pig was prepared by removing the scalp
and isolating the lower jaw. Four titanium marker screws (referred to
as fiducials in the following) were implanted (cp. Figure 7.9a), before
acquiring a CT dataset at the Department for Radiology of the Municipal Clinic in Karlsruhe, Germany. The CT was acquired with a slice
distance of 0.6 mm and a resolution in x-/y-direction of 0.293 mm. The
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bone was segmented in the CT datasets automatically and the location
of the fiducials were determined.
Planning
Three cutting trajectories were planned for the experimental cutting
series. Figure 7.8 illustrates the planned cuts. In the following the cuts
will be referred to as triangle, cuboid and rectangle according to their
shape.

cuboid

rectangle

(a)

triangle

(b)

Figure 7.8: (a) Three cutting trajectories were preplanned for the experimental cutting series. (b) Isolated lower jaw of a fresh
ex-vivo pig equipped with four titanium marker screws for
registration.
The cutting geometries were automatically transferred into their corresponding ablation patterns. Based on these, the optimization algorithm stated in Section 5.3 was utilized in order to determine the minimum amount of scan head locations for processing. The rectangle requires two scan head locations, while the triangle has to be processed
with five and the cuboid two scan head repositionings. The amount of
repositionings corresponds to the cutting depth.
Experiment
For the experiment the jaw bone was fixated on an operating table. Figure 7.9(b) illustrates the experimental setup. The location of the fiducials was measured with a FARO measurement arm. The registration
between the CT coordinate system and the intraoperative coordinate
system was determined. After performing one cutting trajectory, the
bone was relocated on the operating table in order to achieve three independent intraoperative situations (i.e. three different registrations).
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The resulting fiducial registration errors (FRE) are stated in Table 7.2,
as well as parameters of the cuts. Figure 7.10 illustrates the experimental results.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.9: (a) Experimental setup. (b) Detail enlargement.

Table 7.2: Planned cutting trajectories parameters.
Maximum depth [mm]
Minimum depth [mm]
Median depth [mm]
Trajectory length [mm]
No. of repositionings
FRE [mm]
Pulse repetition rate [Hz]
Pulse duration [µs]
Line speed [mm/sec]
Processing time [min]

Cuboid

Triangle

Rectangle

8.870
2.739
5.388
80.612
2
0.523
400
200
40
53

19.8686
7.824
13.411
69.993
4
0.264
400
160
80
120

7.335
5.371
3.553
65.531
1
0.403
400
160
80
150

7.2.3 Evaluation
For the evaluation the lower jaw was frozen after finishing the experiments and defrosted shortly before acquiring a postoperative CT dataset
at the Department of Radiology of the Municipal Clinic in Karlsruhe,
Germany. The CT was acquired with a slice distance of 0.6 mm and a
resolution in x-/y-direction of 0.293 mm. The bone was automatically
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 7.10: (a) Processing of the triangle. (b) Triangle cut. (c) Cuboid
cut. (d) Rectangle cut. (e) Bone piece removed after successful triangle cut. (f) Bone piece removed after successful cuboid cut.
segmented and the fiducial locations were determined manually. The
CT dataset was transformed into the preoperative planning coordinate
system by applying point-based registration between the pre- and postoperative fiducial locations. The FRE of the registration was 0.167 mm.
In the transformed postoperative CT dataset the locations of the support points of the three cuts were determined. The distances between
the planned and the measured support point locations were determined and the deviation was calculated. Furthermore the marking path
length between two succeeding support points was compared between
the planned and measured points.

7.2.4 Results
The deviations between planned and postoperative measured support
points and segment lengths for all three cutting trajectories performed
on the isolated lower jaw are stated in Table 7.3. Furthermore the mean
error in positioning and segment lengths is stated for each experimental
cut. Errors greater than 0.76 mm were not recognized. The overall
mean positioning error is 0.392 mm and the mean deviation for length
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is 0.179 mm. The root mean square error (RMSE) for the position of the
cut is 0.154 mm and for the length deviation 0.411 mm.
Table 7.3: Deviations between planned and measured support points
and segment lengths for all three cuttings performed at the
isolated lower jaw (all values in mm).
Support
Point

Cuboid
∆Point ∆Length

Triangle
∆Point ∆Length

Rectangle
∆Point ∆Length

1
2
3
4

0.468
0.401
0.351
0.502

0.100
0.145
0.099
0.022

0.567
0.548
0.277
-

0.015
0.760
0.178
-

0.448
0.271
0.263
0.213

0.189
0.093
0.177
0.194

Mean

0.431

0.092

0.464

0.318

0.299

0.163
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7.3 Medical Application
Beside the evaluation of the developed methods for robot assisted laser
osteotomy in general, laser based cochleostomy as a specific medical
application was considered in the scope of this doctoral thesis. In collaboration with the Department of Otorhinolaryngology, Head and Neck
Surgery of the University Hospital Düsseldorf, Germany a method to
support accurate cochlear implantation (cp. Figure 7.11) was developed. Cochlear implantation is the method of choice for giving deaf
people, especially children, back the acoustic sensation. Several researchers are currently aiming at supporting the surgical procedure of
cochlear implantation by means of computer and robot assistance (see
also Section 3.2.5). However, none of the proposed methods found its
way into clinical routine yet. Therefore, further considerations have to
be undertaken.
In the scope of this doctoral thesis the developed methods for robot
assisted laser osteotomy were adapted for robot assisted cochlear implantation. Experimental trials for laser based cochleostomy were performed2 .

7.3.1 Cochleostomy
The cochleostomy is one step during cochlear implantation. A small
bore hole is drilled into the cochlear for insertion of the implant’s electrode. Precise bone ablation is a key issue for the minimal traumatic
cochleostomy. Especially to preserve residual hearing the protection of
the cochlear’s lining membrane (endost) is mandatory. In a laboratory
setup it was already shown, that it is possible to preserve boundary
layers during laser ablation using visual control on the basis of image
processing techniques [Kah08, Kah09a]. In order to evaluate operating
room feasibility the developed methods for accurate positioning of the
laser by means of robot assisted surgery were conducted in an experiment.

7.3.2 Preparation
An ex-vivo human temporal bone from the Department for Anatomy
of the University Hospital Düsseldorf was used for the setup trial. The
2

Planning and simulation of laser based cochleostomy was published in [Kah09b].
An experimental setup trial was published in [Bur09b].
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temporal bone specimen was prepared conventionally with a mastoidectomy and posterior tympanotomy by an ENT surgeon. Four titanium
screws were inserted as fiducials for registration. Afterwards a CT
dataset was acquired with a slice distance of 2 mm and resolution in
x-/y-direction of 0.238 mm.
The temporal bone was segmented automatically in the CT dataset.
Utilizing the marching cubes algorithm, a three dimensional surface
model was generated for planning. Furthermore the locations of the
fiducials were determined manually. Figure 7.12 illustrates the CT images of the temporal bone specimen.

Figure 7.11: Illustration of a cochlear implant [MED09a]. The electrode
is inserted into the cochlear through a small bore hole. The
opening of the cochlear could be achieved by laser bone
ablation.

7.3.3 Planning
After defining the target point on the promontory of the cochlear and
the desired angle (respectively the end point in the scala tympani), the
diameter of the cochleostomy canal was defined. The cochleostomy volume is about 1-2 mm3 . Figure 7.13 illustrates planning and simulation
of robot assisted laser based cochleostomy.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.12: CT images of (a) human temporal bone with mastoidectomy and posterior tympanotomy and (b) fiducial markers.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.13: (a) The cochleostomy is planned on a three-dimensional
surface model of a human temporal bone specimen prepared conventionally with a mastoidectomy and posterior
tympanotomy. The cross illustrates a segmented titanium
screw for registration. (b) After defining the target point on
the promontory of the cochlear and the desired angle the
robot location is planned and simulated.
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7.3.4 Setup Trial
For the experimental setup trial the bone specimen was fixated on the
operating table in a Mayfield clamp like device (cp. Figure 7.14b). The
human temporal bone specimen was registered, by measuring the four
fiducial markers with the Microscribe measurement arm. Applying a
point-based registration algorithm in order to determine the spatial correspondence between the planning coordinate system and the experimental setup specific situation results in a FRE (fiducial registration
error) of 0.37 mm. Applying the registration information to the preplanned cochleostomy results in the relative location to the temporal
bone in robot coordinates. Figure 7.14a illustrates the setup trial. The
pilot laser beam augments the target point onto the promontory.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.14: (a) The robot moves into the preplanned location after applying the registration information. (b) The temporal bone
specimen was fixated for the experiment in a Mayfield
clamp like device.
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The experimental feasibility studies revealed the applicability of the developed workflow for robot assisted laser osteotomy. Marking experiments on a human skull replica could be performed successfully with
an overall positioning accuracy of 0.49 mm. The cutting experiments
result in a mean overall positioning accuracy of less than 0.4 mm. Considering the error which develops over the complete workflow this value
is exciting. Starting with the CT image data acquisition which already
brings inaccuracy into the overall system by limited resolution in the
slice distance (0.6 mm) and the succeeding patient model determination
which also includes errors during the segmentation and triangulation
step, planning is performed on this somehow inaccurate model. Another source of inaccuracy is the registration step: The manual error in
segmentation of the fiducial location in the CT images and the measuring error in localizing the fiducials shortly before the experiment come
together in this workflow part.
FRE errors ranging from 0.25 mm to 0.55 mm already indicate the
resulting positioning error of the cut. It is important to notice, that
the mean deviation of the marking and cutting lengths with 0.17 mm
and 0.19 mm indicates that the main error contributes to the absolute
positioning of the cut but has less influence on the relative positioning.
The repeatability accuracy of the used robot with 0.02 mm and the scan
head with 20 µrad are assumed to have negligible impact on the overall
accuracy.
As stated in Section 4.3.3 the variance in the ablated depth per pulse
varies between -3 % and +7 % from the mean ablation depth. Therefore
the preplanned ablation pattern can only be regarded as a prediction
for the ablation process. The performed experiments revealed that more
or less pulses may be necessary in order to achieve the breaktrough for
osteotomy. An appropriate online sensing technique for controlling the
ablation process, either in energy per pulse or number of pulses, is
indispensable for robot assisted laser osteotomy, if stuctures that have
to be protected are present behind the bone.
The experimental setup trial is an important step towards robot assisted laser based cochleostomy feasible for the OR. For the first time
laser ablation and robot assistance are combined in order to support
the surgeon during the microsurgical and most crucial part in cochlear
implantation. Using laser ablation allows less traumatization due to
a smaller bore channel towards the tympanic cavity due to smaller
handling volume compared to conventional burs. The combination of
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the presented setup in this doctoral thesis with our established video
surveillance technique for visual control of the ablation process will allow for protection of the cochlear’s lining membrane.
The experimental evaluation of the robot assisted laser osteotomy system and workflow developed in the scope of this thesis verified the feasibility and applicability of the methods. Even without any online sensing
technique during execution the accuracy achieved is excellent. However, each step of the workflow allows further optimization and therefore the achieved accuracy can be regarded as an upper boundary for
robot assisted laser osteotomy. The experimental results proved the
high potential of computer and robot assisted laser ablation for highly
accurate surgical applications.
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One never notices what has been
done, one can only see what remains to be done.
Marie Curie

8

Discussion and Outlook
Every discovered energy source had a great, if not massive impact on
our way of processing material. So in surgery: While humans already opened the skull with means of sharped flints ten thousand of
years before Christ, surgical tools developed from stones fastened to
wooden handles over bronze blades to mechanical instruments as they
are used in clinical practice nowadays. The invention of laser radiation
in the 1960s and the possibility to apply highly focused energy which
induces changes in matter drove the development of applications and
specialized laser systems for material processing, both in industry and
in medicine. For example, lasers in opthalmic surgery or dermatology
fundamentally promoted medical care and opened up new medical procedures. Using a laser scalpel in order to cut soft tissue in surgery is
more the less state of the art today.
Right after the development of the first laser systems, researchers
tried to cut bony tissue using laser. Suitable wavelengths in the infrared which result in strong absorption in the mineral or water component of the bone were identified. However, the chosen laser parameters
indicate that cutting bone leads to thermal injury (combined with carbonization) and is therefore not feasible. Around the 1990s it could
be shown, that short laser pulses are suitable for effective hard tissue
ablation. Recently the feasibility of short-pulsed CO2 laser ablation for
bone processing was proven in histological examinations. Hence, a new
cutting method is available which promises a new era in bone treating medical applications. Contact- and force-free processing of complex
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incisions with two tenth of a millimeter in width are now possible to
achieve. However, this precision exceeds manual practicability.
Therefore the main objective of this work was to develop a robotic
system which enables precise bone cutting by means of laser ablation.
The main contribution of this doctoral thesis is the establishment of
world’s first system for robot assisted laser osteotomy. Methods of computer and robot assisted surgery were reconsidered and composed to a
workflow for laser osteotomy, which was completely implemented in
the scope of this doctoral thesis. Adequate calibration and registration methods are proposed, which allow precise execution. Hence, for
the first time robot assisted processing of a predefined cutting incision
using short-pulsed CO2 laser ablation with an overall accuracy below
0.4 mm can be achieved. Thus, the scientific key question (cp. Section 3.4) How to realize laser cutting of bone with robotic methods? is
answered.
The state of the art revealed an insufficiently described laser ablation process. In the scope of this doctoral thesis the development of a
laser induced incision was investigated based on the concatenation of
single laser pulses. For the first time, laser induced incision profiles
were evaluated in cutting direction utilizing a confocal microscope. It
was shown, that laser ablation does not allow to gain straight cutting
edges offhand. Furthermore, several laser process parameters were determined, which are crucial for modeling the ablation process in order
to answer the posed scientific question: Which parameters are essential for controlling and optimizing the ablation process? In particular the
inclination angle was analyzed in regard to its impact on the ablation
crater. Application of a two-dimensional scan head for deflecting the
laser beam onto the beam was chosen and process parameters were
determined. This is mainly the distance of the bone to the focusing
lens. It could be proven, that within the Rayleigh Distance around the
focal point position effective laser ablation is achievable.
Based on the findings regarding the laser ablation process and cut
development by pulse concatenation, adequate planning methods were
achieved in the scope of this doctoral thesis. This allows predefinition
of cuts on a patient specific model. Geometrical definitions of incisions can be automatically transferred into a sequence of single laser
pulses now. Furthermore methods for optimized procedure planning
are contributed with this doctoral thesis. The optimal amount of scan
head locations is automatically determined by solving the minimum set
cover problem using a modified greedy algorithm. For each scan head
locations the corresponding two-dimensional coordinates for the single
laser pulses are generated. This allows automatic execution of robot as-
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sisted laser osteotomy for the first time. Hence, answers were found for
the scientific question: How to plan hard tissue ablation preoperatively?
In order to answer the question Which cutting accuracies are required
and obtainable with a system for robot assisted laser osteotomy?, experimental feasibility studies proved the applicability of the developed
workflow for robot assisted laser osteotomy. Cutting experiments on
ex-vivo animal bone result in a mean overall accuracy of less than
0.4 mm. Considering the error which develops over the complete workflow this value is exciting. Steps towards robot assisted laser based
cochleostomy feasible for the OR could be made in an experimental
setup trial. For the first time laser ablation and robotic assistance are
combined in order to support the surgeon during the microsurgical and
most crucial part in cochlear implantation.

8.1 Discussion
In order to highlight the main contributions of this doctoral thesis, the
results and achievements are discussed from a medical and a technical
point of view.
At a first glance industrial laser applications, where a robot is utilized in order to position the laser, seem to already provide the solution of how to realize laser bone cutting. However, the methods of
robot assisted material processing using laser are not adaptable offhand to medical applications. Motivated by remote laser welding applications, where a robot positions a scan head relatively to the workpiece,
a system was realized for robot assisted laser osteotomy utilizing a twodimensional scan head. The scan head deflects the laser beam fast and
precisely in the working area. A robot could not achieve such high accuracy. In addition, such fast robot movements would not be suitable for
applications in the operation theater, where the patient and the medical staff is in proximity to the robot. But a two-dimensional scan head
necessitates exact knowledge of the working area as well as the characteristics of the scan plane which is directly correlated to the applied focus lens. As described in Section 6.3, the calibration and registration of
the involved coordinate systems and assurance of laser beam alignment
are essential system parameters, deciding whether precise laser bone
ablation in micrometer range is achievable or not. The methods contributed by this doctoral thesis are feasible and experiments revealed
high accuracies.
Optimized procedure planning for laser ablation is a contribution of
this doctoral thesis as well. For the first time cutting of predefined com-
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plex trajectories using laser ablation is realized. Planning on a patient
specific three-dimensional model derived from image acquisition allows
to preoperatively define the incision. Thanks to the developed process
model an approximation of the amount of laser pulses to be applied in
order to achieve the defined cutting depth is now possible. However,
the ablation depth is dependent on the individual bone composition as
well as the assistive fluid applied. Therefore, planning can just provide
an estimation for the online process. This is especially useful, when
applying online sensing techniques for controlling the process of bone
ablation. The basis for that is contributed by the achievements of this
doctoral thesis. Additionally a simulation environment allows to visualize the treatment in advance. Especially collision free execution and
reachability are important issues, since the applied passive articulated
mirror arm for beam delivery is implicitly moved by the robot.
From the medical point of view, the realized robotic system allows
for the first time application of short-pulsed CO2 laser ablation to cut
bony tissue in the operation theater. The contact-free cutting method is
preferable, since the bone is not exposed to mechanical forces, affected
by metal abrasion etc. Furthermore the induced thermal injury is negligible and laser induced incisions are known to heal faster than these
achieved with conventional instruments.
Complex and arbitrary cutting geometries are now feasible. This
opens up absolutely new possibilities for processing bony tissue. The
reduced bone loss and thereby considerably smaller cutting width allow
for ostoetomy geometries which are self-stabilizing. For example, cutting out puzzle like geometries and their relocation for osteosynthesis
without necessarily stabilizing the bone with plates is now a conceivable
scenario. In comparison conventional cutting instruments are known
with smallest diameter of 0.6 mm. Usually diameters according to the
width and diameter of burrs and saws of around 1 mm are applied in
clinical practice depending on the application.
Furthermore the ablation by single laser pulses, each removing tiny
bone fragments in micrometer range facilitates precise microsurgical
treatment of bone. Accuracies unachievable by manual laser application, either with or without support of a navigation system, are obtainable with the proposed robotic approach. Considering the state of the
art this was inconceivable up to now.
However, the drawback of short-pulsed CO2 laser ablation compared
to conventional cutting instruments is the low processing speed. Until
now no method was introduced which increases the processing speed
not involving broadening the incision. Further developments regarding the laser technology and adjustment of laser parameters inherit
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the potential for optimizing the processing speed. For example, a related diploma thesis promises that the repetition rate can be quintupled
when adapting the distance between successive laser pulses according to thermal considerations [Zha09]. In-vivo studies and histological
analysis have to prove this assumption. Additionally application of catalyzing fluids other than water is promising as introduced in Section
4.4.4.
The cutting experiments carried out in the scope of this doctoral thesis showed a relatively large median incision depths. The number of
pulses necessary for increasing incision depths grows exponentially (cp.
Figure 5.4). Nevertheless, the advantages of cutting bony tissue using
laser have to be weighed against the processing speed for each medical
application. As an example: An experienced surgeon needs approximately half an hour to perform a craniotomy of standard dimension,
but without the possibility to execute it in a preplanned way. Actually,
laser processing would take longer depending on the bone thickness,
but would guarantee all mentioned advantages (e.g. less bone loss, precise execution, exact realization of a predefined cut). Furthermore the
slower processing could be balanced by a less time expensive osteosynthesis procedure, since application of plates for fixation may not be
necessary anymore.
Nowadays, there are four principal means of cutting bony tissue: the
conventional mechanical cutting, the water jet method, piezoelectric
cutting and finally laser cutting. While the advantages and disadvantages of mechanical cutting were already discussed in the scope of this
thesis, water jet and piezoelectric cutting are two competing cutting
methods against laser cutting and therefore shortly described in the
following in order to complete the view on bone cutting methods:
Water jet cutting is established since the 1980s in some medical
fields, such as visceral surgery [Kuh05]. The method utilizes water jet
in addition with biocompatible abrasives for effective bone cutting. The
principal clinical feasibility could be shown for water jet cutting. The
advantages over conventional mechanical cutting, such as non contact
process and free cutting geometries, face the disadvantages of decreasing quality with increasing cutting depth and problematic control of
cutting depth. Furthermore the parameters of water jet cutting have
to be carefully chosen. While water jet cutting could not establish as a
clinical method for bone cutting, it is used for cutting soft tissue, such
as nerves and vessels.
Piezoelectric cutting utilizes micro-vibrations of scalpels at ultrasonic
frequencies for dissecting bony tissue. Also known as Piezosurgery®,
the technology was invented by Vercellotti in 2004 [Ver04] and is pro-
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duced by Mectron (Carasco, Italy). Low modulated ultrasonic frequency
is used to induce micro−vibrations of the tool between 60 and 210 µm.
Hence, selective cutting can be achieved, since only specific tissue responds to the ultrasonic frequency, such as hard tissue at 25-29 kHz.
There is no explicit force needed for cutting. However, if too high forces
are used, the vibration of the tool is impeded and leads to development
of heat. Histologically less traumatization could be proven, but there
are also remarks on poor histological sharpness with irregular cut lines
[Rom09]. Selective cutting makes this method favorable especially to
preserve critical structures [Egg04, Sal08], but it is slow and not reasonable for deep cuts.
Table 8.1 compares the four presented bone cutting methods to each
other. Each bone cutting method shows specific advantages compared
with the others. Hence, one cannot implicate one favorable method.
In fact, the method has to be carefully chosen in respect of the medical application. Regarding osteotomy, laser cutting is in an inferior
position to piezoelectric cutting from an economic point of view. How-

Table 8.1: Comparison of existing bone cutting methods:
(++) excellent, (+) good, (-) minor, (--) poor.
Mechanical

Water Jet

Piezoelectric

Laser

> 0.6 mm

~1 mm

∅tool +
0.2 mm

µm range

Geometry

limited

free

tool
dependent

free

Selective

--

-

++

+

Trauma

--

+

+

+

Force

--

++

+

++

Degree of
Popularity

++

--

-

+

Pro

clinical
practice

integrated
cooling

preserves
critical
structures

Contra

abrasion

no control
of cutting
depth

slow

Width
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ever, laser bone cutting has the strong advantage of microsurgical bone
removal, which is not achievable with the other methods. Recent histological comparison studies also indicate the highest bone cut precision
for laser cutting [Rom09].

8.2 Outlook
In the scope of this doctoral thesis answers to the scientific key questions posed in Section 3.4 are provided. However, finding one answer
in science raises new questions. In the following an outlook is given
regarding further research issues and medical application of robot assisted laser bone ablation.
The contributions of this doctoral thesis raise two further main scientific questions, which are essential to investigate before applying robot
assisted laser osteotomy in a real medical application. This is on the
one hand concerning cutting strategies and on the other hand concepts
for online measurement of the ablation process.
To overcome the drawback of comparably slow processing speeds, it
is essential to particularly review cutting strategies, the kind of laser
system and laser parameters. It could be shown that analyzing a laser
induced incision based on the concatenation of single laser pulses is
of high importance in order to understand the development of a cut.
Additionally the variation and adjustment of laser parameters as well
as the composition of the bone directly influence the amount of bone
removed by a single laser pulse. On this basis cutting strategies can be
developed. Further research has to be focused on the analysis of cutting
profiles according to the placement of laser pulses under consideration
of the effective thermal dispersion. In the scope of this thesis the laser
parameters proposed in the state of the art were used and changed.
It is therefore essential to proof biological compatibility histologically.
Here, experimental evaluation with in-vivo animal and human bone are
obligatory.
In this context further research regarding the applied laser is also
important. Since the developed methods in the scope of this doctoral
thesis are adaptable to other laser systems which ablate bony tissue
thermo-mechanically, application of further laser types is feasible. Regarding the findings of Section 4.5.3 an interesting aspect for laser processing of bony tissue lies in the variance of the beam profile. For
example application of specific beam shaping lens systems to achieve
a quadratic beam profile could lead to more straight cutting edges (e.g.
[Hom09]). However, future application of short-pulsed CO2 laser for
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bone cutting could utilize Q-switched laser systems in order to reduce
high variances in the output power and therefore variances in the ablated volume per pulse.
Beside the investigation of cutting strategies which could enhance
the processing speed, further research regarding assistive fluids seems
promising (cp. Section 4.4.4). Application of fluids other than water
in order to catalyze the ablation process has not been in the scope of
research up to now. Pretreatment of the bone in order to weaken the
composite structure can lead to increased volumes removed by single
laser pulses.
The second scientific challenge to deal with in future is the online
surveillance of the laser cutting procedure. This is essential especially for those applications which require preservation of underlying
vital structures (e.g. blood vessels, nerves) or bone lining membranes
(e.g. dura mater, endost). In the state of the art video camera based
control of laser ablation for preserving the inner lining membrane of
the cochlear during cochleostomy were already proposed [Kah09a] and
could be applied to the setup realized in the scope of this doctoral thesis. However, more accurate and reliable detection of remaining bony
tissue to cut could be achieved by applying optical coherence tomography (OCT) as online sensing technique. Based on the measurement the
laser process parameters can be adjusted. Both online sensing methods could be directly coupled into the existing optical path, i.e. coaxial
coupling using a beam combiner before the deflecting mirrors in the
two-dimensional scan head.
As a consequence of applied online measurement methods, the process model proposed in this doctoral thesis could be adapted online,
according to the observed ablation performance. It is imaginable that
before starting the cutting itself, a few laser pulses are applied onto the
bone and directly measured in their dimension. Attributing this patient
specific information to the ablation model would lead to a more reliable estimation of the process itself (adaption of the plan) and therefore
imply conditions for the online process control. In order to enhance
the explication of the ablation process model including stochastic parameters which account for bone composition parameter and process
variances is another option.
Beside these two most important scientific challenges further optimization of the system itself can be performed. In a first step a threedimensional scan head should be applied. This would allow for adjusting the focal point of the beam for every laser pulse and thereby
lead to more constant ablation results and cause less repositioning by
the robot. Main objective towards applicability in the operation the-
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ater should be the integration of the laser beam guidance into the robot
kinematics itself (cp. Votan C-BIM introduced in Section 2.4.1). Here,
it is also imaginable not to apply a scan-head anymore, but to integrate
the focus lens directly to the robot’s last joint and to integrate a beam
combiner for direct coupling of measurement devices. In this context
both, the cutting strategy and risk analysis have to decide whether the
movement of the robot in the required speed is suitable under OR conditions or not.
Short term goal is the application of the realized system for robot assisted laser osteotomy in the operation theater and the execution of a
surgical intervention. As long as no online measurement method is introduced to the system, it is possible to evaluate the system capabilities
by performing marking paths with the laser intraoperatively. This step
towards an intraoperative application is essential in order to present
this new methodology to surgeons and to discuss further optimization
needs, especially regarding the compatibility with the surgical workflow.
Further discussions with surgeons of different disciplines will reveal
new medical application areas. For example in cranio-maxillofacial
surgery: the fronto-orbital advancement (FOA) which requires osteotomy
of multiple bone fragments and their realignment is a promising application field for laser bone cutting. Accurate execution of predefined
cuts and the minimized bone loss are significant advantages. In addition the bone thickness is comparably small since this operation is accomplished on young children. Another promising medical application
area is orthopedics. The precise bone removal could be advantageous
for preparing individual implant beds.
To conclude, laser bone ablation is going to gain significance in microsurgical applications treating bony and cartilage tissue. Furthermore
it is anticipated, that laser bone ablation will revolutionize bone cutting, if the processing speed is optimized. The basis for robot assisted
application of laser for osteotomy is laid with this doctoral thesis.
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One, a robot may not injure a human being, or through inaction,
allow a human being to come to
harm; Two, a robot must obey the
orders given it by human beings
except where such orders would
conflict with the First Law.
Isaac Asimov

A

Risk Analysis
In the scope of this doctoral thesis a complete risk analysis of the realized system for robot assisted laser osteotomy (cp. Chapter 6) was
performed in order to support the development process. The main purpose was to detect hazards of the system in an early development stage
and be able to reduce or even eliminate risks by appropriate measures.
With regard to commercialization, the risk analysis was performed according to the harmonized European standard ISO 14971 and its annexes [DIN07]. Here, only the Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) is presented. In
an associated diploma thesis the comprehensive risk analysis is given,
including the Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) [Wim09]. In the
following the three steps of the risk analysis are described.

A.1 Step 1: Intended Use and Identification of
Medical Device Characteristics that Could
Impact Safety
A.1.1 Intended Use
The robot assisted laser osteotomy system realized in the scope of this
thesis is intended to be clinically used for ablation of human bone. The
main characteristics of the system are:
• Preoperative computer assisted planning of cutting trajectories and
simulation of the intervention
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• Automatic positioning of a two-dimensional beam deflector (scan
head), which is attached to the flange of a robot’s end-effector, by
a robot
• Bone ablation using the laser beam as surgical tool by deflecting
it onto the target area using a scan head in order to perform a
preplanned cutting trajectory.

A.1.2 Reasonably Foreseeable Misuse
All applications that differ from the intended use are considered to be
reasonably foreseeable misuses, including:
• Moving of the robot while laser is turned on
• Processing of other material than bone (e.g. metal or plastic)
• Using under other than specified environmental conditions (e.g. in
an explosive atmosphere).

A.1.3 Identification of Safety-Related Characteristics
The consideration of criteria which refer to the safety of a medical device are important for the identification of hazards associated with the
medical device. Following the questions of Appendix C in [DIN07] the
intended use, intended users, foreseeable misuse and the functions of
the individual components of the system and their interactions in normal as well as fault state need to be considered.

A.2 Step 2: Identification of Hazards
The best source of information on hazards associated with a device is to
look for similar devices and their hazards. Online complaint databases
for medical devices offer a large amount of publications reporting malfunctions of medical devices and injury of patients and users by medical
devices. Here the Medical Product Safety Network (MedSun) [Med09b],
which is a reporting programme launched by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), the Laser Accident Database, maintained by Rockwell Laser Industries [Roc09], USA, and the German Federal Institute
for Drugs and Medical Devices (Bundesinstitut für Arzneimittel und Medizinprodukte BfArM) [BfA09] were regarded to get ideas about hazards
associated with the components of the experimental setup.
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A.2 Step 2: Identification of Hazards
The Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) of the risk analysis deals with the identification of hazards using fault trees. The four main hazards to the
system are graphically analyzed using fault event and gate shapes to
illustrate, top-down, the process that might lead to the main failure.
Dangers associated with the use of lasers can generally be categorized
into primary and secondary dangers. The primary hazard is the laser
beam itself, which can affect humans and objects. The laser beam
can thereby be raw, focused, directly reflected or scattered. Therefore
primary hazards are laser-related hazards.
Secondary hazards can be direct or indirect (following [Bar06]):
• Direct secondary dangers are caused by components of the complete laser system (device related),
• Indirect hazards are generated by interaction of the radiation with
materials or the atmosphere (application related).
For the developed system for robot assisted laser osteotomy the following main risks were identified and decomposed using FTA:
• Collision of robot with patient,
• Injury of patient caused by laser radiation,
• Injury of patient caused by secondary laser hazards (device or application related),
• and Wrong incision.
In order to make the fault trees clearly represented, three sub events
are defined using transfer gates to link them to the main hazards:
• Wrong, invalid or inaccurate registration,
• Unexpected movement of patient,
• and Unintended acceptance of robot motion.
Figures A.1 to A.7 show the corresponding fault trees for robot assisted laser osteotomy.
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Collision of robot
with patient

Patient moves in robot
danger zone while robot
is moving and collides
with robot

Unexpected motion
of robot leads to
collision with patient

Sudden robot
movement (without
user interaction)

Robot arm moves
too fast

Wrong speed
setting by user
- user error

Unexpect.
movement of
patient

Failure of
robot control
unit

Release of
anchoring of
robot foot

Failure of
robot brake

Robot programme
is active
unintendedly

Software
error

Unexpected start
signal activates
robot movement

Uninten.
acceptance of
robot motion

Unintended
choice of robot
programme

Mechanical
failure
of robot

Failure of
robot control
unit

Heavy
electrical
disturbance

Unexpected
activation by
control system

Software
error

Faulty relay
board

Figure A.1: Collision of robot with patient.
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A.2 Step 2: Identification of Hazards
Injury of patient
caused by laser
radiation

Injury of patient
caused by unintended
laser radiation (apart
from intended cut)

Patient’s
protective
equipment fails/
not worn at all

Unwanted
exposure
of radiation
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provides false
safety

User
error
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bone around the
operating field

Laser beam is not
deflected -> radiation
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spot

Wrong radiation
dosage or
exposure time

User
error

Failure of
laser
component

Faulty/missing
power supply
of galvanometers

Defective
Personal
Protective
Equipment

Switch off of
safety-related
features

Operating
theatre:
reflecting
areas

Failure of airwater-spray

Failure of
galvanometers
or mirrors

Failure of
component of
air-waterspray

Squeezed
water/
compressed air
supply cable

Overheating of
galvanometers

Scan head
moves during
scanning due to
movement of
robot

Heavy
electrical
disturbance

Laser turns on
accidently

Failure of
control
system

Mirror arm is
not/incorrectly
attached to can
head

Break of
mirror arm

Failure of
laser
component

Mirror arm is
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Figure A.2: Injury of patient caused by laser radiation.
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Injury of patient caused
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application related)
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User
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head
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Mirror arm is
not/incorrectly
fixed to mobile
housing

Figure A.3: Injury of patient caused by indirect laser hazards.
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Failure of
scan head

Electrical
failure
of robot
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scan head
jobs to robot
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Mechanical
failure
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Wrong
generation of
joint angle
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User
error

Wrong input
data

Release of
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motion of
robot

User
error
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design error

User error:
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wrong
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Wrong input
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Software
error

Wrong/
missing
calibration of
robot

Figure A.4: Wrong incision.
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Wrong/invalid/
inaccurate
registration

Unsuccessful
matching with
planning data

Software
error

Failure of optical
tracking system

User accepts
wrong registration

Registration error
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calculation of
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as acceptable
while it is not

Error is too
small

Error in the
registration file

High TRE and
user accepts
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Wrong application
Unexpect.
movement of
patient

Wrong
calibration of
sensor
system

Hardware
error

Software
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Error in
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Wrong file
format
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Loose
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Markers
are not
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correctly

Wrong
sequence of
registration of
markers

Figure A.5: Wrong/invalid/inaccurate registration.
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system and
patient

Software
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Figure A.6: Unexpected movement of patient.
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switch:
unintentional
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circuit

Not pressed
by user

No/Bad
intervisibility
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Figure A.7: Unintended acceptance of robot motion.
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A.3 Step 3: Risk Evaluation and Risk Control
After analyzing the potential risks of the system for robot assisted laser
osteotomy, risk evaluation and risk control are performed. Therefore a
risk evaluation for every identified cause of a hazard based upon a comparison between the estimated risks and predefined risk acceptability
levels is assessed first. In the next step measures for risk mitigation are
proposed.
Definition of risk-graph

A.3.1 Risk Evaluation

4-24-2009
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RobAsLasOs - Topmod
Short name:
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Robot assisted laser osteotomy - Top module: intraoperative functions / processes
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The risk of each identified cause of a hazard is attributed to one of the
three defined risk acceptability levels in the risk graph, i.e. broadly acProject manager:
Kerstin Wimmer
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asmanager:
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Subst.
project
200 risks were identified. Figure A.8 depticts the overall risk graph.
Defined graph
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4

Impr.
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24
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Negligible
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Critical
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Figure A.8: All risks of the system for robot assisted laser osteotomy
assigned to the risk graph according to their severity.
Five causes of hazards are ranked to the red, intolerable region. Two
of them are user-related causes and may happen due to the invisible
radiation of the used CO2 laser, which results in a false sense of security. First, the risk of unwanted exposure of radiation to the skin or
the eyes is considered as critical and probable. Second, the fact that
personal protective equipment (e.g. laser radiation protective goggles)
is not used or is inappropriate for the laser in use is also evaluated
as critical and probable. Third, a fire in the OR due to the ignition
of inflammable objects or material by the laser beam is considered as
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catastrophic and occasional. Fourth, a wrong laser incision resulting
from wrong or missing calibration of the robot is considered as critical
and probable. Last but not least, the severity of a harm occurring due
to a position change of the robot joint angles, is estimated as marginal,
but supposed to happen frequently because of the robot design.
The mentioned unacceptable risks necessitate reduction to the ALARP
or broadly acceptable region by mitigating the severity of harm and the
probability of occurrence. If this is not possible, the decision of application has to be based on a risk-benefit analysis , whether the medical or
surgical procedure is worth to take the risk for patient compared with
the possible benefit, if the procedure is successful.
137 hazards are assigned to the ALARP region. They need to be
further investigated and, if possible, reduced. The 58 risks assigned to
the broadly acceptable region can be accepted without further analyses.
To conclude, the most profound hazards associated with the realized
setup for robot assisted laser osteotomy are related to the use of the
CO2 laser in the operating theater. Especially user errors can affect the
adequate use of the laser and of the other system components. This
may endanger the user himself, the patient, medical staff and the environment. Since user-related errors can never be entirely eliminated,
the main priority is to reduce them to a minimum by trying to make the
system inherently safe and by implementing appropriate safety measures. Furthermore, critical hazards are associated with component
failures. The use of a robot in the OR constitutes a further threat.
Collisions with humans as well as unexpected movements of the robot
during the laser ablation process are considered critical, too.

A.3.2 Risk Control
In order to reduce risks associated with the intolerable and ALARP region in the risk graph, measures can be taken. Risk control measures
can generally be divided into three categories: inherently safe design,
safeguards or protective measures and warnings. In the following some
examples for measures of each category are presented:
Inherently Safe Design
The most profound hazards associated with the experimental setup for
robot assisted laser osteotomy are related to the use of the CO2 laser
in the operating theater. The main safety criterion is therefore to shield
the laser system to operate it hazard free and to protect operators and
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patients from harmful unintended radiation of the CO2 laser. The manufacturer has already incorporated safety precautions into the laser to
make it intrinsically safe. Furthermore, in order to prevent the articulated mirror arm from falling down on the patient, it is hold in an
upward position by utilizing a spring balancer under the ceiling (cp.
6.2.2). This spring balancer is attached to the ceiling by a carabiner
and additionally secured by a steel wire rope.
Safeguards or Protective Measures
An important safeguard to be installed is an emission exhaust system
in order to capture by-products of the laser processing and utilization
of a room ventilation system, that should be available in every OR. Further proposed safeguards include flow controllers for monitoring the
compressed air and the cooling water of the air-water spray for process
optimization. In order to alert the OR personnel, an activation warning
system (i.e. a warning light or an audible alarm during laser processing)
should be installed.
Warnings
Warnings are considered as weakest measures, as they only inform the
operator about residual risks, leaving the compliance to the user. Nevertheless, communicating about hazards or improper use, for example,
by providing adequate education and training to the OR personnel, is
important in order to alert the user of potential hazards, e.g. about the
invisible CO2 laser radiation. Thus, the suggested administrative control measures include warning signs and labels, that designate laser
and robot use areas.
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The best mirror is an old friend.
George Herbert

B

Mirror Arm Specification
Various design possibilities allow to apply an optimized articulated arm
for a certain application. The quality of an articulated arm is strongly
dependent on its calibration. However, the quality usually declines over
the life cycle, since the straight tubes are affected by bending. Furthermore the overall weight of the arm as well as the stiffness of the joints
have an impact on the overall accuracy.
For realization of the system for robot assisted laser osteotomy in the
scope of this doctoral thesis, an industrial articulated mirror arm was
specified in strong collaboration with the manufacturer Laser Mechanisms. Figure B.1 and B.2 show the CAD drawing of the applied mirror
arm.
Six mirror joints and an additional rotational last joint were chosen
in order to allow positioning with 7 degrees of freedom. With an overall
weight of ≈20 kg, a length of 2231 mm, a tubes diameter of 70 mm and
stiff joints the arm provides a high accuracy, which is of high importance for the application. A spring balancer is utilized in order to keep
the arm in an upward position and reduce the affecting weight at the
robot’s end-effector.
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Figure B.1: CAD drawing of the mirror arm. Courtesy of Laser Mechanisms Inc. [Las09]
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Figure B.2: CAD drawing of the mirror arm. Courtesy of Laser Mechanisms Inc. [Las09]
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The creator of the universe works
in mysterious ways. But he uses
a base ten counting system and
likes round numbers.
Scott Adams

C

Robot Specifications
C.1 Stäubli RX90B CR
center of mass

Figure C.1: Dimensions of the Stäubli RX90B robot. All values in mm.
[Stä04]
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Figure C.2: Workspace of the Stäubli RX90B robot. All values in mm.
[Stä04]

C.2 KUKA LWR

Figure C.3: Workspace and dimensions of the KUKA LWR robot. All
values in mm. [KUK07]
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The osteotomy as a surgical procedure to cut bone in
order to change alignment, to provide an implant or to
access the operating field is not realizable in arbitrary
geometries and cutting angles with conventional instruments nowadays.
In the scope of this doctoral thesis world‘s first robot
system was developed, which facilitates osteotomy using
laser in arbitrary geometries with an overall accuracy
below 0.5mm. Methods of computer and robot assisted
surgery were reconsidered and composed to a workflow.
Adequate calibration and registration methods are proposed, which allow precise execution.
The main influencing process parameters of short-pulsed
laser ablation are identified and the cutting development
is analyzed based on the concatenation of single laser
pulses. Based thereon a methodology for transferring
geometrically defined cutting trajectories into pulse
sequences and optimized execution plans is proposed.
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